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ABSTRACT
A Design for Developing Programs to Assist Early Adolescents
In the Transition From Elementary to Junior High School
(May,

1980)

Nancy Bottone Heilman, A.B., Drew University
M.Ed., Goucher College, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr. Masha K. Rudman

'

The purpose of this dissertation has been to construct a design
for developing programs to assist early adolescents in the transition

from elementary to junior high school, where the transition occurs between sixth and seventh grade.

Guiding the direction of the study were

questions on characteristics of developing early adolescents, kinds of
school environments which provide support, considerations which should
be reflected in the planning of programs to assist early adolescents
in transition from elementary to junior high school, identification of

school concerns of early adolescents, identification of components in
school programs which appear to be meeting needs of early adolescents,
and types of evaluation being used to determine if program goals are

being met.
The design consists of three aspects:

(1)

a list of assumptions

for
about early adolescent development and school environments designed

early adolescents;

(2)

identification of components essential to the

development of transitional programs; and
VI

(3)

organization of the design.

The sources utilized to identify assumptions, components,
and to

construct the design for developing transitional programs were
the lit-

erature and research on early adolescent development and school
environments designed in this century for early adolescents.

In addition,

ten Massachusetts school programs which contained components supportive
of early adolescents in transition served as primary data.
of these sources, assumptions were selected and categorized.

From each
(For the

purpose of this dissertation, assumptions are statements of belief,
principle, and conclusions derived from respected sources forming the
basis for program construction.)

A final set of thirty-six assumptions was selected from the larger
list as important considerations in a transitional program design.

Seven components essential to a design for developing transitional programs were chosen from this list.

These components focused on:

(1)

physical, social, emotional, and intellectual development of early adolescents;

(2)

articulation between elementary and junior high school

levels and within the junior high school;
ity;

(A)

curriculum objectives;

(5)

(3)

orientations of the comun-

program procedures;

(6)

evaluation;

and (7) recommendations for improving programs.

Four steps were included

in the organizational design of the components.

They were the establish-

ment of a transitional committee to:

(1)

acquire knowledge of nature of

early adolescents, develop shared understanding, and examine existing
factors in the environment; (2) determine educational objectives;

plement educational objectives; and

(A)

(3)

evaluate the program and make

recommendations for future consideration.

The study concludes with rec-

ommendations for further research on early adolescents in transition.
vii
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Adolescence
One was young until one was too old to be younger
and then one suddenly became older.
John Dettre

How do you tell anyone:
"This is me.
I am this and that
and then again
I am not?"
Can you put down
in black and white
why you are as you are
if sometimes it is not clear to you
that you are at all?

—

(By adolescent girl)
J.

Williams

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Based on the research literature, studies undertaken by this researcher, and expressed concerns of educators, parents, and students

regarding the present design of junior high school programs, the following study is undertaken.

It attempts to determine if the programs

effectively focus on the developmental needs and identified concerns
of early adolescent students in transition from elementary to junior

high school.

The following questions guide the direction of the study.

1.

What are the characteristics of the developing early adoles-

2.

What kinds of school environments provide support for the

cent?

early adolescent?
3.

What are the school concerns of early adolescents in transi-

tion from elementary to junior high school?
4.

What are the particular components of school programs which

appear to be meeting the needs of early adolescents?
5.

What specific considerations should be reflected in the plan-

ning of transitional programs for early adolescents?
6.

What kind of evaluations are being used by schools to deter-

transition?
mine if they are meeting the needs of early adolescents in

1

2

A study on adolescence conducted by The Learning
Institute of
North Carolina under the direction of Lipsitz (1977) contends
that
early adolescents are the most overlooked age group in terms of
experimental study and services provided in America today.

The study re-

veals that myths regarding adolescents identified by Benedict (1954)
bhe fifties continue to exist.

These are potentially destructive

reflect a deep mistrust of adolescents.

Adults continue to regard

adolescence as a "time of tumultuous upheaval during which the best we
can do is hold our breaths, wait for it to pass over, and meanwhile

segregate as best we can the turbulent from the rest of society"
(Lipsitz, 1977, p. xvi)

.

The belief that adolescents form a homogen-

eous group is another belief which continues to flourish in this country despite research evidence to the contrary (Tanner, 1971; Garrison,
1976; Elkind, 1978).

The aim of Lipsitz’

(1977) report is to help dispel the myths,

mistrust, fear, and indifference concerning adolescents which appear
to be ingrained characteristics of American attitudes and unfortunately

affect education during the middle years of schooling.

The report en-

courages educators and parents to question and reject these attitudes
in favor of a new positive social concern for early adolescents.

Spe-

cific recommendations made by the researchers encourage studies on

.

basic issues of adolescent development in the biological, socio-emotional, and cognitive areas.

They further suggest that this research

be dependent upon theories of adolescent development more precisely

stated and based in systematic study which is essential in helping our

society develop clearer understandings of adolescence.

3

The scarcity of outstanding developmental research on
early adol-

escence is further documented by Hill (1973):
A list of twenty-five leading developmental psychologists today
selected on the basis of almost any criterion would not include
one whose reputation was established primarily on the basis of
scholarship in the adolescence area. There is ho set of national centers of excellence in the adolescence area; there is not
even one.
It is doubtful whether more than five percent of the
pages in Developmental Psychology and Child Development over the
past five years have been devoted to adolescence, (p. 87)

Waber (1974), a biologist studying the psychological concerns of
early adolescents, believes that the lack of interest by developmental

psychologists in adolescent research is attitudinal and intellectual.
She believes that adolescents are viewed as difficult and frequently

not as pleasant to work with as preschoolers, for example.

As well,

developmental psychologists have traditionally been concerned with

childhood and view adolescence as a transitional period rather than a
period to be studied independently.
Intellectually, developmental psychologists have tended to continue to support both Freudian and Skinnerian traditions which suggest
that young children are most pliant and open to experience and this de-

clines with age so that behavior patterns are already established by
the time they reach adolescence (Waber, 1974).

Bios (1971; 1979) suggests that recent literature on adolescence

appears to be developing a new trend demonstrating an increased interest in the early years of adolescence rather than the older adolescent
age group.

He believes that two factors accounting for this increased

interest are:

(1)

the life style of the early adolescent is becoming

of
more similar to older adolescents and, therefore, what is typical

4

middle adolescence is happening at a younger and younger age (Tanner,
1971); and (2) research in adolescence has introduced a developmental

differentiation of the adolescent period of growth involving maturational and developmental stages, with the initial stage presenting the

most crucial period in the total adolescent process of development.
Just as the research on the developmental aspects of early adol-

escent growth processes has been limited, so has the research on ap-

propriate school environments for this age group been limited.
Lipsitz (1977) refers to early adolescent students as, "the least fortunate students.

.

.

who have been segregated by age in those junior

high schools which are exactly what their name denotes

— smaller

younger or less developed versions of senior high schools"

(p.

She also states that the most fortunate early adolescents are
those.

.

.

or
83).

"...

who are placed first in middle schools and then in senior

high schools as a result of local concern for the many meanings of

adolescence" (p. 83).
The concern of many educators and parents of adolescents is that
the present junior high school design for children during the middle

years is no longer the "best plan" as it was hailed thirty years ago.

They feel that the present plan focuses completely on only one dimension of the child’s development, the cognitive.

Cognitive growth,

of
while extremely important, does not include many facets and needs

1975).
the developing adolescent (Erikson, 1959; Gallatin,

Boys and

period between
girls between the ages of 10 and 14 are in a transition

childhood and adolescence.

They are attempting to learn to cope with

functioning, and
bodily changes, to explore new ways of intellectual

5

becoming persons in their own right.

Youngsters in this age group are

at a variety of levels in social, physical, and
intellectual develop-

ment.

Their interests are diverse, so that structured learning
exper-

iences are not profitable to many at this period of growth.

They need

many opportunities for individualized work with guidance, patience,
and understanding from their teachers, administrators, and parents.

Eichhorn (1973), Tobin (1973), Baldwin (1974), DiVirgilio (1973),
and others, who are involved in the middle school movement in this

country, believe that educational programs for these students should
be child-centered and should include active learning in environments

which allow exploration and participation based on the adolescent's
needs and decisions.

They emphasize the importance of interpersonal

relations with classmates, the environment, and the greater community.
They share attitudes expressed by many parents, that education should
be more than information processing.

These concepts go hand-in-hand

with those proposed for children of elementary school age by supporters
of the integrated day approach to learning.

The concern of educators and parents of adolescents is that there
is a need for developing school environments responsive to the charac-

teristics of early adolescents in both the cognitive and affective domains.

Wells (1977), a member of the Task Force on Middle Schools

(National Association of Independent Schools)

,

believes there is

a con-

siderable difference between what we know about early adolescents and
the school programs we have designed for them in this century.

ing to Wells,

Accord-

6

When attempting to construct a program for the early adolescent,
one is immediately struck by the wide disparity between the data
we have on the early adolescent and the programmatic response we
devise.
Early adolescents need to try on a wide
(1) FACT:
variety of roles. RESPONSE: We class them in.
few roles to
make them a manageable lot.
Early adolescents vary
(2) FACT:
enormously.
in physical, mental and emotional maturity and
capability. RESPONSE:
In schools chronological age is still the
overwhelming factor used in grouping students.
During
(3) FACT:
early adolescence the development of control over one’s own life
through conscious decision-making is crucial. RESPONSE: Adults
make all meaningful decisions for almost all early adolescents
almost all the time, but do give the early adolescent the "freedom’’ to make the "safe".
decisions.
Early adoles(4) FACT:
cence is an age where all natural forces (muscular, intellectual,
glandular, emotional, etc.) are causing precipitous peaks and
troughs in their entire being.
RESPONSE: We demand internal
consistency of the early adolescent, and in schools even punish
some for not achieving this consistent state despite the fact
that it is totally impossible for many to achieve at this point
Early adolescents are preoccupied
in development.
(5) FACT:
by physical and sexual concerns, frightened by their perceived
inadequacy. RESPONSE: We operate with them each day not as
though this were a minor matter in their lives, but as though
83-84,
(Lipsitz, pp
such concerns did not exist at all.
unpublished manuscript)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Working parties within the Educational Council of Great Britain
have been actively studying the needs of the adolescent for the past
twenty years.

The publication of the Plowden Report (1967) gave impe-

tus to this study and the eventual development, in some parts of Great

Britain, of middle schools for children between the ages of

9

and 12.

The report suggested that the concept of individualizing instruction
relatively easy,
in an open learning situation in which "innovation is
children
and which is based on positive motivation to more and older
than at present.

.

.

where these older children will find the ready sup-

more with them
port, approval, and encouragement of adults concerned

consider in establishthan with subjects" were important elements to

Paper No. 22, 1969, p. 7).
ing a school for adolescents (School Council

s

.
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The active involvement of the learner characterizes the best
ele-

mentary schools, according to Plowden (1967), and should be considered
in developing new programs for the early adolescent.

that "knowledge is for idling and being.

...

purposive" (School Council Paper No. 22, 1969,

It
p.

Plowden states

is not inert but is

6).

Within Plowden’

view, learning develops from experiencing which comes naturally to

children.

Such experiencing is not helped within Inflexible boundaries

of time or subject matter.
to Dewey's

Here we see evidence of a strong commitment

(1938) philosophy.

The concepts for developing school programs for early adolescents

should focus on how they learn, explore, achieve, and grow (Baldwin,
1974)

.

A child-centered approach to education which Incorporates ac-

tive learning experiences in an environment which allows explorations

based on individual needs and decisions is another important dimension.
The program should also include the concept of interpersonal relations
of classmates, environment, and the community beyond the classroom and

school
James (1968) speaks about new roles for learners during the middle

years of development.

The curriculum for adolescents should be intrin-

sically interesting, organized in experiences of collaborative learning.
Only in this atmosphere can the diverse talents be recognized by the

adolescents themselves.

James believes that this calls for program-

ming which is varied and flexible.

It will draw upon all the resources

and talents of both students and teachers.

She emphasizes that "we can

have to coopt
no longer induct young people into agreed certainties; we

explore many
them into uncertainty" (p. 43) by encouraging them to

.
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possibilities
James desires that the adolescent be more sensitive to the good
in,

and the needs of others, in the hope that "lives might be lived by

people who are good at being their own selves and at acknowledging in
a growing mutuality the diverse selfhood of their fellows"

(p.

124).

Researchers, educators, and parents have proposed and, in some
instances, developed school environments and programs more responsive
to

the needs of early adolescents.

Concern about the neglect of the

process of transition from one school level to another or, in the case
of early adolescents, from elementary to junior high school, was ex-

pressed in the recommendations for further study of the first report
from the Schools Council Middle Years of Schooling Project (1972) in
Great Britain.

Specifically, they are interested in knowing:

?
Is there
What kinds of problems over transfer exist.
agreement between elementary and junior high school members.
over the existence of these problems?

1.

.

.

.

.

To what extent have there been developments between schools
junior high
designed to overcome any such problems, e.g., .
teaching
first-year
schools making changes in organization of
methods, etc.?
2.

.

.

What is the feeling of the study group over closer cooperation? What would be the purpose of such cooperation:
3.

a.

to enable teachers to know more about local elementary/

junior high school ways of working?
(junior high) curriculum
to consider aspects of the.
with the aim of achieving some common policy between schools?
b.

.

.

various
to consider the advantages /disadvantages of the
range)?
(12-14 age
teaching/learning methods in the.
^
(pp. 109-110)

c.

.

.

of this age
The study group also suggested that if specific concerns

identified, then school
group regarding the transition period could be

9

programs for early adolescents could be designed to
focus on these particular issues.

The ultimate goal being to provide the best possible

program for early adolescents during the middle years of
schooling

which would recognize the diversity of physiological, social,
emotional,
and intellectual needs.

Sarason (1971) compares the early adolescent in transition from

elementary to junior high school to people who have "spent their lives
in a small town and suddenly find themselves in a large, unfamiliar

city" (p. 82).

He sees many discontinuities between elementary and

junior high schools that require a good deal of ".

.

.

unlearning and

learning on the part of young people, and if one had to make any prediction, it would be that many children would respond maladaptively"
(p.

82).

Two pilot studies conducted by this writer (Heilman, 1975, 1978)

were undertaken in response to questions and concerns raised by the
Schools Council Middle Years Project (1972) and expressed by researchers (Coulter, 1959;

Schmuck, 1965; Sarason, 1971; Simmons et al.,

1973; Knowles, 1975), teachers, and parents of early adolescents re-

garding the transition from elementary to junior high school.

The

studies were also used as a basis for determining the feasibility of

examining these questions and concerns more extensively.
The first identified school concerns of early adolescents during
the period of transition from elementary to junior high school, i.e.,

from grades six to seven.

The second examined school concerns of

seventh graders in junior high school and focused on four groups in
three alternative learning environments within one junior high school.
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Two groups were in a Traditional junior high program and two
were in-

volved in self-contained Learning Communities.
Two concerns of early adolescents during the transition period

from elementary to junior high school were identified in the first
study from student interviews, essays written by students, and from
taped conversations between guidance counselors and students.

Adol-

escents express a principal concern in and of social relations with
peers and older students, teachers, making new friends, and a general

feeling of uncertainty about the transition

— all

of which suggest an

affective or emotional tone to their anticipated new experiences.

When students were invited to write in general about their impressions of the transition, they responded by focusing on feelings of un-

certainty about the transition and concerns about relations with
teachers, peers, and older students

— again,

suggesting an emotional

concern regarding their future experiences in the junior high school.
Students express less concern about the work load, daily schedule,
Ironically, these are areas

homework, lunch period, smoking and drugs.

in which teachers and administrators expend a great deal of their time

and energy.
One conclusion which could be made from the student responses is
that it is important for administrators, teachers, and parents to give

consideration to both the affective and cognitive concerns of early
adolescents when planning programs for this transitional period.
The second study had two purposes:

(1)

to investigate the idea

a junior
that newly enrolled, first semester, seventh grade students in

high school had school concerns that could be identified;

(2)

to

11

investigate whether there would be differences in kind and intensity
of school concerns of these students due to the nature of the class-

room designs in which they were located.
to as Learning Community

and Traditional (3 Years)

7

These classrooms are referred

(1 Year), Learning Community 7-8

(see Appendix E)

.

(2

Years),

The Learning Communities

are designed as self-contained classrooms with four-member teaching

Their goals are to provide a positive learning environment by

teams.

integrating the curriculum to provide a consistent, stable, physical
space, develop a community to which a student belongs, and encourage

an environment in which students get to know each other well.

The

tone of the Learning Communities is designed to be supportive of the

social and emotional characteristics of early adolescents.
The Traditional program is based on a philosophy which is more

typical of junior high schools throughout the country.

It provides,

primarily, for a curriculum directed toward the cognitive development
of early adolescents.

The questions explored in this study are, whether or not at the

end of one semester,
1.

students in the Learning Communities and Traditional program

would have school concerns (see Definitions,
2.

p.

14)

students in the Learning Communities would have fewer concerns

than students in the Traditional program
3.

numthere would be a significant difference in the kinds and

and the Traber of student concerns between the Learning Communities

ditional program.
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While the results of this study provided implications for answers
to

question one, there was little evidence to draw conclusions about

questions two and three.

The students in the Learning Communities and

the Traditional program all shared similar school concerns but these

concerns focused primarily on the academic aspects of the curriculum

rather than the social and emotional.

One exception occurred in the

Traditional program where a concern was expressed about the teachers.
The results of this study suggest that, in general, both programs

within this junior high school are supportive of the social, emotional,
and cognitive needs of early adolescents in transition, and even though
the school concerns expressed did not differ from one program to the

other, there is still evidence to corroborate what the research liter-

ature suggested would be found, that early adolescents in transition
from elementary to junior high school have identifiable school concerns
(Simmons et al., 1973; Knowles, 1975).

Based on this evidence and con-

cerns expressed by educators and parents about the

lack, of

programs in

the schools to assist early adolescents during this transition period,
the present larger study was undertaken.

Purpose of the Study

developing
The purpose of this study is to construct a design for
junior
programs for early adolescents in transition from elementary to
and seventh
high school, where the transition occurs between sixth

grade.

The design consists of three aspects:

a set of

assumptions

environments for early
about early adolescent development and school
to the development
adolescents, identification of essential components
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of transitional programs, and the organization of the design.

The sources which will be utilized to identify assumptions, components, and construct the design for developing transitional programs
are the literature and research on early adolescent development and

school environments designed for early adolescents.

In addition,

ten

Massachusetts school programs which focus on the transition period between elementairy and junior high school serve as primary data.

Theories of adolescent development will be examined in an effort
to clarify the physiological, emotional,

acteristics of early adolescents.

social, and intellectual char-

School environments developed for

early adolescents in this century will be reviewed to determine their
focus in meeting needs of early adolescents.

Existing programs in Massachusetts focusing on aspects of transition will be identified and examined, and when possible, administrators, guidance personnel, and teachers will be visited and interviewed
in an effort to identify components of their programs which have prov-

en supportive to early adolescents during this period.

From this combination of information, a design for developing

transitional programs for early adolescents will be proposed.

More

explicitly, the research objectives of this study are to:

identi-

(1)

transitional profy a set of assumptions to guide the development of
grams;

(2)

define the components of a transitional program;

and
struct a design for developing a transitional program;

program.
the steps for developing a transitional

^,3)

(4)

con-

describe

:

.
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Assumptions

The following assumptions (see Definitions, p. 14) will guide
the study:
1.

The developing or early adolescent has unique characteristics

which need to be considered when designing school programs.
2.

The characteristics of early adolescents focus on their phys-

ical, emotional, social, and intellectual development.
3.

Early adolescents in transition between elementary and junior

high school have specific school concerns.
4.

School programs which are attentive to the concerns and needs

of early adolescents will help to make this period of transition be-

tween elementary and junior high school a less anxious, more profitable

experience, and will assist them in establishing confidence and security in their ability to cope with variabilities within themselves and

others

Definitions

The following definitions will be used for the purposes of this

study
Early adolescence :

the chronological age between 11 and 14 years.

'transition period

the period in the adolescent school experience

:

including the last part of elementary school and the first part of junand
ior high school; traditionally, it is the period including sixth

seventh grades.

School concerns of early adolescents:

for this study,

school

15

concerns" will refer specifically to concerns about school such as

older students, teachers, making friends, schedules, tests, school
size, etc.

A more extensive list of concerns was identified in the

research literature and in two studies conducted by the researcher
(Schmuck, 1965; Simmons et al., 1973; Grass!
1978)

,

1974; Heilman, 1975,

.

Transitional programs

:

those programs designed to assist early

adolescents in making a smoother, more comfortable adjustment between

elementary and junior high school.

Such programs can take place in

either or both elementary school and junior high school and may or
may not be part of the regular established curriculum.

It is the in-

tent of the program which labels it transitional.

Articulation

:

the smooth and continuous communication between

elementary and junior high school administrations and teachers regarding data on students and programmatic goals of each unit (ASCD, 1958).

Assumptions

;

statements of belief, principle, and conclusions

derived from respected sources forming the basis for program construction.

Significance of the Study

This study has significance in that it contributes to and clarifies existing knowledge on:
(2)

(1)

early adolescent development;

school environments designed for early adolescents during this

the
century; and (3) programs designed to assist early adolescents in

transition between elementary and junior high school.

The practical

this
significance of the study will be its attempt to synthesize
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information in an effort to construct a design containing identified
components considered essential in the development of programs for
early adolescents in transition from elementary to junior high school.
The broader significance

.of

this study lies in its attempt to en-

courage communities to develop better understandings of the importance
of the middle years of children's growth, as a particular period of

development worthy of study in the total development of children on
their passage to adulthood.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of this study lies in the im-

plications of its being a model for other educators interested in as-

sisting early adolescents to experience a more supportive and productive transition from elementary to junior high school, or from child-

hood years to teenage years.

As Popper (1967) suggests,

(schooling for the middle years)
is to intervene protectively in the process of education which
was begun in the elementary school, mediate between the human
condition at the onset of adolescence and the pressures of culture, and continue the general education of early adolescents
with a curriculum applied in a psychosocial environment which
is functional for learning at this stage of socialization.
.

.

(p.

.

the paramount goal of.

.

.

282)

Scope of the Study

The focus of this study is on constructing a design for developing programs for early adolescents in transition from elementary to

junior high school.

The intent is not

to

design

a specific program,

but rather to present a design for the process of constructing a program.

determine
It is not a psychological probe nor does it attempt to

points
the origin of concerns and needs of early adolescents from
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other than developmental, as revealed in the
literature and expressed
in existing programs for early adolescents.

This study also attempts to identify school programs
which pre-

sent rationales and components that are supportive of
developmental
and personal needs of early adolescents in transition from
elementary
to junior high school.

It does not summarize all existing school pro-

grams for early adolescents, nor does it deal with academic areas in

isolation from developmental aspects.
The study includes a design for developing transitional programs
but does not attempt the implementation of this design.

That imple-

W

mentation is left to future researchers.

Design of the Study

The first stage of this study presents research literature on

adolescent development and school programs designed for early adolescents during this century.

This stage also includes literature on

programs designed by individual school districts to assist early adolescents in the transition from one school level to another when other

district factors came into play, i.e., new school boundaries being established, bussing students into different areas for junior high
school, etc.

An overview of ten existing programs in Massachusetts

designed to deal with certain aspects of transition from elementary
to junior high school is also included in this stage.

The information

obtained from this aspect of the research provides the data for the

construction of a design for developing transitional programs.
In the second stage, overviews from the research literature and
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existing school programs dealing with transition are analyzed
and consolidated.

Assumptions on adolescent development and appropriate

school programs for this age group are identified and components
essentisl to the construction of a design for developing transitional pro-

grams are selected.
The third stage of the study is the construction of a design for

developing transitional programs for early adolescents leaving elementary school to enter junior high school based on components identified

from the assumptions in stage two.

Based on these three stages, the chapter design is as follows:

Chapter

I

presents the basic outline and establishes the ration-

ale for the study.

It includes a brief exploration of present condi-

tions underlying the education of early adolescents in this country.

Chapter II provides a review of research literature on adolescent
development, school environments designed for early adolescents during
this century, and research on programs designed to assist early adoles-

cents during the transition period when other district factors came into play.

Chapter III presents an overview of ten existing programs in

Massachusetts designed to assist early adolescents in the transition
from elementary to junior high school, or from sixth to seventh grade.

Chapter IV includes the identification and description of components fundamental to the development of transitional programs for early

adolescent students.

The selection of these components is supported by

data from the professional literature and from educators presently in-

volved in designing and implementing transitional programs in their
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schools.

These components are presented as the basis for the
construc-

tion of a design for developing transitional programs.

Chapter V discusses approaches for implementing the design and
presents recommendations for further research on early adolescents and
programs for the middle years of schooling.

Summary

That early adolescents in this country are the most overlooked age
group in research, and services is supported by a study conducted by
The Learning Institute of North Carolina under the sponsorship of the

Ford Foundation.

This paucity of data is particularly reflected in

the lack of understandings concerning the developmental characteristics

and specific concerns of early adolescents as manifested in the present

design of school programs for this age group.

While the amount of in-

terest and research in the past on early adolescence has been limited,
the future begins to look brighter for the early adolescent in transi-

tion

.

The purpose of this study is to construct a design for developing

transitional programs for early adolescents.
three aspects

:

a set of

The design consists of

assumptions about early adolescent development

and school environments for early adolescents, identification of compo-

nents essential to the development of transitional programs, and the

organization of the design.
The study is in three stages.

The first stage presents research

literature on adolescent development and school programs designed for
early adolescents.

This stage also includes literature on school
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programs focusing on transition problems of particular districts, and
an overview of ten existing programs in Massachusetts designed to

deal with aspects of transition for students leaving elementary school
to enter junior high school.

In stage two, collected data from stage one is analyzed and con-

solidated into a set of assumptions.

From these assumptions, compo-

nents basic to the construction of a design for developing transitional programs are selected.

Stage three is the construction of a design for developing transi-

tional programs for early adolescent students leaving elementary school
to enter junior high school.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A.

Adolescent Development

Early adolescence is a period of rapid growth in which the child
begins to develop into an adult.

The literature in the field of early

adolescence abounds with theories presenting diverse views as to this
period of development.

This chapter will review theories developed

by leading researchers on adolescence.

In the first section, particu-

lar emphasis will be given to the characteristics and theories of ado-

lescence, sex role and identity development, as well as the intellectual and cognitive growth of adolescence.

The second section will explore two educational environments de-

veloped for early adolescents in the twentieth century, the junior
high school and the middle school.
A review of the research on existing programs specifically de-

signed to assist early adolescents in transition from elementary to

junior high school will be included in section three.
Theories on adolescence developed by Hall, Freud, Erikson, Mead,
and other researchers present opposing views about this period of

growth in children.

These theories have originated from studies in

psychology, physiology, sociology, and anthropology, and each theory
has merit within the context of that particular theoretical framework.
For example, there is validity in both Hall's (1904) and Freud's (1924)
21
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biological evolutionary theories of development stages in
man.

Teach-

ers and parents see manifestations of these stages in
their classrooms

and homes every day.

But what is important to understand is that

theories which deal with only one dimension of human development,
that
is, biological or cultural, are incomplete because they make no at-

tempt to consider other aspects of life, such as the child's environ-

ment or cultural traditions which can effect changes in development.
If Hall and Freud make any references to the impact environment might

have on the child, it tends to be in a negative way; that is, if a
child experiences an interruption or shock at any stage of development, the child will become fixated at that stage.

A different viewpoint is expressed by Benedict (1954)
pologist.

,

an anthro-

She does not question the facts of nature, as expounded by

Hall and Freud.

She sees the role of the anthropologist as analyzing

and documenting "local man-made doctorings of nature, and to insist
that these doctorings should not be read off in any one culture as nature itself" (p. 306).

She goes on to say that.

Although it is a fact of nature that the child becomes a man,
the way in which this transition is effected varies from one
society to another, and no one of these particular cultural
bridges should be regarded as the "natural" path to maturity.
(p.

306)

Additional evidence supporting Benedict's perspective is presented
by Hsu, Watrous, and Lord (1961).

They explore the viewpoint shared by

many social scientists, "that culture exerts critical formative influences upon personality" (p. 59).

They are, therefore, less pessimistic

than the physiologists and psychologists who generally assume

that ad-

olescent stresses stem from major biological and social adjustments.

.
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which seem to be an unavoidable part of the transitional period"
(p.

60).

Their interest is in cultural factors which "appear to make

the process of growing up less traumatic than others"

(p.

60)

While theorists may disagree about the factors which determine
and affect adolescent development, certain primary and secondary phys-

iological changes occur in youngsters which unquestionably identify
the onset of pubescence.

In the male it is the experiencing of ejac-

ulation, and in the female, it is the occurrence of the menstrual
cycle.

The secondary characteristics in both sexes are rapid skeletal

growth, body changes in females, voice changes in males.

The physical

changes are greater at this time than at any other preceding or subsequent years of development.

The main characteristic to note about

this period is the great variability within each sex and between the

sexes, as to the degree of growth and bodily changes (Elkind, 1971).

A study by Tanner (1971) presents evidence that adolescent biological changes have not been altered in the last five thousand years.

The sequence remains the same but the events now occur at an earlier
age, with girls retaining their two-year lead in development over boys.

Both Elkind (1971) and Tanner (1971) suggest that the rate of mat-

uration and the age at the onset of puberty are dependent upon both
genetic and environmental factors.

When the environment is constant,

the variability in development is due to genetic differences.

In the

earlier beupper socioeconomic classes, the onset of maturity occurs

cause of better nutrition and good health care.

Children from lower

mature later.
income families or families with manv siblings tend to

which takes place
One of the most important physiological changes
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during adolescence is sexual maturation.

Garrison (1976) cites studies

on both animals and humans which demonstrate that the strength of the

sex drive is "profoundly influenced by the hormones from the sex glands"
(p.

129), and that these hormones bring about an increased sexual ten-

sion.

Comparative studies made between two groups of boys, approxi-

mately equal in chronological age but two years apart in skeletal age,
demonstrate that the early-maturing boys display a greater interest in

personal appearance and more positive attitude toward girls than the

late-maturing boys.

With the onset of pubescence, girls also show changes in attitudes
and interests regarding social activities, preferring those which in-

volve both sexes.

Garrison’s (1976) comment that girls "shun activi-

ties that interfere with their playing a feminine role" (p. 131) is

one which needs further consideration at this time in history because
of the changing patterns of women’s roles and how they view themselves

within this new context.
Results of studies in the early forties on maturation in females
suggest that late maturing females have a decided advantage

early ma-

turing being an embarrassment because of the changes in body anatomy.

More recent studies suggest a reversal in attitude, giving evidence
that early maturing females are at an advantage (Hamachek, 1976).

The

evolution of a more positive attitude toward sexuality has enabled women to become more accepting of themselves as women.
part
Strength and physical appearance are still a very important
to emphasize
of adolescence, primarily because our society continues

and support this image in the male.

In the female, we continue to
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support the idea of the perfect woman as being tall
and slender
(Hamachek, 1976).

The early maturer, according to Tanner (1971), ap-

pears to have a better start on life— is "more stable,
sociable, less

neurotic, and more successful in society, at least in the United
States"
518), and yet, even she has difficulties.

(p.

They have a "longer per-

iod of frustration of sex drive and of drive toward independence and
the establishment of vocational orientation" (p. 518).

Understanding the "sequence, tempo and individual variation in
the growth and development"

(Tanner, 1971, p. 502) of adolescents, as

cited in the above-mentioned research, helps to gain further support
for the theories discussed by anthropologists

— that

human development

(and specifically during the adolescent years, when the greatest phys-

iological changes occur) is evolutionary to a degree, but is also de-

pendent on additional forces which are not biological in origin.
Adams (1976), in his article Adolescents in an Age of Acceleration

,

considers adolescence "as a meaningful concept.

.

.

best consid-

ered within a broad framework of the total development of the individual" (p. 3).

He sees this as a time when a child feels less need for

family support in its broadest sense; a time when physiological devel-

opment begins moving the child closer to adult maturity; a time when
the child begins to shoulder responsibility.

Elkind (1971) defines adolescence as the transition between child-

hood and adulthood.

Within a social and/or psychological framework, it

is a period in which children attempt to establish specific goals which

will lead them to adulthood.

These theorists have directed us to think

about adolescence from a psychological and/or behavioral point of view,
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while others have attempted to define adolescence
as a meaningful
psychological concept, which perhaps is related to
physiological
changes but which is not understood by them.

Theories on adolescence.
the

G.

Stanley Hall (1904), who is considered

father of psychology of adolescence,” emphasizes a strong
biolog-

ical theory of adolescence.

He believes all people, as they develop,

relive the evolutionary stages that earlier people have gone through

from birth to death, and that each of these stages is genetically determined and does not change.
cur,

If some form of interference should oc-

then serious consequences will be suffered by the child.

Another

point to consider in Hall’s theory is that he feels the environment
has little impact on the development of the adolescent

— the

stage has

been set by evolution (Schumer, 1977).
Sigmund Freud’s (1924) theory of development is also a biological

view of people which focuses on five stages everyone must experience
in a sequential order, if one is to develop into a normal human being.

Anna Freud (1958) explains adolescent unheavals as no more than
the "external indications that internal adjustments, e.g., long con-

flicts between the id and ego forces, are in progress”

(p.

329).

She

further suggests that "children who do not experience these upheavals
are delaying normal development” (p. 329).

These children "have built

up strong defenses against drive activities setting up barriers which

hinder the normal maturational process of development”

(p.

329).

In

developing her theory further, Freud comes closer to the anthropologist's view of adolescent development.

She suggests that in the

.
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majority of adolescents, the manifestations of the process of
development are not predictable since they depend on the "strengths and suddenness of the sex drive increase and the corresponding increase in an-

xiety causing all the rest of the upheaval" (p. 329).

She further sug-

gests that while we may be able to predict adolescent reactions in many
teenagers, we cannot do so for all "the individual variations of per-

sonality situations" (p. 330).

Erikson (1960), a neo-Freudian, focuses on the search for identity
in his research.

He,

too, speaks about developmental stages and states

that the healthy personality must "reconquer each of the stages contin-

uously"

(p.

268)

in order to proceed.

Life is a sequence of both developmental and accidental crises,
and in each crisis, under favorable conditions, the positive is
likely to outbalance the negative.
each reintegration builds
strength for the next crisis.
(pp. 268-269)
.

.

He further suggests that the negative is always with us to some degree

and is manifested as anxiety and/or fear of abandonment throughout our
lives

Erikson ’s (1960) theory, as does Anna Freud's, moves closer to
the anthropologist's view that adolescent upheaval can be minimal in

some cultures, while in others it can be great.

He believes that some

adolescents, "particularly those with a weak preparation in preceding

developmental crises, succumb to the upheaval with the formation of
neuroses.

— to

Others try to resolve it through adherence

— often

temporary

radical kinds of religious, political, artistic, or criminal ide-

ologies" (p. 274).

Erikson also suggests that the negative attitudes

not help
of adults toward adolescents is often detrimental and does

,
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Coward building a "positive identity formation" and that
"juvenile

delinquents are made, not born; and we adults make them"

(p.

276).

Both Erikson and Piaget speak about our expectations of children

different periods of their development and how these expectations
must be related to the child’s "total maturation and level of egostrength, v/hich are related to his motor, cognitive, psychosexual
and psychosocial stages" (Erikson, 1960, p. 277).

Erikson talks about

identity as the integration of all these experiences which a child has
gone through and that this is the major task of adolescence.

The theory that adolescence is automatically a period of storm
and stress receives very little support in a study by Bandura (1964)
of middle class families of adolescents.

In interviews with both par-

ents of adolescents and adolescent boys, it was found that parental

restrictiveness during adolescence was minimal.

By this time in his

development, the adolescent had "internalized the parents' values and

standards of behavior to a large degree, consequently restrictions and

external controls had been lightened as the boys became increasingly
capable of assuming responsibility for their own behavior"

(p.

22).

In the area of dependence-independence conflicts of Bandura’s

(1964) study,

the view that adolescents are engaged "in a struggle to

emancipate themselves from their parents"
little support.

(p.

24), also received very

Rather, the evidence showed that emancipation from

parents was initiated before adolescence had begun and, therefore, com-

pleted by the onset of adolescence.
Bandura’s (1964) refutation of Freud’s theory of adolescent up-

heaval comes from the study of a sampling of boys with antisocial
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aggressive behaviors.

These boys and their families had been experi-

encing a great deal of storm and stress for many
years; he reports:
The boys belligerence and rebellion, however, was
not a unique
product of adolescence. The defiant oppositional pattern of
behavior was present all along but because of their greater
size
and power, the parents were able to control, through coercive
methods, their sons’ belligerence during early childhood years.
(P.

27)

While Bandura does not wish to give the impression that adolescence is a problem-free period, his findings do suggest that behavioral

characteristics exhibited by children during adolescence are manifestations of their pre-adolescent development and experiences.

The research of anthropologist Margaret Mead (1930) in cross-cul-

tural studies, has been valuable in demonstrating that "stresses and

conflicts are not inevitable concomitants of pubescence, but rather
products of cultural conditioning" (Bandura, 1964, p. 28), and in some
societies, adolescence is one of the "pleasant periods of social devel-

opment" (p. 8).

Mead (1930), in her studies of primitive societies, recognizes
that many of their practices regarding life crises are as arbitrary as

some of those in American society.

"Among the Dobuans where the sex

life of girls begins long before puberty, there is no initiation into

tribal life and there is no cultural fear of menstruation"

(p.

7).

Among the Dobuans, adolescence goes unnoticed.
Hsu, Watrous, and Lord's (1961) research on Chinese in Hawaii,

presents evidence that the Chinese are rarely troubled by adolescent

difficulties.

Their adolescents are family-oriented to a greater de-

gree than American teenagers and are, in general, more accepting of
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parental control.

When adolescents find themselves in
opposition to

parental wishes, they tend to be less insistent on
their rights.
the Chinese society,

mise,
(p.

In

the adolescent is more willing to accept compro-

reconciling the wishes of his parents with his own
preferences"

62).

Hsu et al. (1961) develop their theory further by suggesting that,
as the Chinese in America become more integrated into American
society,

they too will begin to experience some sort of adolescent difficulties

which appear to be a part of our society.
to Hsu,

This expectation, according

is a "logical sequence of our view that adolescent turbulence

is basically a function of culture pattern and not heredity,
ty,

or pover-

or lack of playgrounds" (p. 73).

Simmons, Rosenberg, and Rosenberg's (1973) sociological study on
the disturbance in self-image of adolescence, presents evidence that

the child's environment appears to have a stronger effect than age-

maturation on certain aspects of the self-image.

The data indicate

that one of the major reasons twelve-year-old children are more likely

than eleven-year-old children to show an increase in self-image distur-

bance appears to be that the older children have moved into the junior

high school.

In addition, the data point

out that twelve-year-old

students located in a sixth grade, in an elementary school, are less
likely to experience self-image disturbance than twelve-year-old students located in a seventh grade in the junior high school.

This leads

the researchers to suggest the need for educators to carefully examine

their school program to ascertain whether it is supportive of developing a positive self-image in early adolescent students in transition
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from elementary to junior high school.
The life process, as viewed by Skinner (1936), is a continuous

interaction between a human being and the environment.

In meeting

certain situations, the human being may not be satisfied with following

the beaten path

(p.

4)

.

Instead, the human being may choose to

redesign the experience so that new responses may emerge.

Skinner

calls this process creative because it reflects originality, inventiveness, and self-expression.

He believes that through creative thinking

and expression, the individual confronts life situations in a new way.
In this context, Skinner views education as both experience and adjust-

ment.

He sees it as a continuous and dynamic process of growth through

goal-seeking, purposing, and learning.
Thus, from the research of biologists, psychologists, and social

scientists, an understanding evolves as to the similarities and dis-

similarities between adolescents from American and primitive societies,
as well as, among adolescents within many cultures.

There is also evi-

dence to suggest that adolescence can be a period of storm and stress
or a pleasant interlude of social development, and that the factor

which may be the primary determinant of the direction of this development is the impact of the environment on the adolescent's development.

Sexual differences and identity development

.

The contemporary society

in which American adolescents live is a society in transition.
(1967)

Reiss

refers to the change among our young people's attitudes about

sexual behavior as an evolution rather than a sex revolution, which
appears to be the prevailing feeling in America today.

He sees today

s
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more permissive sexual standards as representing
a normal evolution

where young people are assuming more responsibility for
their own sexual standards and behaviors.

It is a reasonable progression of events

as the influence of parents is declining

ing given to the young.

— greater

independence is be-

There is evidence of this independence in

other realms of society, e.g., employment, spending, and prestige.

While attitudes and behavior patterns have continued to change
during the evolution of our society, we still in many ways retain
traces of our former thinking, especially with regard to sexual behaviors.

Juhasz (1967) reminds us that.

Our heritage has been transmitted from the ancient Hebrews,
largely through the Old Testament.
This inheritance
includes the traditions of male dominance.
and the double
standard in sexual morals. Early writings found in the Talmud
instructed people to increase and multiply; thus marriage and
children were highly valued.
(p. 454)
.

.

.

.

.

In Greece, male offspring were important for inheritance purposes.

"The ancient belief prevailed that sexual enjoyment was a good thing.

every man's right.

.

.

essential to his health"

(p.

454).

.

As Christi-

anity became stronger, males were considered superior and women were

considered their possessions.
ual intercourse unhealthy.

.

"Sex and sin became synonymous.
.

.

.

sex-

and all women considered evil and dan-

gerous" (p. 454).

Many adolescents of the seventies, explains Juhasz, "do not feel
that sexual behavior itself has anything to do with being a good or bad

person" (p. 460).

Sorenson (1973) suggests that they see sexual situa-

tions as personal ones that defy classification.

Maddock (1973) points

out that we need "a new understanding of the meaning of intimacy in the

.
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adolescent experience" now that we can control the reproductive consequence of sexual activity.

He believes this experience must involve

"commitment or it becomes exploitive and meaningless" (p. 460).

Attitudes regarding sexual behavior among our young people continue to evolve in America today.

Closely paralleling this evolution is

the change in attitudes regarding sex-role definitions.

Stein (1976)

sees very strong limitations in defining appropriate and inappropriate

activity for individuals based on their biological differences.

She

feels it is important to raise questions about the many traditional

sex-role definitions which have been imposed in our society because
they restrict individuals "from having a full range of choices in their

lives."

She sees as the main danger in sex-role definitions, "the

elimination of certain possibilities as options"

(p.

234).

Sex roles which are culturally defined, says Stein, are referred
to as "one’s sex- role concept"

(p.

234).

By the time a child has

reached the age of seven, his/her sex-role concept is well defined.
The more subtle dimensions of this concept appear to develop during
the next few years and continue into adolescence.

Stein gives as ex-

amples tasks which we perceive in our culture to be sex-typed achievements:

reading, verbal skills, artistic skills, and social skills are

feminine forms of achievement; mechanical, spatial, athletic, and math-

ematical are considered masculine.

Some changes in sex-role concepts

the deabout achievement continue to take place as children grow but

rather than
vel.opment appears to be more of learning what not to do

adding new possibilities of what to do.

It is Stein’s impression that

is considered
students are more motivated toward completing a task if it

.
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sex-appropriate
In speaking of sex-role identity

,

according to Stein, we are re-

ferring to "an individual’s own adoption of the sex-role
prescriptions
of the broader society"

(p.

237).

The most fundamental dimension of

this identity is in our perception of ourselves as male or
female, or

gender identity.

Kohlberg (1966) suggests that once a child has

learned an identity as boy/girl, he/she then seeks out examples of what
are the appropriate behaviors for this identity.

Stein (1976) believes

that a great majority of people develop a gender identity that matches

their biological sex; however, there are instances when this does not
occur, as in the case of "true transsexuals" (p. 238).

Freud conceptualizes sex-role development, according to Stein
(1976), as the time when the child adopts attributes of his/her father

and/or mother.

He sees adolescence as the time when the process of

emotional maturing and adoption of sexual identity is completed.

While Freud believes that sexual identity is completed during adolescence, Erikson (1968) proposes that adolescence is a time for the

establishment of identity for both sexes; in his view, there are important differences between the sexes.

He believes, "Identity formation

cannot be complete for females until they know whom they will marry
and produce children" (Adams, 1976, p. 240).

Erikson feels that the

focus of feminine identity is husband and child; the focus of male

identity is occupation, as well as other greater tasks in society.
This theory stands to be modified given the changes in roles of both

sexes in today's society.
The social theorists assume that personality and social behaviors

.
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develop according to basic learning principles of
reward, punishment,
imitation, and so forth.

They believe that sex roles are learned when

children are rewarded and punished for different types of behaviors,
and when they observe models of masculine and/or feminine
behaviors to
imitate.

Parents, teachers, peers, and siblings are all models to the

child in this continuous developmental process from early childhood to

adulthood (Stein, 1976)
Payne and Mussin (1956) present data to support the hypothesis
that identification with parents is important.

The highly identified

boys, who were more masculine themselves, did not necessarily have more

masculine fathers with whom to identify.

The strength of the identifi-

cation was based in the positive relationship between father and son.
For both males and females, warmth and affection of same-sex parent

was associated with high levels of Identification with the same-sex

parent and acquisition of sex-role identity.
A study by Fagot and Patterson (1969) gathered evidence which dem-

onstrates how teachers and counselors oftentimes can promote sex-role

differences through different treatment of boys and girls.

In their

study, the teachers of younger children tended to give approval to

children for behaviors we characterize as feminine

— for

being quiet,

obedient, and conforming; while behaviors we characterize as masculine

— more

aggressiveness

— were

likely to be disapproved.

Research on the role of parental models and sex-role identification by Lynn (1966) describes how adolescents internalize the personality characteristics of their own parents and respond to unconscious re-

actions similar to their parents’.

Lynn reasons that, for both males
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and females, the initial identity is with their
mothers and that the

males must then shift from this identity to the male-role
identity,

which the male has learned through reinforcement of our culture's
system of rewards for typical male role behavior and punishment for
female
type behavior.

The Women's Liberation Movement has had as one of its prime focuses the liberation of women and men from stereotyped sex roles.

The

group argues.

That imposing limits on the range of interests, activities, and
personality characteristics of an individual simply because of
biological gender is damaging and pointless. They suggest that
all children should be socialized as human being with the possibility for actualizing any of their potentials without restraint.
(Stein, 1976, p. 251)

The research on sexual differences and identity develop in adoles-

cence indicates that traditional sex roles in our culture are learned
from,

parents, schools, peers, and the mass media.

The main danger in

defining these roles, however, is that it has the effect of restricting
individuals from having a full range of choices in their lives.

One of

the goals of the Women's Liberation Movement has been to encourage both

males and females to develop to their fullest capacities the talents

which are uniquely theirs, regardless of whether these coincide with
the traditional role definitions in our culture.

Intellectual and cognitive growth

.

The development of a comprehensive

system of education in this country has been largely responsible for
producing "the highly literate and capable population we see today,"
suggests Nichols (1967, p. 87)

.

Recent studies have tended to show

that "differences in school experiences have little relationship to

.
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differences in student performance after all the relevant
background
factors have been controlled" (p. 87).

Some results have shown that

peer influences may be a more important factor in determining
achieve-

ment than the quality of schools and teachers.

Other variables also

considered important influences on ability and school achievement are
the family,

genetic factors, nutrition, and impact of the community

upon the adolescent.
Nichols’
to

(1976) research on nature-nurture issues, as they apply

adolescent psychology, concern.
The extent to which adolescent behavior is dependent on inherited characteristics, passed from one generation to the next
generation by genetic mechanisms, and the extent to which they
are dependent on the individual life experiences of the adolescent.
(p. 84)

The main dimensions of human behavior are determined by man's genetic

makeup, but the way he develops or exercises these dimensions is cul-

turally determined.

In this respect, both heredity and environment

are necessary components of human behavior.

Another point to consider is the individual differences in behavior which exist within our culture.

While our American population be-

comes increasingly more homogeneous because of the similarity in educa-

tional opportunities for everyone, we still see differences in behavior

patterns of both adolescents and adults.

The question remains as to

whether these differences are due to genetic differences or to environmental differences, or to a combination of these two factors (Nichols,
1976)
is a
There is research evidence that suggests the genetic factor

"major determinant of individual differences in ability

(Nichols,
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p.

92).

Erlenineyer-Kimling and Jarvik (1963), in summarizing
the re-

sults of their studies concerning "the relative similarity
in measured

intelligence of people with varying degrees of genetic relationship,"

concurred that this "similarity in intelligence of pairs of people
increases steadily as their genetic relationship increases" (Nichols,
1976, p. 92).

Honzik (1957) did a study on adopted children and the "correlation
of adopted children's test scores with the education of their true

mother," whom they had never seen.

The correlation of the adopted

children's scores with those of their foster mother was of about .10,

whereas the correlation of scores with their true mother of .35 matched
those of children and true mothers who lived together (Nichols, p. 96).

From the data gathered by Nichols (1976) and others, one can hypothesize that both heredity and environment are important factors in
a person's development because "the way in which a given characteristic

will be manifested may depend on environmental circumstances, and the
effect of a given environmental experience may vary depending on the

genetic characteristic of the experiencing organism"

(p.

110).

Piaget's (1970a, 1970b) research on cognitive development focuses
on the appropriate developmental levels which a child must experience

before attaining the next level of development.

He refers to these de-

velopmental stages from birth to twelve years of age as the sensorimotor,

sizes

preoperational

,

and concrete operational stage.

Piaget empha-

,

That a person does not grow in knowledge by passively copying
a person acts upon objects to know
objects in the world.
the action may be direct manipulations, visual
them.
.

.

.

.
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observation, or a mental or internal transformation
such as
comprehending an idea after combining new and old
information
(Gallagher & Noppe, 1976, p. 203)

Adolescence is the period in a child's development when
thinking
of a higher order begins.

thought.

Piaget refers to this

.as

formal operational

The changes which take place are both "quantitative and qual-

itative and have to do with both the amount and the kinds of knowledge
and mental abilities" of the adolescent (Elkind, 1971, p. 122).

The

adolescent develops the ability to generate many possible solutions to
a problem.

Inhelder and Piaget refer to this as the combinatorial

scheme of formal thought.

It is a period when the adolescent is able

to combine ideas and produce many possibilities never before explored.

Gallagher and Noppe (1976) report, however, that "an adolescent may
function on a formal level in one area, while approaching other problems at a concrete level" (p. 213).

They also suggest that this level

of thinking does not develop instantly nor at the same time in all

areas of cognitive development.

Factors which aid in the development of cognition, as suggested by

Piaget's research, are maturation of the nervous system, physical experience, social transmission (including language and schooling), and
the coordinating factor of equilibration.

Piaget offers that matura-

tion may be a necessary factor in the development of cognition, but it
is only one of several.

The importance of the adolescent's learning

experiences through interactions with the environment and the effect
of education and language as tools for developing intelligence are also

vital to the adolescent's growth in knowledge.
tor, according to Piaget (1973),

The most important fac-

is the self-regulating or equilibrating
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factor which controls the interaction between maturation and the actual

learning experience for the adolescent.

This process involves the

ability to integrate new information with existing knowledge and is
what Piaget means by to understand is to invent and is basic to his
theory of growth in knowledge.
The implications of Piaget's theories for education are extremely

important for all educators, but particularly for those who teach adolescents.

American junior high schools are described by Romano et al.

(1973) as the breeding grounds for many of the problems which confront

adolescents.

These problems affect some children in such a way as to

produce students which Weiner (1971) refers to as our passive-aggressive underachievers.

These students suffer from a fear of failing be-

cause of any of a combination of factors.

They are confronted with so

many new experiences which they are unable to deal with.

The demands

are too great on them from home, school, community, and from society
at large.

Piaget (1964) feels these are the very children we must encourage
to explore and to experiment on their own.

different levels of thinking:

They should be involved in

debating, group problem-solving, indi-

vidual projects, and discussion groups, all essential ingredients in a

curriculum designed for adolescent students.

Piaget stresses the im-

portance of teaching process rather than just content and offers two
important goals for education.
of doing things.
fy,

.

.

They are "to create men who are capable

and to form minds which can be critical, can veri-

and not accept everything they are offered" (p. 5).
This section has presented theories developed by leading
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researchers on the period in human development we refer to as adolescence.

Historically, these theories have originated from studies fo-

cusing on either the physiological, sociological, psychological, an—

thropological
S3.rlier,

,

or educational development of adolescents.

As suggested

theories which deal with only one dimension of human develop-

ment are incomplete because they do not consider the affect that peers,
family, community, and society have on the total development of all hu-

man beings, and particularly adolescents because of their unique characteristics.

Romano, Hedberg, and Lulich (1973, pp. 187-212) recommend

that educators develop a thorough understanding of the growth charac-

teristics of adolescents in order to provide activities and experiences

which are challenging, but within the range of their capabilities and
interests.

They offer, as a guide, the following summary of character-

istics of the early adolescent (in Table 1).

Given the developmental characteristics of adolescents just summarized, educators are faced with the

task, of

which are responsive to adolescents* needs.

providing environments
Dewey's (1938) beliefs on

the means and goals of education have guided us in developing educa-

tional environments which are supportive of children's individual needs
and which provide experiences that assist children in the developmental

process from childhood to adulthood.

He felt, "that education, in or-

der to accomplish its ends for both the individual learner and for society, must be based upon experiences

experience of some individual"

(p.

— which

38).

is always the actual life-

Dewey further stated that the

educafundamental issue to be confronted in education is the nature of
tion.

themselves
It was his firm belief that educators should devote
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to seeking out what education is and what
"conditions have to be satis-

fied in order that [it] may be a reality.

.

(pp.

90-91).

Two educational designs which have evolved in this century
in re-

sponse to the characteristics of developing adolescents, but also in

response to socioeconomic and political realities of the times, are
the junior high school and the middle school.

Both of these environ-

ments will be discussed in the following section of this chapter.
is

It

important to remember that a key factor underlying the evolution of

the junior high and middle school has been the desire of educators to

provide an appropriate educational program for adolescents.
the original concern and remains a continuing concern.
(1960)

This was

Lounsbury

tells us that it was "the attempt to provide an effective edu-

cational program based on the nature of young adolescents," and that
remains the "basic theme song" of the junior high school movement
(p.

6).

This,

too, has been the basic theme for the development of

the middle school a half-century later.

B.

School Environments for Early Adolescents

History and development of the junior high school

.

The development and

expansion of the junior high school in the early part of the twentieth
century was an outgrowth of a number of factors which focused on the
political, social, and economic problems of the period.

As Lounsbury

(1960) suggests, "it grew out of the times and has continued to shift

with the times.

It was the interaction of many conditions and factors

which caused the successful growth of the movement"

(p.

4).

Several

important factors which contributed to the movement, according to

.
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Lounsbury, were that:
1.

college presidents in the 1890 's wanted high schools to speed

up and improve college preparation;
2.

several influential national commissions issued reports which

supported reorganization proposals during the period 1892-1918;
4.

psychologists, like G. Stanley Hall, supported separate insti-

tutions for early adolescents as being better able to assist them;
5.

educators were gaining additional incite into individual dif-

ferences of early adolescents from the research of psychologists; and
6.

the addition of junior high buildings was a good solution to

the school building shortage caused by two world wars

The formation of the "Committee of Ten" college scholars under the

chairmanship of President Charles Eliot of Harvard, whose primary purpose was to reorganize the high school curriculum in 1892, was the

National Education Association's response to the criticisms of the business and political leaders of the period.

These leaders were becoming

intensely critical of the academic curriculum being provided in the
high school.

They believed the formal classic education being provided

by the high schools was irrelevant to their needs for industrial skills.

Agriculturists and laborers were also demanding that the high school's

program prepare students for more vocational efficiency.

Political

leaders, sensing the growing criticism for more practical and efficient

education to meet the growing social problems, began to criticize the
academic high school (Stephens, 1967).
The recommended curriculum changes of the "Committee of Ten

were

subjects.
heavily criticized because they did not contain any vocational
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Still required was a mastery of classical studies in
preparation for
college.

However, the Committee did make one innovative recommendation

which helped encourage the junior high movement.
ing efficiency of the factory

,

Recognizing the grow-

which was beginning to serve as a model

for getting things produced faster, more efficiently and economically,
the Committee proposed that the elementary schools be both shortened

and enriched.

They suggested that either the elementary school begin

to teach several subjects now reserved for high school, or the second-

ary school period should be made to begin two years earlier, leaving

six years instead of eight for the elementary school period.

The Com-

mittee went on to suggest that "elementary subjects and elementary
methods are.

.

.

kept in use too long" (Stephens, 1967, p. 9).

They

further proposed that a four-year high school be maintained and, that

with grades seven and eight, a new intermediate organizational unit be
introduced in order to "bridge the gap and more adequately introduce
the student into high school"

(p.

9).

The organizational beginnings of

the junior high school grew out of this recommended framework.

The ac-

tual organization and development of the curriculum based not on dis-

ciplines, but on the recently acquired knowledge on child development
as researched by Freud and Hall, would not become dominant in American

education until 1918.
The formation of the National Society for the Promotion of Indus-

trial Education (NSPIE) in 1907, comprising progressive reformers such
as bankers,

industrialists and labor leaders, sensitized the nation to

the need for industrial education.

Their primary goal was "to adapt

public education to the real needs of American youth, nine-tenths of
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whom take up directly or indirectly, industrial careers (NSPIE
Proceedings, 1911, p. 11).

Through their efforts, the content and focus of

the schools were vocationalized and the junior high school became the

accepted new addition to the American public school systems.

By 1920,

386 cities reported 575 junior high schools and by 1922, 456 cities re-

ported 733 schools.
The junior high school was one of many reform movements which

were an outgrowth of the first two decades of the twentieth century.
The NSPIE was very influential in its birth but the reasons were based

primarily on the values of social and economic efficiency, which pre-

vailed during this period, rather than the psychological theories of
Hall (Stephens, 1967).

Characteristics and functions of the junior high school

.

Since the be-

ginnings of the junior high school movement, changing economic conditions,

the passage of child labor laws, and compulsory school atten-

dance have helped alter its original intent.

As the retention and

dropout problem and the function of pre-vocational and vocational
training have become less important due to societal changes, an in-

creased recognition of the unique characteristics of the early adolescent has evolved.

This has caused the trend within the movement away

from a college preparatory curriculum toward the development of a

school and program specifically designed for this age group (Howard

&

Stoumbis, 1970).

Brimm (1963) comments that the unique functions of the junior
that provides
high school program can be expressed through a curriculum
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for a transition for the child from the life of a preadolescent to the

new life of the young adult.

Brimm defines the functions as follows:

1.
Transition from the self-contained classroom of the elementary school to the highly departmentalized classes of the
senior high school.
2.
Transition from the emphasis on basis skills.
to the
content courses.
3.
Transition from the program of all required courses.
to
the elective program.
4.
Transition from the childhood activities of the preadolescent to the accepted adult activities of the young adult.
5.
Transition from the preadolescent set of values to the more
serious adult values of our modern, complex economy.
6.
Transition from the social patterns of childhood to the social life of the adult which draws a definite distinction between the activities of the sexes.
(p. 9)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brimm further states that

a

.

.

.

school system which ignores the transi-

tional aspect of the junior high school has little justification for
a separate administrative unit.

In 1956-1959, Conant made a study of education for twelve to fif-

teen-year olds.
states.

He visited 237 schools in 90 school systems in 23

His comments and recommendations regarding education for

early adolescents are based, primarily, on his visits to the schools
and his discussions with teachers and administrators with whom he met.
His findings indicated that the highly departmentalized content courses

period bein the junior high school did not provide for a transition

seventh
tween elementary and senior high school, but rather, forced the
former 8-4
grader into a new experience two years earlier than did the
cope with the new
plan, and at a time when the student is less able to

situation.

elementary
Brimm (1963) supports this by stating that the

and that "the school
school child cannot change into an adult overnight

one of the basic
which does not provide for a transition is violating

—
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principles of psychology and cannot expect effective results from its

educational program" (p. 10).
VanTil et al.
school

— in

(1967) speak of another function of the junior high

addition to meeting the adolescent’s needs is to reconcile

these needs with society.

A definition of needs which reconcile the

individual and society is as follows.

"Needs are psychological-bio-

logical tensions that are heavily influenced by the social realities
and values, which impinge on the individual's life" (p. 22).

VanTil

refers to some common needs which are characteristic of most young ad-

olescents.

They are:

the need to find his/her place in the junior high school
age group
to belong, be accepted, fit in with peers, have fun
with friends;
2.
the need for determining masculine and/or feminine roles
learning which roles they must play, particularly in school relationships; and
to face work and study probthe need to become independent
3.
lems, to make mistakes and remedy them, and to learn to live
with other humans.
(p. 22)
1.

—

—

Partin (1965) contends that the early adolescent student is attempting to obtain a view of him/herself.

searching for answers to questions as:
What things can

I

do well?

The student is constantly

"Who am I?

What am

How do people feel about me?

I

(pp*

like?

194—199.

school
As these students uncover answers through their experiences in
of
and in the community, suggests Partin, they engage in exploration

feelings, values, and personal needs.
in
Johnson's (1962) perception of the junior high school idea is,
a word,

asylum.

He views it as a school which is supposed to bridge

level, and indeed.
the gap between elementary school and the secondary

near adult stage we
"a bridge between childhood and that attenuated
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call adolescence” (pp. 40-42).

Within this transition school for early

adolescence, he envisions a special environment in which
maturing can
occur without trauma or fear, with the understanding and
support of
teachers, the comfort of the peer group who are experiencing
similar

changes, and the opportunity for learning new social skills.

Also, at

the same time, "the right combination of wide exploration and wise

guidance would assure that, when the metamorphosis was complete,

.

.

[the] specimen which emerged from the cocoon would be well prepared to

take advantage of whatever opportunities later adolescence might pro-

vide” (pp. 40-42).

Many educators and parents believe that the junior high school has

never really functioned as an environment for early adolescents and
that little is being done within the junior high schools of today to

alter the situation.

Rice (1964) contends that.

The pattern of the junior high school closely parallels the
senior high, but with so little evidence to justify it.
It
apes the senior high in athletics, social events, class scheduling, and departmentalization.
Its curriculum is pushed down
from the grades above it, so that in all too many instances it
really is a prep school for the senior high.
(pp. 30-32)

Brimm (1963) suggests that the practice of pushing senior high
school downward into the junior high school seems to have been renewed
as a result of the "Sputnik drive toward science and mathematics in

our schools” (p. 15).

However, he sees a more sensible approach to

the problem surfacing in some school districts since the initial thrust

of that drive.

This approach involves the reorganization of the total

curriculum so that certain elements of the traditional subjects of the
senior high school have been placed in the junior high school program.
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thus providing for earlier experiences without
moving the total senior

high school program to a lower level.

Additional findings from the study on junior high schools
conducted by Conant (I960), demonstrated a great diversity with
respect to

place of grades seven and eight in organization.

He found educators

with considerable experience disagreeing as to what should be the organizational scheme and concluded that the placement of these grades
was of less importance than the program provided for the adolescent.

Another area of importance in Conant ’s study focused on the qualifications of teachers for these students.

His recommendations were

that teachers for these grades should have a very broad combination
of qualifications.

These teachers should be mature and have both an

understanding of children and a considerable knowledge in at least one
subject matter field.

He adds that grades seven and eight should not

be viewed as a training ground for senior high school teachers.

Conant

also cautions school boards to recognize the special competencies needed by teachers of these grades and encourages them to use their influ-

ence in maintaining the status and prestige of the professional staff

by creating "working conditions that will make teaching in these grades
a satisfactory and rewarding experience"

(p.

13).

Conant (1960) offers the following suggestions to the exploratory

function of the junior high school based on his observations and dis-

cussions with educators in the junior high schools.
1.

There should be required subjects for all students in grades

seven and eight in English, Social Studies, Math, and Science with continued emphasis on basic skill development in reading and arithmetic.

:
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Extra class activities should include group activities
which

2.

have relevance for early adolescents.

These should include musical

and dramatic activities, interest clubs, homeroom periods,
intramural

athletics, and student council.
Bloclc“time instruction should be provided in grade seven for

3.

purposes of assisting students and teachers in getting to know each
other,

thus enabling teachers to become more effective counselors.

Schedules should be flexible and include a seven period day

4.

which would permit all subjects to meet daily plus providing extra
periods for students to pursue individual interest.
The instruction should be organized to provide a challenge

5.

for the wide range of abilities within this age grouping.

Adequate student and guidance testing services should be pro-

6.

vided to assist students in dealing with their personal, social, and
academic problems.

An orientation program should also be provided by

guidance to assist students in adjusting to the transition from ele-

mentary to junior high school.
As viewed in the literature presented above,

the functions of the

junior high school have been defined, but as many educators have come
to realize, not yet fully understood and accepted.

There is as much a

need, as Brimm (1963) reminds us, for a school "to serve the period of

transition for the adolescent as there is for an elementary school to
serve the preadolescent and for the high school to serve the late adolescent" (p. 109).

Some accepted purposes can be stated for the imme-

diate future of the junior high school, according to VanTil et al.
(1967)

.

They are
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to continu 0 tVis conunon sduc3tion nBsdscl by sll citizBns
in 0
democracy (general education) and
2.
to provide experiences especially suited to the diverse abilities, needs, and interests of widely varying individual young
adolescents (education for diversity).
(p. 35)
;

Implied in these two purposes are some very specific functions for the

modern junior high school.

These include a continuance of the general

education of the elementary school with emphasis on the development of
the basic skills; providing a transitional program between the elemen-

tary and senior high school programs; providing opportunities for ex-

ploration into new subject areas; providing opportunities for students
to discover and concentrate on special interests and aptitudes;

and

providing experiences which will help early adolescents to develop
skills in social competence, values clarification, self-management,
and leadership.
The junior high school has continued to evolve in this century

amidst the criticisms and support of educators, parents, school boards,

administrators, and junior high school associations.

Paralleling its

evolution has been a rapidly growing interest in another school organization for early adolescents known as the middle school
to appear in the early nineteen sixties.

,

which began

The following section will

focus on the origins of the middle school and will attempt to demon-

strate some of the differences between its design and that of the junior high school.

The middle school

.

The definition of a middle school as used in a re-

port prepared by the Educational Facilities Laboratories (1965) desig-

nates it as a
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School Inbetweon elementary and high school, housed separately
and, Ideally, in
building freshly designed for its purpose,
and covering at least three of the middle school years, beginning with grades five or six. Through its physical layout and
instructional program, the middle school tries to take better
account than the conventional Junior high school of the needs
and abilities of the between-age youngsters to use.
a variety of instructional innovations and groupings,
(p. 6)
.

.

The Minnesota State Department of Education (Pumerantz,

1969)

stated their legal definition of a middle school as "anv school giving
a

full course of study, class schedules, enrollment, and staff meeting

the standards established by the Board of Education” (p.

This

16).

definition makes no attempt at defining the role and responsibilities
of

tlie

newly created middle school for early adolescents.

The American middle school, according to Popper (1967),

is

de-

signed to:

Intervene protectively in the process of education which was
begun in tlie elementary scluml, mediate between the human condition at tlie onset of adolescence and the pressures of culture,
and continue the general education of early adolescents with a
curriculum applied in a psychosocial environment which is functional for learning at this stage of socialization,
(pp. 48-49)

Compton (1968) defines the middle school as a "promising alternative
to

the inadequate 6-3-3- organization.

.

.

it

focvjses attention on a

portion of the scliool population too often treated as second class
citizens in the public school” (p.

110).

The goals for a middle school, as summarized in the Plowden Report
(1969), should be very much like those of the best Jvinior (early ele-

mentary) schools in Great Britain and could be achieved through methods

which are open-ended in areas of most importance, which would have
positive effect on later years of schooling.
The supporters of

tlie

middle school idea in the United States

a
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recognize that the experiences in this specifically designed school

should serve pupils who "are in a stage of development that is unique
and who should, therefore, be given a unique school environment"
(Buell, 1973, pp. 28-29).

Also significant is their recognition of

the sociopsychological differences between young adolescents of today

and those of previous generations.

Increased travel experiences, ex-

posure to numerous cultural and informational resources provided by
mass media, availability of books in quantity, and the impact of con-

siderable viewing of television programs have all contributed to the
support of the idea of the development of a particular school for the

middle years.

Georgiady et al. (1973) state that.

Growing recognition is being accorded the basic principle of
education which stresses the importance of providing differentiated educational treatment of young people at varied maturity levels.
(p. 74)
Gatewood (1973) characterizes the middle school, as conceived in
the sixties, as a home-based teacher-classroom experience which would

provide for every student guidance and assistance.

He also suggests

that the program of learning experiences should offer a balance of the

three major goals for middle schools.

opment of middle school student;

(b)

They are:

(a)

personal devel-

skills of continued learning ex-

periences; and (c) effective use of appropriate knowledge.

In terms

expressed
of philosophy and developmental theory, middle school goals
junior high
by Gatewood do not differ greatly from those stated by

school supporters.

Exponents of the middle school believe, however,

been heavily criti
that the reason the junior high school movement has
its
cized is because of its inability to successfully implement

.
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original goals.
The middle school has emerged and gained acceptance by parents
and educators in response to the many concerns regarding the failure
of the junior high school to provide an education for early adolescents

which focuses on their unique characteristics.

Junior high school edu-

cators, suggest Howard and Stoumbls (1970), have been unsuccessful in

determining the nature, functions, and purposes of the junior high
school.

They have also been unaware of the real nature and character-

istics of the early adolescent and have continued to accept and imple-

ment sophisticated and undesirable senior high practices into the junior high school.

Both researchers believe that the introduction of a

middle school unit which is not a lower segment of the secondary division will establish an "institutional integrity for the school and for
each adolescent that has never before fully existed" (pp. 461-A62)

Williams (1968) suggests that while the middle school is characterized by extreme variety in this country, some common features are
in evidence in middle schools which would not be typically found in

junior high schools.

They include:

an effort to combine the best features of elementary school
and its self-contained classrooms with best aspects of second1.

ary schools;
instructional programs which emphasize self-understanding
2.
and include units on special concerns of early adolescents;
a planned emphasis upon greater student self-direction and
3.
self-responsibility for learning, employing use of independent
study and student selection of activities of individuals choosing and design; and
expanded use of innovations like team teaching, non— grading,
4.
flexible scheduling, educational media, and laboratory facilities.
(p. 41)

These innovations have evolved for several reasons

.

They are in
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response to a better understanding of the developmental characteristics of early adolescents due to information gained from continued re-

search on this age group; the awareness of the great diversity within
this age group as to physiological, social-emotional, and intellectual

development; a realization that some of the best techniques used in

elementary schools should be extended because of sound educational
foundations; and the additional knowledge gained in the use of educational media and technology as tools which can contribute greatly to

learning experiences for students with diverse needs.

Toepfer (1977) speaks of the middle school as an integral part of
the total school system.

He points out that its program must be

"studied and reorganized as part of a systematic, district-wide cur-

riculum planning involving faculty and administration from the elementary, middle, and high schools," as well as parents and citizens of
the community.

Toepfer also stresses the importance of planning as

the keystone in the building of an effective foundation for the middle

school.

.

.

and the vehicle for the articulation of the middle grades

program with those of the elementary and high school"

(p.

4).

The middle school evolved in the nineteen sixties and was once

again in response to the growing recognition of the socio-psychological

differences of early adolescents of today and those of earlier generations.

The movement has gained acceptance by many parents and educa-

junior high
tors who have had concerns regarding the failure of the
focuses on
school to provide an education for early adolescents which

their exceptional characteristics.

Alexander and Kealy (1969) caution

practices and curriculum
us that the middle school movement must avoid
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which are characteristic of the traditional junior high school.

They

argue that:
The middle school will go the way of the junior high school, a
path toward which it seems already to be moving, unless those
involved in the reorganization, plan and prepare carefully, designing the program on the basis of the nature of the transescent learner.
(pp. 151-163)

A final recommendation is offered by Vars (1966).

He encourages

us not to be distracted by the terms junior high school or middle

school, but invites us to use this opportunity to develop a new ap-

proach toward the implementation of the goals we have held since the
early nineteen hundreds for establishing programs specifically designed
to meet the needs of early adolescents.

The literature on the junior high school and the middle school

movements indicates that both were designed to provide intermediate
school experiences for early adolescents in transition from elementary
school to senior high school.

The junior high school was designed to

provide experiences which would help early adolescents develop skills
in social competence, values clarification, self-management, and lead-

ership.

The middle school was developed as a response to the criti-

cisms that junior high schools had failed to implement their stated
goals.

Its stated objectives were to provide a balanced program of

learning experiences for early adolescents

.

These were to include an

emphasis on personal development of the middle school student, skills
of continued learning experiences, and effective use of appropriate

knowledge.

Both school designs were to focus on the transitional na-

ture of the early adolescent.

Romano (1979) states that he has serious concerns about the new
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middle school as he visits schools throughout the country.

His obser-

vations indicate that they are "merely a case of name changing.

Many

practices in the middle school are typical of the former junior high
school which, in turn, was little more than a copy of the senior high
school" (p. 25).
ever,

Other educators and parents share his feelings.

How-

there are indications, based on a limited amount of research,

that steps are being taken within individual school systems to address
the needs of students in transition from elementary to junior high

school.

This is being accomplished in different ways.

They include

the study of factors which determine adjustment in the transition from

elementary to junior high school; the development and implementation of

articulated educational programs between intermediate schools and feeder elementary schools; the implementation of an elementary- junior high

human relations program; a proposal for a program to assist high-risk
transitional pupils in junior high school through the use of student
tutors, and most recently, the publication by the American Guidance

Service of an instructional program designed to help students through
the transition from childhood to middle adolescence.

The final section

of this chapter will examine the findings of these studies.

C.

Transitional School Programs

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development 1958

Yearbook Committee set as its goal the study of the problem of furtherobjectives
ing "continuity of learning experience toward educational
(p.

v)

.

They devoted the Yearbook to the subject of educational ar-

ticulation.

This research involved studying the experiences of 3,000

.
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children with "articulation and inarticulation, with
frustration and
smooth progress toward educational objectives"
(p. v)

.

The committee

reviewed teaching, curriculum, guidance and administrative
practices
in terms of learning.
^^^i*^^l3.tion in fields other than education means "the act of

joining parts, or the condition of being joined or jointed" (ASCD,
1958, p. 4).

Articulation in the literature of professional education

refers to "the relationship among various elements of the school pro-

gram and in terms of the interdependence to the several parts of that

program" (p. 4).
The term articulation has been used most often in the vertical

sense
The "joints" being the points of transition from a lower school
unit to a higher one:
elementary school to junior high school,
junior high school to senior high school.
Articulation
is considered a problem when transition is not smooth, when the
student faces barriers to a smooth and successful transition
from the lower to the next higher level of education. Successive units of the educational structure are said to be well articulated when the parts are related to one another within a
well-organized whole, when the various school levels are seen
and are operated as interdependent parts of an ongoing and unified process of education.
(ASCD, 1958 Yearbook, pp. 4-5)
.

.

.

The programs being reviewed in this section deal with several as-

pects of articulation.

Coulter (1959) completed a study of pupils'

responses related to selected factors of adjustment in the transition
from elementary to junior high school.

His purpose was to study the

"anticipations of sixth-grade pupils and the expressed experiences of

seventh-grade pupils with regard to the ease and difficulty of making
the transition from elementary to junior high school"

study was designed to explore such questions as:

(p

.

1).

The
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1.

Which factors of adjustment to junior high school do sixth-

graders anticipate meeting with ease?
2.

Which are anticipated as being difficult?

3.

Does an orientation program affect the anticipations of sixth-

grade pupils?
4.

X'Jhich

factors of adjustment determine ease and/or difficulty

for seventh-grade pupils?
5.

Are there significant differences in adjustment among highest-

rated and/or lowest-rated pupils in sixth and/or seventh grade?

Several conclusions of the Coulter study were that:
1.

A majority of sixth-grade pupils do not anticipate a diffi-

cult adjustment to junior high school.
2.

Factors ranked highest in difficulty of adjustment by both

sixth and seventh graders were concerned with problems of adjustment
to a higher school level.
3.

The single most important aspect of adjustment for both sixth

and seventh graders is adaptation to subject matter and study habits.
4.

Fear of uncertainties of junior high school is lessened among

sixth graders who have had orientation.

Based on these findings. Coulter offers several recommendations.
They are the need for research to determine the nature, scope, and ef-

fectiveness of programs provided for the orientation of incoming junior
high students, and also the need for teachers and administrators to de
transivelop programs which will assist students in making a smoother
tion from elementary to junior high school.

Procedures for developing and implementing articulation programs

.
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between intermediate schools and elementary feeder schools are presented in the research of Knowles (1975) and Kilpatrick (1976).
Knowles* study grew out of a need to minimize the harmful effects of

change a student must overcome in the moves from school to school in a
large urban school system.

One of the objectives was to develop an

articulated educational program for students about to enter
school from four elementary schools.

a

middle

Statistical data obtained via

the use of surveys, pre and post entry student questionnaires, and

official school records indicated that the articulation plan developed
for the middle school used in the study was effective.

Evidence of

success or failure of the plan was based on the following:

Reduction in disruptive behavior.
An increase in pupil attendance.
Reduction in lateness, cutting and truancy.
c.
An increase in parent participation.
d.
e.
A reduction in the number of academic failures among new
students
(p. 61)
f.
Reduction in gaps and overlapping in curriculum.

a.

b.

On the basis of these findings, the need for an articulated educational

program for pupils entering

a

new school environment was demonstrated

and the effectiveness of a well-designed articulation program was pre-

sented

.

Kilpatrick’s (1976) study was also to develop and implement an articulation model between the intermediate school and feeder elementary
schools.

The need for the program evolved as a result of a plan for

desegregating a school system.

The adoption of the plan resulted in

organization to
the need to change the 7-5 elementary-secondary school
school organizational dea 7-2-3 elementary- intermediate-senior high
sign.

provided for the
The new organization established a system which
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specialization of instruction, but also brought about fragmentation
in
the organization.

Disunity and lack of continuity between the organi-

zational levels hindered the flow of information among the staff.

It

also impeded the orderly and smooth transition of students through
the
grades at each new school level.
The development and implementation of a formal articulation plan

was based on a formal needs assessment, conducted by Kilpatrick, to

verify problems and determine whether an articulation program was needed.

Student and professional staff questionnaires were developed for

carrying out the needs assessment.

The collected information from the

questionnaires indicated that common problem areas expressed by staff
members were:
ication;

(3)

(1)

appropriate attitudes for articulation;

(2)

commun-

time for meeting and planning together; and (4) grouping

and placements of students.
The results of the student questionnaire indicated that students

identified as problems:
(2)

(1)

becoming familiar with the new building;

knowing rules and regulations;

(3)

meeting new students;

ing what student activities were available;

assignments;

(6)

(5)

(4)

know-

understanding class

subject level difficulty; and (7) their schedule.

As

a result of the combined data from staff and student questionnaires,

articulation program was designed.

an

It focused on formalizing processes

and procedures concerned with "physical movement and social adjustment
of students as they move through organizational breaks that occur be-

tween sixth and seventh grade.

The plan was also concerned with insur-

ing communications among staff members at both levels

(p.

12).

school
This articulation program, or parts of it, are adaptable to

.
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systems having a similar organizational structure and experiencing

similar problems.

Kilpatrick recommends, however, that rather than

adapting the model, steps taken in the model should be employed in an
effort to develop a program to suit the needs of the particular school
situation.

These steps should include the conducting of a needs assess-

ment for determining specific problems, the conversion of the needs

assessment findings to performance objectives in order to provide

evaluation after each objective is implemented, and the development of
strategies to implement the objectives.

Kilpatrick further suggests

that the successful implementation of the programs’ objectives is de-

pendent upon the participation of teachers from the various organizational levels in leadership roles.

In this respect, he recommends that

principals assist these teachers in reviewing techniques of group leadership prior to group meetings in order that they maybe more effective
leaders
The philosophy underlying the Human Relations program designed by

Grassi (1974) is based on the work of Weinstein and Fantini (1970).

They view the school curriculum in terms of three layers.

The first

layer consists of skill development, the second stresses development
conof creativity and exploration of interests, and the third layer

sists of issues focusing on the development of self.

This layer

instresses the development of personal and interpersonal skills and

concerns
creasing the students' awareness of personal and interpersonal

and opinions.

Basic to this is the assumption that the major concerns

the individual, a deof early adolescents center on the self-image of

control over one
sire to connect with society, and a concern about

s
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own life.

The Human Relations Program attempts to meet the objectives

of the third layer through a series of weekly class discussions
and

activities where students can:
openly express opinions and ideas on important personal issues;
recognize and accept the feelings and concerns they share with
other students their age;
3.
consider how their feelings and actions may effect other peo1.
2-

ple;
4.
examine and discuss the way in which one deals with situations
where decisions must be made that involve conflicts between different social and personal values; and
participate with other students in the identification and res5.
olution of problems that are of concern to the group as a whole,

(pp.

1-2)

The Human Relations Program is part of the curriculum in the fifth
and sixth grades.

It runs for ten

weeks and meets weekly during

either a Science of Social Studies period.

The talk session and role

playing experiences center around topics provided by the school psychologist which are considered common concerns of early adolescents.
Some basic ground rules govern the sessions and each meeting is conThe school psychologist and

ducted by a different student leader.

teacher are in attendance but play passive roles.

During these sessions, a concern about the transition from sixth
grade to junior high school emerged.

It was discovered that many stu-

dents view this transition as a threatening experience and perceive the

junior high school (located in the same building) as an alien place and
junior high students as people to fear.

These concerns provided the

basis for extending the Human Relations Program into the seventh grade.

Meetings are held with seventh grade students in order to discuss aspects of the junior high school.

Through questions provided by the

developing an
sixth graders, plans are made by the seventh graders for

.
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orientation program for the sixth graders.

The areas dealt with in

the program center on junior high teachers, room locations, class

schedules, getting around in the junior high, taking a tour, and practice opening lockers

The junior high orientation project has proved successful, based
on positive feedback from students, and has become the end of year ac-

tivity for the Human Relations Program.

Positive comments from parents

on how the orientation and Human Relations Program has assisted their

children in the transition to junior high school has also helped determine the success of the program.
A research proposal submitted to the Department of HEW, but unfor-

tunately not funded, by Griffin, Savitsky, and Curley (1971) for highrisk transitional students was designed to assist new seventh grade

students in making a healthier adjustment to junior high school.

This

would be done through the establishment of a corp of student tutors to

work with these students in a structured tutorial program supervised
by guidance personnel.

The researchers believe that ”a supervised

program of peer influence modeling can be one of the most effective
methods of alleviating the many dangers facing students in making the
transition from elementary to junior high school"

(p.

14).

These students were to be identified by their sixth grade teachers
may
as high-risk because of poor academic performance, were withdrawn,
or
have come from problem home situations, or had excessive absences

truancies.

was
The expectations for these students by their teachers

transition
that they would have far greater difficulty in making the

where emphasis
from a pupil-oriented system to a content-oriented one,

.
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was applied for the adolescent to become more independent in a short

period of time.

The occurrence of changes in the physical, social,

and emotional development in the adolescent, in conjunction with the

transition, added to the problems of adjustment for these high-risk

students
The procedure for identifying high-risk students, who came from

seven elementary schools with varying socioeconomic orientations,

would be through the distribution of questionnaires to all sixth grade
teachers and an examination of cumulative records.

The study team

would view the student’s school attendance and how they functioned
academically, behaviorally

,

and socially.

Interviews with selected
Students with se-

students would be the final step of the screening.
vere problems would be excluded from the program.

Twenty students,

randomly selected from the program, would become the target group for
the student tutoring.

The student tutors were to be chosen from the high school located
in the immediate vicinity of the junior high school.

They would be

selected, with the help of guidance and administrative personnel from
the high school, on the basis of maturity, ability to relate to younger

students, academic record, and willingness to work with people.

It was

hoped that some of the student tutors would be members of the WorkStudy Program, a program for students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds.

This would enable them to fulfill their academic requirements

the community.
in the morning, leaving the afternoon for paid work in

services
Griffin et al. (1971) consider the remuneration for tutorial

expectations of the
as vital in providing the leverage for their
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student tutors.

Other important items in the program design are the scheduling of

necessary professional staff to implement the program, an orientation

program for tutors and tutees, regularly scheduled group supervision
meetings by project coordinator for tutors, ongoing evaluations by the
study team, and a final evaluation and report.

A recently developed instructional program called Transition, de-

signed by Dupont and Dupont (1979)

Guidance Service.

,

has been published by the American

The major focus of the program is on the emotional

and social development of early adolescents.

It is designed to help

students, including those with special needs, through the challenging

period from childhood to adolescence.

The authors describe Transition

as an "exploration of the needs, goals, expectations, feelings, values,

and conflicts of middle school and junior high school students" (p. 34).

The units of Transition are adaptable to the standard school curriculum
and may also be used by counselors, social workers, and school psychol-

ogists as part of their programs.

The content is designed to encourage

appreciation of individual differences in our society by portraying racial, ethnic, social, and gender differences in the artwork and discus-

sion materials.
The format of Transition is organized into five self-contained
units.

The topics include Communication and Problem Solving Skills,

Encouraging Openness and Trust, Verbal and Nonverbal Communication of
Awareness of
Feelings, Needs, Goals, and Expectations, and Increasing
Values.

and
Each unit contains a manual with the program introduction

cards, and other
philosophy, details of the unit activities, discussion
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materials essential to the unit.

The authors suggest that Transition

may be purchased separately but strongly recommend that Transition

introduced before the other units.

1

be

While the program has been field-

tested and evaluated by teachers and students in seven locations, it is

difficult to assess the value of purchasing the total program by a
school system because of the cost.

A wiser decision might be to pur-

chase the first unit in order to determine the suitability of the pro-

gram for the identified population.

Summary

Chapter II presented a review of the professional literature on
adolescence, with particular focus on school programs for adolescence.
The purpose was to provide an understanding of adolescent development
as a basis for examining programs which assist early adolescents in the

transition from elementary school to intermediate school.

Section A, Adolescent Development

,

focused on the characteristics

of adolescence and included theories on adolescent development.

The

physiology, sexual differences and identity developed in males and females, as well as intellectual and cognitive growth during adolescence

were discussed.
The junior high school and middle school concepts were detailed in

Section B, Environments for Early Adolescents

.

Criticisms voiced by

the need
educators and parents concerning both school designs indicate

school envifor a reexamination of their original intent, that is, as

adolescents in
ronments responsive to the developmental needs of early

transition.
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Transitional School Programs

,

Section

C,

is a review of research

on existing programs designed to assist early adolescents in transition

from elementary to junior high school.

They include designs which fo-

cus on factors of adjustment in the transition, the implementation of

articulation models between intermediate and elementary schools, human
relations experiences in elementary grades to prepare for the transition,

tutoring for high-risk transitional pupils, and a commercial in-

structional program called Transition which centers on the social and
emotional development of early adolescents.

CHAPTER

III

AN OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SCHOOL PROGRAMS

WHICH FOCUS ON TRANSITION

Introduction

The rise of the middle school, as surveyed in the professional

literature, has been a response on the part of educators to the adolescents’ problems of transition from elementary to junior high school.

Based on the philosophic and programmatic goals of the middle school,
it is a good solution.

Toepher (1978) reports that there are currently

six thousand middle schools in the country, and the middle school

"stands as the fastest growing formal school organization in the nation"

(p.

1).

However, given the organizational structure of K-6 and

7-9, which many school systems retain, and given the difficulty in

changing that organizational structure for a variety of reasons, there
are some steps which can be taken by educators that will respond to
the problems of transition without totally changing the structure of

the system.

The purpose of Chapter III is to present an overview of

existing school programs which focus on the early adolescent student in
transition between elementary school and junior high school, that is,

between sixth and seventh grade.

Included in the chapter will be in-

terviews with educators in schools identified as offering some type of

transitional program for early adolescents and a description of the existing school programs.
73
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The first section includes the method for identifying
schools with

transitional programs and the interviewing process.

The purpose of

this section is to provide background information on the schools vis-

ited in an effort to develop an understanding of their programs.

An overview of existing school programs which focus on transition
is presented in the second section of the chapter.

This includes pro-

gram rationales, descriptions, components considered important by educators, and personnel involved in the planning and implementation,

problems encountered, and recommendations by educators for further im-

provement of programs
The third section will present a review of special transitional

programs designed for early adolescents.

Included are programs for

adolescents with special needs, two plans for students attending schools
in redistricted school areas, and a design for academically talented

adolescents

Identifying Schools with Transitional Programs

Due to limited evidence in the educational literature on transitional programs, the first need was to identify schools with such programs.

A letter of introduction and explanation of the research design

was written to Departments of Education in all fifty states as one way
of locating these schools (see Appendix A)

.

Sixty-eight percent of

the Departments responded to the request for information identifying

schools offering transitional programs for early adolescents.

These

responses included, primarily, school directories or listings of school

districts having a K-6, 7-9 design.

The specific request to identify

.
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schools with transitional programs was addressed in only two instances.
Those respondents indicated an interest in the research and a desire
to be informed of the results of the research at a later date.

A similar letter was also sent to professional organizations and

key educators in the field of adolescent research.

Once again the re-

sponses indicated, in general, a lack of understanding of what was being requested.

One of the respondents suggested that the search be re-

stricted to schools within the researcher's home state of Massachusetts.
This would then make it possible for the researcher to visit the

schools

Based on this recommendation, the Commissioner of Education for

Massachusetts was contacted and he elicited the assistance of the Executive Secretary of the Association for Secondary School Administrators.

Through this office, letters were sent to secondary school administrators in the state describing the project and asking their help in lo-

cating schools with any type of transitional program for early adolescents.

One letter was received from a middle school principal in re-

sponse to this request.
It was then decided to attempt to locate schools by several other

methods.

These included contacting directors of educational collabora-

tives and asking their help in identifying individual schools, and by

directly calling schools whose names had been recommended by other educators as possibly having transitional programs.

These procedures

proved to be the most successful approaches for identifying school programs.

Telephone calls were made to administrators in twelve school

districts to explain the study and ask their assistance.

Ten schools
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were eventually chosen because there appeared to be a
structured transitional program in them.

Appointments were made to visit the schools over a period of a
month.

After each visit was completed, a personal letter was sent to

the administrator and staff members thanking them for their
willingness
to share ideas and suggestions concerning the study.

The schools

.

The original intent of the study was to investigate only

those schools having a K-6, 7-9 design, where the transition from ele-

mentary to junior high school occurs between grades six and seven.
This decision was based on two factors presented in the research liter-

ature

.

One,

the transition from elementary to junior high school, where

it occurs between sixth and seventh grade, happens at a time when early

adolescents are also experiencing many developmental changes and,
therefore, need a great deal of adult support and a stable environment.
Two, middle school programs, where the transition from elementary to

middle school occurs at least a year earlier, are attempting to assist
adolescents through this period of adjustment by providing school environments designed to focus on the needs of the early adolescent student.

After a conversation with the director of an educational collaborative
who recommended the investigation of two middle schools, it was decided
to expand the study to include the programs in these schools.

There is

research evidence to support the idea that middle school practices designed to meet the needs of early adolescents are transferable to junior high school environments (Alexander

VanTil et al., 1966).

&

Kealy

,

1969; Batexel, 1968,

.
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A further expansion of the study included the examination
of

transitional programs designed to focus on specific concerns of
an ad-

olescent population and community.

The programs studied included one

designed for children with special needs, two for children in areas
^sdis trie ting of school boundaries to include a greater minority

population was occurring, and one program for academically talented
students.

It soon became apparent that the concept of transitional

programs for early adolescent students was much broader in scope than

indicated in the educational research literature.
Nine school systems were involved in the study (see Appendix

B)

As previously indicated, they were not randomly selected and, therefore, allow unknown biases to cloud the overview.

The samples are not

biased with regard to school size, locations, number of pupils involved
in programs, grade levels, and personnel interviewed in each school.

No effort was made to analyze the structure or politics of the

school community or the greater community.

Some implications will be

suggested in the final chapter as to the possible reasons for the development of specific programs in certain communities.

Demographic information on the schools included in the study is

presented in Tables

2

and

3.

The schools are listed according to size

of school population beginning with the smallest, 250, to the largest,

1,150 students.

In the special programs. Table 3,

the schools are

listed according to number of students participating in the program,

beginning with the smallest, 10 students, to the largest, 1,150 students.

The schools in the study included five suburban, two urban, and

two rural districts.

The grade levels range from K-9 and are located

.
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in three elementary,

two middle, and five junior high schools.

Personal visits were made to each school.

In one system, visits

were made to two schools, an elementary which housed a seventh
grade,
and a junior high school.
three hours.

The length of the visits ranged from one to

The interviews lasted about an hour and were usually fol-

lowed by a tour of the building and visits with other staff members for

additional information on the programs.

In several schools, other

staff members were invited to join the principal and researcher during
the discussion.

The interviewing process

.

It was decided early in the study that the

most effective means for guiding discussions with individual educators
in the schools visited was to design a series of questions for the in-

terviews.

A form similar to one designed by Knowles (1975) was devel-

oped and used to document the interviews and record the information on
individual programs.

A copy of this form was given to each educator

during the preliminary conversation (see Appendix

C)

Educators interviewed for this study include principals, assistant
principals, directors of programs, guidance counselors, and teachers.
The greatest number are principals and guidance counselors.

In most

schools, the interviews began with the administrators presenting general information on the schools.

Questions concerning the focus of the

study were answered by the researcher during the preliminary discussion.
In several instances, administrators asked if they would be able to ob-

tain copies of the results of the study at a future date.

They were

informed that an abstract of the study would be sent to them when the
study was completed.
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Responses were made to all the questions by either
principals,

guidance counselors, teachers, or directors of special
programs.

In

two instances, a director of elementary Instruction
and a principal

recommended that the researcher meet with members of their guidance
staffs in order to obtain more detailed Information on the schools'

programs
The general impressions received by the researcher from the inter-

views were that the educators interviewed are aware of the needs of the

early adolescent learner and are actively involved in designing and im-

plementing transitional programs in their schools to meet these needs.
In three federally funded transitional programs,

the directors involved

staff members from several different schools to assist in the planning
and execution of the programs.
In one junior high school visited,

the principal invited the sev-

enth grade language arts teacher to participate in our discussion.
This teacher described how the seventh grade teaching team designed

their program to assist students, socially and academically, in the

transition from sixth to seventh grade.

In another school,

the initial

discussion with the principal was followed by a lengthy meeting with
the guidance counselor.

During this conversation, the guidance counsel-

or expressed disappointment in not being able to spend more time coun-

seling seventh graders with social/emotional concerns.

This was due to

the extensive amount of paper work which needed to be managed by his

office during the year.

Most of this work centered on scheduling and

placement procedures in the junior high school.
In all programs visited, educators were eager and willing to share
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the good things they were attempting in their schools to
assist early

adolescent students.

A feeling expressed by many during these meetings

was one of concern and commitment to helping early adolescents during
this important and exciting period in their development.

An Overview of School Programs

In this section, each question on the interview form is listed

separately.

The question is followed by a summary of combined re-

sponses made by educators.

In interviews with directors of special

programs focusing on transition activities, the questions were re-

phrased to suit the particular program.

Interview questions presented to educators

.

1.

What is the rationale for the transitional program in your

school?

Several quotations by educators in the schools visited for

the study express their attitudes,

concerns, and commitments regarding

the transition experiences provided in their schools for early adoles-

cent students.

Students of the 11-14 age group have needs different from elementary and senior high students and therefore obviously need
a different structure (program) in which to operate at their
(Amherst Junior High Program, 1977)
optimum.
The teachers believe that the teaching of early adolescents in(Glenbrook Middle School)
volves a holistic approach.
The Guidance Sessions for new seventh grade students gives the
(1) get to know students;
Guidance Counselor an opportunity to:
behaviors of inobserve
(2) view interactions of students; (3)
self-appraisal
on
dividual students; (4) help students focus
skills; and (5) help students with problems of adjustment in the
(J.F.K. Junior High School)
new school.
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Our program is designed to help young people make a good, solid
adjustment.
to junior high school.
Also [helps] to
make the parents comfortable about the transition.
If this happens.
the time and effort have been well invested.
(Quincy
Junior High School)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

These statements, while different in terms of specific concerns,

demonstrate that these educators are consistent in their belief that
the needs of early adolescents differ from those of elementary and

senior high students, and that these differences must be addressed

when planning transitional to meet adolescent needs.
2.

What does your school do to assist students in the transition

from elementary to junior high school?
are divided into two sections

.

The responses to this question

Section One includes elements of transi-

tional programs which are provided for sixth graders during their last

semester in elementary school.

Components of transitional programs

which occur within the junior high school, after the seventh graders
arrive in September, are included in Section Two.

Also included in

this section are elements of transitional programs dedicated to academic aspects of transition.

These will be examined in relationship to

the total program.

Section One:

spring orientation programs

.

The most common re-

sponses to this question center on some form of orientation program
for sixth graders, their parents, and teachers.

These are scheduled

usually designed
for late spring, at the end of sixth grade, and are
staffs.
and implemented by the junior high school guidance

many common elements from school to school.

They share

Their focus is directed

in the transition
toward the Adolescent’s social/emotional adjustments

between elementary and junior high school.

Included in their designs
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are one or two visits by guidance counselors to sixth
grade students in
the elementary feeder schools.

During the first visit, the counselor

talks about the junior high school in general terms, discusses
concerns
of new students entering the school, describes course selections,
ex-

plains how school activities function, and, in general, attempts to
dispel fears of going to a big, new school.

A strong effort is made to

make the transition to the junior high school a positive and exciting

new experience.
A second follow-up visit may occur after course selections have

been made and sixth graders have had an opportunity to think more about
the junior high school.

This session is used, primarily, to address

specific questions concerning the transition.

In several schools,

present seventh grade students, who have been students in the elementary school being visited, are invited along to present their impres-

sions and suggestions regarding the move to junior high school.

On

one school visit, the guidance staff presents slides to the sixth graders of school activities, facilities, important people in the school,

and other interesting aspects of the school experience.

In another

junior high school, teachers of subjects new to sixth graders, such as
French, visit the elementary schools to describe the courses and en-

courage the students to think about enrolling in them in seventh grade.

Another dimension of orientation programs centers on visits to
the junior high school by sixth graders from the elementary feeder

schools.

This is managed in several different ways.

high schools, a buddy system is employed.

In two junior

Present seventh graders are

matched with friends or other students from their former elementary

.
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school.

All visitors and hosts/hostesses are given name tags which

also identify their schools.

In districts with two or more elementary

schools, separate visit days are arranged for each school.

In a major-

ity of the programs, the visit is scheduled for the morning, but in

several schools, the sixth graders are invited to remain the entire
day.

The full day visit enables students to experience a lunch period

and a class day’s activities with their buddy as guide and chief sup-

porter.

In two schools, a block subject experience in art, music, or

shop is arranged in order to provide the visitors with a hands-on
class experience (see Appendix D)

Another experience included in school visits may be school assemblies to meet the principal and other important staff members.

Each of

these people gives a brief description of his or her role in the school

and encourages the students to come and visit when they arrive in Sep-

tember

.

In a majority of the junior high schools visited, handbooks are

presented to the visiting stueents containing a map of the school building, names of the teachers, and school policies and programs.

In one

school, the handbook is designed and managed entirely by present seventh grade students and teachers.

It includes an evaluation form of

the orientation program and asks all sixth graders to complete the

evaluation before leaving the school.

The form encourages visitors to

comment on the orientation program and offer suggestions for its im-

provement

.

programs
In five of the junior high schools, where transitional
team- teaching
for seventh graders are designed as self-contained,

.
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experiences, sometimes called Learning Communities, the sixth
graders

have the opportunity to meet with the team to discuss program
expectations and answer students' questions.

These teams usually include

teachers in language arts, science, math, and social studies.
The orientation programs in nine schools Include opportunities for

combined planning sessions between sixth and seventh grade teachers,
school nurses, reading specialists, guidance counselors, and other im-

portant school personnel at both levels.

In seven schools, these meet-

ings are arranged during the school day.

Administrators in these

school districts feel very strongly about arranging release time for
teachers from classes for planning.

They believe it to be essential,

when planning their school budgets, to include funds for hiring substitutes to free teachers.

The agenda for these planning sessions in-

cludes general information sharing, discussions of sixth and seventh
grade programs, individual student's progress, recommendations for

ability grouping, scheduling, social/emotional adjustments of individual students, special needs, and other important items to help junior

high school teachers develop an understanding of the total needs of the
early adolescent student.

In two schools, transitional data instru-

ments were jointly developed by sixth and seventh grade teachers (see

Appendix

E)

A final dimension of orientation programs involves the parents of

sixth grade students.

In five schools, evening meetings or morning

coffees are arranged for parents by the administration of the junior

high schools.

These meetings give parents the opportunity to tour the

services.
building, meet the faculty, and learn about school programs and
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In one school, a special evening activity is arranged for parents and

sixth grade students.

The program includes the presentation of about

twenty-five school activities available to students in the school.

It

is designed as mini-workshop experiences and encourages visitors, upon

arrival, to roam around the building and participate in any number of

activities.

These workshops are directed by students and teachers and

include arts, crafts, metal shop, music, science, and many other inter-

esting experiences.

Section Two:

fall junior high school transitional activities.

Transitional activities in junior high schools intended to assist early
adolescents in adjusting to the transition from elementary school include designs focusing on social, emotional, and academic adjustments.
In three schools, a half or full day is arranged for seventh graders

and new students to attend the first day of school without upper class

students.

In one school, names of new students are posted outside

their homerooms.

The orientation day may include an extended homeroom

period to provide time for discussion of homeroom procedures, fill out
school forms, and answer questions.

It may also include an abbreviated

schedule of classes to introduce teachers to the new students, obtain
books, learn about teachers’ expectations, and discuss students’ concerns

.

This same class schedule is repeated on the next day in a ma-

jority of the schools.
self-conIn schools where transitional programs are designed as
emphasis on
tained classroom units, such as a Learning Community, the
counorientation day is on meeting the team of teachers and guidance

selor to discuss the program’s objectives.

In one school,

the
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culminating activity is an all group assembly with faculty and staff.

Welcoming remarks to the new students are made by the principal and
other staff members followed by a general question/answer session.
Next steps in several transitional programs center on the social/

emotional adjustments of the seventh graders.

This phase takes place

over a period of weeks during the first semester.

In these schools,

the guidance staff is solely responsible for designing and implementing

this aspect of the program.

In one junior high school, the guidance

staff meets with all seventh graders in their English classes during
the first week of school.

These periods are used to explain the pur-

poses of counseling services, which students have which counselors,
class schedules, what are block periods, and how guidance groups will

be arranged.

The guidance groups, consisting of five to eight students,

begin meeting once a week with the counselor from September to November.
There are five to six sessions focusing on getting to know the counselor,

developing an understanding of progress reports, improving study

files,
and testing skills, discussion of contents of student’s personal

and career orientation.

In one school, developing career awareness is

an important new dimension to the guidance meetings.

Another junior high school, where both a self-contained teamjunior high school
teaching Learning Community experience and a regular
different supprogram of changing classes for every period exists, two

port experiences for new seventh graders are offered.

In September in

and counselor meet in
the Learning Community, the homeroom teacher

concerns about the
homeroom groups once a week to discuss personal

transition.

the semester
The meetings become less frequent as

.

.
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progresses and students adjust to the new environment.

These teachers

also arrange private conferences twice a year with parents of
children
iri

their homeroom.

The conference time is used to discuss the stu~

dent’s general progress and any concerns the parents may express.

The

three other members of the team teach the conferring teacher's classes

during the conferences.
In the regular junior high school program,

the guidance counselor

begins meeting with new seventh graders in groups of ten to discuss
feelings, concerns, and problems.

These sessions begin September and

last as long as there are group or individual needs which need to be

discussed

A type of program which two schools consider essential in helping
new students adjust to the transition from elementary school is di-

rected toward involving students in areas focusing on nonacademic activities.

These activities, as explained by one administrator, guaran-

tee some form of success for each and every stueent.

In one school,

the program is called Life Skills and has as its goal helping students

build a good foundation in basic life skills.

These students meet two

periods a week to participate in art, music, metal shop, drafting, and
carpentry, home economics, consumer knowledge, and health education

workshops.

There are no electives in the program and all new students

are introduced to the workshops on a rotating basis

The Team Exploration Program in another school, also nonacademic
in focus, is designed to center on hobby-type activities.

The classes

areas
meet one afternoon a week for ten weeks and offer workshops in

which are outgrowths of individual faculty interests.

The principal
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in this school now feels that the program's offerings need to
be re-

evaluated due to parent criticisms.

It is his belief that the future

focus of the workshops may center on careers, values clarification, and

explorations in science.
In all the schools visited, parents are encouraged to become in-

volved in the transitional experiences of their children in several
ways.

A few schools hold Parents’ Nights where parents are invited for

a general meeting with the administration and faculty.

These meetings

usually include faculty introductions, information on school programs,
descriptions of testing programs and question/answer periods.

In one

school, three meetings with parents of seventh graders called Buzz

Sessions include discussions on course overviews, policies on homework,

student expectations, the evaluation process, and an understanding of
the responsibilities shared by the school and home to foster optimum

performance of each student based on individual capabilities.

Academic programs designed to assist early adolescents in adjusting to the transition from elementary school, which also consider the

social/emotional adjustments of the developing adolescent, are referred
to as Learning Communities in several junior high schools.

They are

self-contained classroom units located in separate wings of the junior
high school building.
ties

— one

In one school there are two Learning Communi-

for seventh graders and one for seventh and eighth graders.

regu
Students may register for either one of these communities or the
lar program.

team
In both communities the teaching is designed as a

area such
approach with each teacher specializing in one major subject
as math,

language arts, social studies, and science.

These teams work

.
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together to plan a program which meets the social/emotional, academic,
and physical needs of the developing adolescent.

Students in the

Learning Communities spend most of their days within the designated
area of the building but attend classes in art, music, and physical

education with the rest of the student population.

The rationale for

this type of program, according to five educators, is to build a "co-

coon" around the transescent student in the beginning so that the ad-

justment to the new environment is gradual and supportive of the student’s developmental needs.

In addition, it is an opportunity for

teachers and students to get to know each other, a time to interrelate

with peers, make new friends, improve skills, explore new horizons,
and develop individual responsibility (see Appendix F)

Other components in transitional programs which several educators
thought to be important include a library science program to help students develop skills required for academic success in the junior and

senior high school programs; the availability of resource teachers to

work with high or low ability students on special projects outside the
classroom; and considered a top priority by most educators involved in

transitional program development, continuous communication with parents.
Communications with parents concerning their children’s progress
in several difand adjustment to the new school environment is managed

ferent ways in the schools visited.

In one school, where teaching is

send information
designed as a team approach, the four subject teachers
on individual requirements
to parents at the beginning of the semester
for students to work on when
in each subject area and provide materials

school is cancelled due to snow days.

This is required work and is

.
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collected at the end of the semester.

This group of teachers also

sends home Weekly Student Record Sheets on each student's progress in

each area.

For students who need extra support or have problems, a

more complete, ongoing report is managed by the counselor.

In another

school, five week reports are sent home only for students requiring a

warning for unsatisfactory behavior or academic concerns.

Students

who are proceeding at a satisfactory pace during a five-week period are
given positive commendations in another junior high school investigated
for this study (see Appendix G)
3.

I^at components have you found to be most important in the

transitional program designed by your school?

Components considered to

be most important in transition programs by educators can be classified

under six categories.

A majority of the people interviewed believe

that a great deal of overlapping occurs between each of these categories and yet, each retains individual importance within particular

school settings.

These categories are viewed as strengths of transiThey are:

tional programs by educators in all programs studied.
(1)

understanding early adolescent development;

(2)

developing good

communications; (3) a community building within the school;

(4)

design-

ing an appropriate curriculum; and (5) building success into the program.

A knowledge and understanding of the developmental needs of early

adolescent students is considered the most important consideration by
educators involved in developing transitional programs

.

It is the

committed
basis for the development of programs which involve teachers
to a holistic view of teaching early adolescents.

Fundamental to this
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approach are such ideas as self-contained classrooms, modified
class
schedules, homeroom periods for discussions between teachers and
students on school concerns, and guidance sessions to deal with more in-

dividual problems.
The second important category, according to educators, is the de-

velopment of good communications

.

Based on individual school experi-

ences, it is their beliefs that developing good communication between

teachers and parents at elementary and junior high levels leads to co-

operative planning.

They also believe that effective planning cannot

occur without good communication.

In all programs, communication and

planning includes the participation of administrators, guidance counselors, teachers, and parents from elementary and junior high schools.
It provides opportunities for them to meet during or after school to

discuss present sixth graders, their academic progress, social, emotional, and physical needs, and concerns about entering the junior high

school.

Curriculum goals of both levels are examined during these meet-

ings so that elementary teachers can assist sixth graders in making

subject choices for the junior high school program.

Problems of ad-

justment to the new school are reviewed for individual students and
tentative arrangements for appropriate academic and social placements
are made.

The goal of these meetings is sharing information on stu-

dents in an effort to facilitate a smoother transition to the junior

high school.

The atmosphere is one of mutual respect among profes-

sionals who have knowledge and understanding of early adolescents and
are working towards improving the total transition process.
levels
Development of communications is evidenced at several other

.
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in school programs.

In one junior high school, communication develop-

ment involves the easy accessibility of teachers to parents to share

information on students* progress and discuss areas of mutual concern.
These meetings can be individual conferences with one teacher, or in
the case of a parent wishing to speak to a team of teachers, a time is

arranged for a meeting during one of the team planning sessions.

Most

administrators indicate that it is absolutely essential for them to
provide teachers with planning time each day if the program is to
achieve success.

Extensions of this idea include teachers communicat-

ing with parents via class bulletins, weekly student reports, and in-

formation sheets on programmatic goals.
Other levels of communication development in the junior high

schools occur between seventh grade teachers and students helping to
plan orientation programs for entering students, and communicating with

parents through school and class newspapers containing news about

school activities and coming events of interest to parents.
The Fall Open House in the junior high schools for faculty, staff,

parents, and students appears to be a successful way to encourage com-

munity building within the school and between home and school.

It in-

troduces faculty and staff to parents, affords parents the opportunity

nonacademic areas
to learn about school activities in both academic and

hands-on workshop
and, as in one school, invites them to participate in
of the
activities planned and implemented by students and faculty

school
school enviCommunity building among peers and within the total

programs studied.
ronment Is an Important goal for all the transitional

.
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It is fostered in different ways in individual schools.

One school de-

signs Team Days where sports activities are used to involve
the total

school community in a variety of mixed team events.

Team Days occur

once a week for the entire year and everyone is encouraged to partici-

pate in volleyball and other outdoor field events.

This program en-

courages interaction of students with their peers, older students, and
teachers
The Careers Program in one school is another effort to encourage

and support seventh graders during the transitional period.

In this

program, students are introduced to workshops in business skills, in-

dustrial arts, fine arts, and home economics.

The time for the work-

shops is scheduled into the regular weekly schedule and everyone has an

opportunity to explore all the areas offered.
other school is similar to the Careers Program.

Team Exploration in anIt provides opportun-

ities for new students to explore hobby-type activities offered by the

staff of the school.

Students register for their first and second

choice workshops which last for ten weeks.
In many schools visited for the study, community building is man-

aged less formally.

It may involve frequent homeroom periods for

teachers and students to discuss important school and personal issues.
It can also take the form of team meetings with four groups of teachers

and students planning activities which focus on the needs and interests
of the total team.

Whichever design community building takes, it is

definitely considered a high priority by educators in the development
of transitional programs.

Designing appropriate curriculum, another important component of
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transitional programs, focuses on helping early adolescents
further develop and improve skills learned in the elementary grades and
explore
new avenues based on individual developmental abilities and interests.
In many schools visited, curriculum planning occurs through combined

discussions of the faculties of the elementary and junior high schools
staffs.

Elementary school teachers make recommendations about appro-

priate academic and social placements for students based on information

accumulated in student’s folders, test scores, social and emotional development, physical needs, and conferences with parents.

In five

transitional programs, the curriculum is managed as a team-teaching approach.

In two others, where a regular six period daily schedule is

followed, the curriculum is managed through academic, physical, social,
and emotional ability groupings.

A very strong effort is made in all

transitional programs to consider the total needs of the early adolescent when planning the curriculum.

Personal frustrations were ex-

pressed by several educators who felt that aspects of their programs

were not always succeeding in meeting the needs of adolescent students
in their schools.
In discussing the components of transitional programs described

above with school personnel, it became obvious to the researcher that
the success of individual programs relies heavily upon the continuous

articulation and development of all components believed important by
the planners

.

No one element can be eliminated if transitional pro-

grams are to further the development of social, emotional, academic,

and physical abilities and interests of early adolescent students.
4.

Who assisted you in developing your program plans?

All the

.
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educators interviewed felt that discussions and planning for the design
and content of transitional programs with sixth and seventh grade teachers is of greatest importance to the program's successful development

and implementation.

eral levels.

In all programs reviewed, planning occurs at sev-

It involves teachers,

guidance counselors, and adminis-

trators at the elementary and junior high schools, teacher teams within
the junior high schools, and students and parents at both levels.

The

information shared by parents with teachers usually focuses on concerns
they hear from their children regarding the transition.

In junior high

schools, where seventh grade students are actively involved in planning

programs for new students, it takes the direction of students sharing

information on school clubs, sports, peer concerns, homework, and lunch
periods
In one junior high school, a transition committee consisting of

teacher and administrative representatives from elementary feeder
schools and the junior high school was formed to make recommendations
to the Director of Instruction regarding the design of a transitional

program.

This committee meets during four scheduled system-wide cur-

riculum days to explore ideas on school visits for entering students,
ways of sharing information to assist teachers and students, designing
a transition data sheet,

rewriting the student handbook, and how to in-

volve parents in the transition process.
5.

Did you encounter any specific problems in developing the

transitional program in your school?

If so,

explain:

Problems encoun-

in their schools
tered by educators in developing transitional programs

community.
and how they are resolved vary from community to

Some
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common concerns to many programs are:
1.

the differences in philosophical orientations between
elemen-

tary and junior high schools regarding affective concerns
of early ad-

olescents
2.

;

the lack of programmatic knowledge between elementary and
jun-

ior high schools on curriculum goals of both levels;
3.

the difficulty in developing procedures for maintaining the

flow of information on each student between elementary and junior high
school;
4.

the resolution of problems of communication and built in ani-

mosities among individual elementary school boards and parents in con-

solidated districts;
5.

the need for choosing teachers with special skills in two sub-

ject areas who also have an understanding of the developmental needs of

early adolescents; and
6.

the difficulty in maintaining the energy levels of the person-

nel involved in implementing transitional programs.
The resolution of many of the problems confronted by educators is

through encouraging active participation of faculty, administrators,

counselors, and parents at both levels in frequent discussions and

planning sessions.

In a regional school district, a seven town Advi-

sory Committee was established to help parents learn more about the

junior high schools philosophy and goals.

The formation of Transition

Committees, opportunities for teachers to exchange visits at both

school levels, the design and use of transitional information sheets

containing social, emotional, and academic data on students, evaluations
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of present programs to determine if needs are being met, and the recom-

mendations of present junior high school students are several of the
strategies being used to resolve problems encountered by educators.
The one problem which appears almost impossible to resolve, according
to several administrators,

is how to maintain the energy levels of the

people directly responsible for implementing the programs.
6.

What recommendations would you offer for improving the transi-

tional program in your school?

Recommendations from educators for im-

proving programs are based on personal experiences and suggestions received from administrators, teachers, other staff members, and parents
in the elementary and junior high schools.

They are summarized below

under three categories called information sharing

design

,

1.

and evaluation

.

,

planning and program

Information sharing includes:

the necessity for arranging planning and briefing sessions

among administrators and teachers of both school levels prior to ele-

mentary school visits by guidance counselors to help in developing better understandings of the transitional experience and the affective

connotations of the program;
2.

encouraging the exchange of school visits among sixth and sev-

school rouenth grade teachers for purposes of observing classes and
programs;
tines in order to develop better understandings of school
3.

to share
sixth and seventh grade teachers meeting each spring

high school;
information on individual students entering the junior
4.

reassess what parseventh grade teachers meeting each year to

graders and should, thereticular skills are appropriate for seventh
classes;
fore, be reinforced in all seventh grade

I

;
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5.

sixth grade students visiting the junior high school for an

entire day to experience a range of classes and activities;
6.

a visit by the junior high school counselor to the elementary

school to work with small groups of identified sixth graders with special needs and concerns
7.

evening meetings for parents of sixth graders and junior high

school staff to discuss registration procedures, ability grouping, overall program requirements for three years, and the opportunity for a

question/answer session in small groups with individual staff members.

Written information believed important by educators to assist in
the transition process includes:
1.

the use of Transition Data sheets on individual students de-

signed by the combined staffs of elementary and junior high schools;
2.

additional academic, social, and emotional data on students

with special needs from personnel involved in designing individual educational plans;
3.

student handbooks designed to contain material written by stu-

dents and teachers
4.

;

and

notices to parents of sixth graders from junior high schools

informing them of meetings, school visits, and other important news on
the transition program.
the
Under the heading of planning and program design is included

need for:
1.

being contemprincipals to inform parents about new programs

plated in the school.

which
This is particularly important in systems

school and are attempting to
have developed a regionalized junior high
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accommodate families with differing philosophies and
understandings

concerning the school's program;
2.

principals to include in their school budgets funds to
hire

substitute teachers when regular teachers are involved in
planning sessions during school time;
3.

schools to reserve the first day of school calendar for sev-

enth graders and new students in order to familiarize them with new

school environment;
4.

schools to improve first day assembly to include presentations

by upper class students about school activities available to all students

.

Recommendations by administrators on evaluation of transitional
programs include the need for assessing information received from ele-

mentary teachers on individual students, what additional information

would be helpful to teachers in the junior high school, and how

to de-

fine problem areas more quickly in an effort to design more effective

means for helping the adolescent student in the junior high school.

Special programs designed to assist early adolescents in transition

from elementary to intermediate school
section,

.

As mentioned earlier in this

the idea of transitional programs for early adolescents was

expanded to include the investigation of four programs designed to focus on specific concerns of an adolescent population and community.

The programs are unique and are also significant in that other communities with similar concerns or interests may benefit from the ideas and

strategies utilized in the development of these programs.
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The first prograin to be discussed is designed to aid adolescents

with special needs in the transition from sixth to seventh grade.

It

is funded under the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Law titled Chapter

766 which requires integration of an education for special needs stu-

dents in local public school systems.

Two other projects funded by

the Commonwealth and designed to help adolescent students in urban

areas are enrichment programs.

The fourth, a program designed for

academically talented children, is funded by the particular school system.

The program for students with special needs is intended to assist

students with moderate special needs to make a successful transition
from elementary to junior high school.

It is directed by the head of

the special education department of the school system and services a

union of five elementary school and one junior/senior high school.

The

number of students involved each year is between eight and twelve.

The

goals of the program are:
1.

helping teachers understand that special education concepts

are good for all children;
2.

assisting sixth grade teachers develop understanding of the

expectations of the junior high program; and
3.

assisting seventh grade teachers develop understandings about

the growth processes of early adolescent students.

meeting
The most important component of the program is the spring
planning team,
held every year for each elementary feeder school with a
resource rooms,
The team consists of teachers from sixth grades and
junior high
principals from elementary schools, subject teachers from

t

;

.
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school, a counselor, school psychologist, and any other
staff involved

with mainstreaming students with special needs.

The total team is giv-

en release time to attend the meeting and substitutes
are hired to take

over their classrooms.

The director feels strongly about having these

meetings during the school day and not on teachers' time.

The purpose

of the meeting is:
1.

to present junior high school with support data on entering

students with special needs;
2.

to make seventh grade teachers aware of what the students are

doing in sixth grade, sharing concerns, social/emotional development,
etc

.

3.

to inform sixth grade teachers of goals and expectations of

seventh grade program in each content area; and
4.

to assist sixth grade teachers,

armed with goals and objec-

tives of seventh grade program, to write up individual educational

plans for students needing a directed program (see Appendix H)
The next stage is to assist students with special needs when they

arrive at the junior high school in the fall.

The team's objective is

to provide these students with support and assistance so that they can

remain in the regular junior high school program.

This is managed un-

der the guidance and teaching of the staff in the Skills Lab.

This

class is run in conjunction with the regular classroom program and has
a strong mainstreaming concept.

The student's daily program generally

consists of spending the morning in

primary content areas.

a

regular academic schedule in the

In the afternoon, the student attends the

Skills Lab to work on improving skills aimed at helping them to carry

.
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on regular classroom work.

These tend to be in the areas of management

and responsibility, skills on taking tests, and other areas suggested
in the educational plan developed by the sixth grade teacher for the

student.

The program for each student is reviewed quarterly and stu-

dents can move back into a regular full day class schedule whenever
they are successful in achieving goals set forth by the plan.

The planning and implementation of the program for students with

special needs has met with several obstacles, according to the director.

These include the difficulty in helping:
1.

individual towns with different school boards and differing

philosophies develop an understanding of the value of the transitional

program for early adolescents with special needs;
2.

sixth and seventh grade teachers develop understandings of

the other's program; and
3.

seventh grade teachers with unique orientations in content

teaching develop understandings of the total needs of early adolescent

students
These problems continue to exist to some degre but steps are being taken to provide opportunities for open discussion among school board mem-

bers, parents, and teachers in an effort to clear up misconceptions and

encourage support for the program.

Programs for students attending schools in redistricted school areas.
for dealing
The two programs to be discussed are outgrowths of plans

containing an inwith redistricted school populations in urban areas

creased number of minority students.

One program is in response to a
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court mandated desegregation plan, the other, a result of changing

school boundaries which include a more heterogenous low-income minroity

population.

Both are aimed at helping the early adolescent achieve a

more successful transition to the junior high school.
The first involves a newly built magnet school containing grades
five and six.

The physical plant has won several national awards for

its architectural design.

The student population is about twelve hun-

dred students from Puerto Rican, black, and white families.

The pro-

gram’s goals, according to the Vice Principal, are to help all students

develop skills and tools to assist them in the transition to junior
high school.
1.

More specifically, the goals are to:

teach students survival skills, that is, to survive the world

of the junior high school and beyond;
2.

push all students as far as they can go

— helping

them to real-

ize their potentials;
3.

teach students humanistic skills of respect for themselves,

others, for property
4.

— helping

them to develop self-pride;

help students learn how to make choices and become responsible

for their decisions; and
5.

fuhelp students develop management skills important to their

ture in the junior high school and beyond.
goals occurs in
The implementation of the program’s philosophy and

students and give them oppora school environment designed to excite

tunities to explore a wide range of experiences.

The program is geared

a curriculum which offers
toward the total immersion of all students in
to the highest.
something for everyone, from the lowest ability

The

..

.
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students are exposed to activities and resources not available
to them
outside the school.
lives.

The school, in a sense, is the focus of their

The program attempts to deal with the total needs of the child

(see Appendix I)

.

The key to the success of the program lies in its

ability to gain support from parents whose origins, language, and traditions differ greatly.

This is successfully managed through extensive

communications with families via school conferences, progress reports,
and help from community agencies who act as liaisons between the school
and parents

Some special components of the program are as follows.
1.

Enrichment groups

;

Top readers meet once a week during Lan-

guage Arts with a special teacher for the gifted.

These students edit

the school newspaper and literary magazine which receives contributions

from the entire school.

One of the criteria for involvement in this

enrichment group is a high level of skills in reading and writing.
2.

Enrichment groups are also available in science, art, music,

physical education, and media.

In each area,

the goal is to encourage

the development of individual skills of each student.
a.

In media, students are involved for a period of two months in

planning and producing a daily in-house t.v. program on Channel
b.

2

In music, students learn how to play electric pianos, sing in
a chorus,

and play in the orchestra, in addition to general

music
c.

One-half day of each week is scheduled for mini-courses which
last six to eight weeks.
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The science program includes classroom work but also offers an

d.

intensive unit of study on the universe which employs the use
of a room size planetarium.
3*

Special needs groups

:

Students with either moderate or severe

problems have individual programs designed to meet their needs.

These

programs are for children with emotional, mental and physical handicaps.
The children participate in regular school activities whenever possible.
The focus of the curriculum for this school is mandated by the

school system but teachers plan and implement the system-wide goals according to their individual styles of teaching.

Due to the newness of

the program, an extensive assessment has not yet been undertaken.

The

general impression received by the researcher is that these students
may find the junior high schools in their district somewhat confining
and limited in scope after experiencing this unique school program.
The reason is that the junior high schools tend to adhere to the tradi-

tional junior high program which focuses, primarily, on content learning.

This focus, alone, is not appropriate to the needs of these par-

ticular students.
The second program is funded under Massachusetts Chapter 636, Section 8 and is entitled an Enrichment Program.

In its present develop-

mental stage, the project involves one-half of the elementary schools
in the district*

The next stage will include all the sixth grade stu-

junior
dents in the remaining elementary schools feeding into the two

high schools.

The program was planned and federal funds were sought

of
when it became apparent to school officials that redistricting

school was
school boundaries would occur when a second junior high
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built.

The new boundaries would include a more diverse socioeconomic

minority population in both of the junior high schools.

The program

design is aimed at stimulating peer relationships among sixth grade
students from differing backgrounds in anticipation of the transition

from elementary to junior high school.

A synopsis of the proposal

states that,

School enrollment data, parent and school personnel concerns.
and data derived from a needs assessment questionnaire.
constitute evidence that certain needs are not being met in our.
public schools. These data indicated:
the neighborhood school
concept fostered ethnic isolation; the transition from elementary
to junior high schools was a traumatic experience for many pupils;
and, improvement was needed in all basic subjects within the ele(Holyoke Enrichment Program, Interim
mentary school curriculum.
Report No. 1, p. 2)
.

.

.

.

.

.

The Enrichment Program was conceived to meet these needs and con-

sists of a series of enrichment activities which bring together cultur-

ally different sixth grade students from enighborhood schools one day

each week (see Appendix L-1

&

2)

.

The initial program activities in-

cluded gymnastics, community awareness, arts in education, science, and

junior high school orientation.

It has been expanded to include swim-

ming and a science series called "Nature of Man."

This series is run

by the local science museum staff and is highly regarded by the students

.

An evaluation scheme was included in the proposal to determine the
of
degree to which recognized needs were being realized and the effects

the project upon participants.

A variety of data gathering procedures

in both
were utilized by the outside evaluator and were presented

the acquisition
Spanish and English to parents and teachers to insure

about program
of both obvious and less obvious information

W

;
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accomplishments (see Appendix

J)

.

The general results indicate that

the overall performance of the Enrichment Program at the
end of the

first year was very positive.

Teachers and administrators had been

successful in implementing the program without interrupting the community and were valued for their efforts.

The evaluator identified sever-

al areas requiring attention and made the following recommendations.

They are the need for:
1.

developing small group activities designed to encourage coop-

erative participation of sixth grade students from all the elementary
schools
2.

helping sixth grade students develop specific communication

and/or social skills to assist them in their initial contacts with students from different ethnic backgrounds;
3.

devising ways to encourage parent participation in program

planning and implementation in an effort to gain additional support for
activities; and
4.

introducing orientation activities between the intermediate

and elementary schools sooner in the semester so that students can visit the intermediate school as early as January to help alleviate the

students’ social concerns.

The main problems encountered by the Director of this program focus on bussing.

This involves transporting students from elementary

schools to central locations for scheduled activities or field trips.
The problems stem from poor weather conditions prohibiting transportariding
tion of students to sites or occasional fights between students
the buses.

The resolution of these problems are areas presently under

1
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discussion by the Director and planners of the program.

A transitional program for academically talented students

.

This pro-

gram was designed by a suburban school system of 13,500 students to

provide for the transitional needs of students identified in the elementary schools as academically talented.

The first stages of identi-

fying these students begins in the fourth grade and is initiated by the

classroom teacher.

Based on observations by the teacher of a student’s

superior academic and social performance, the teacher may request that
the student be tested for academic achievement and social maturity.

Data obtained from the tests, anecdotal information from the teacher,
and past records provided in the student’s folder are reviewed by a

committee of teachers and administrators.

Recommendations made by this

committee concerning the student’s special abilities are shared with
the parents.

Parents and students then decide whether or not the stu-

dent will join the Elementary Laboratory program for academically tal-

ented children.

If the student decides to enter the program,

(s)he

joins selected students from twenty-one elementary schools in the district for one day each week in a series of enrichment classes.

The

program is taught by teachers with special skills who have been screened
and selected for the team enrichment workshop classes.

This phase of

the program is followed by a three-year program in the junior high

school called the Advanced Placement program.
The transitional program for the Elementary Lab Class (ELC) stu-

dents (about 70) entering the junior high school Advanced Placement

program is directed by the guidance staff of the school.

According to

Ill

one counselor, these students are a select group with special needs and

academic interests and deserve special attention in their orientation
to the junior high school.

Their orientation begins with visits by the

guidance counselor and principal of the junior high school to the ELC
students at their lab class site.

The ELC classes are located in an

elementary school which has available space for these types of activities.

The visit focuses on a general presentation of the junior high

school program and the Advanced Placement program, in particular.
The second stage involves the ELC group, now divided into two
groups, visiting the junior high school on three consecutive Thursdays
or Fridays.

Sixth grade students are matched with seventh graders in

the Advanced Placement program and begin a series of hands-on special

project workshops planned and directed by the teacher teams in the program.

This experience provides the ELC students with an opportunity to

preview the Advanced Placement program and the teacher team they might
have in the seventh grade.
the
In addition to the workshop experiences, the ELC students have

opportunity to participate in the regular orientation program designed
ELC program.
for sixth grade students in the system who are not in the
an assembly
This program consists of a tour of the junior high school,

band concert.
to introduce administrators and teachers, and' a

An even-

and students to clubs
ing open house is also held to introduce parents

and activities offered in the school program.

Students in the Advanced

these regular orien
Placement program are encouraged to participate in

tation activities of the transitional program.
of new seventh graders
A follow-up activity for all parents
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involves a series of meetings in the fall with the faculty and administration.

These meetings serve both the home and school.

The guidance

counselor suggests that,
For parents, it provides another opportunity to visit on a positive level to phrase questions, participate in an open forum,
and to hear the teachers who work with their children daily.
For the staff, there is the chance to encourage parents to keep
in touch with the school by attending teacher-team meetings and
by phone.
It also provides an opportunity to reinforce school
policies regarding attendance, bus transportation safety, use
of calculators and electronic gimmicks. Central scene, carrying
large sums of money, and other important school issues.
(lannoni, 1979, Interview)

A positive effect of the specially designed activities for the ELC

students entering the Advanced Placement program, as told to administrators and faculty by parents and students, has been the development
of reassurance and ease among the students regarding the transition to

the junior high school.

Summary

Chapter III has presented an overview of existing school programs
designed to assist early adolescents in the transition between elementary and junior high school.

Included in the chapter was the method

informafor identifying schools with transitional programs, background
to question on the schools, the interviewing process, and responses

their transitions presented to educators during interviews concerning

tional program designs.

Interview questions and replies are summarized

below.
1.

school?

program in you^
What is the rationale for the transitio nal

,

districts to
Educators feel there is a need in their school
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give greater support and assistance to early adolescents in transition

from elementary to junior high school.

Their beliefs are based on ob-

servations of early adolescents in their schools, a more constructive
use of collected data from tests on academic success or failure of stu-

dents in junior high school, input from sixth grade teachers, discus-

sions with parents and students, and more recent research data avail-

able on early adolescent developmental needs and concerns.
2.

What does your school do to assist students in transition from

elementary to junior high school?

The most common responses center on

some form of Spring and Fall orientation activities for students.

These include visits by junior high guidance counselors to elementary
schools to speak about junior high program in an effort to dispel fears

regarding the transition; visits by sixth graders to junior high schools
to meet teachers and tour the building; distribution of junior high

school handbooks containing information on the school's program and activities; and morning coffees and/or evening meetings for parents to

discuss concerns regarding the transition with teachers of junior high
school.

A half-day school session at the beginning of the school year

in the fall is considered by some to be a good way to familiarize stu-

dents with school schedules, room locations, teachers, and other important school personnel.

Other nonacademic programs designed to assist early adolescent
students are called Team Exploration or Life Skills.

They include ac-

athletics, and
tivities on career development, consumerism, music, art,

hobby-type activities.

The educators suggest that participation in

of success for each and
these types of activities guarantees some form
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every student and encourages the development of confidence and
selfesteem.

Academic programs, which also focus on the social and emotional
adjustments of developing adolescents, are referred to as Learning Communities in several schools

.

These are designed as self-contained

classroom units, employ a team- teaching approach, and provide teacher/
counselor support for adolescent students.
3.

What components have you found to be most important in the

transitional program designed by your school?

summarized under five categories.

They are:

standing of early adolescent development;

These components can be
(1)

(2)

knowledge and under-

developing good communi-

cations and encouraging cooperative planning among parents, teachers,
and administrators at the elementary and junior high levels;
ing a sense of community within the school;

(4)

(3)

build-

designing appropriate

curriculum; and (5) building success into the transitional program.
4.

Who assisted you in developing your program design?

Combined

discussion and planning sessions by sixth and seventh grade teachers
for the design and content of transitional programs is considered of

greatest importance to their successful development and implementation.
This planning also involves input from guidance counselors and parents
at both school levels in many instances.
5.

Did you encounter any specific problems in developing the

transitional program in your school?

If so, explain.

Some of the

problems encountered by educators focus on differences in philosophical
affective
orientation of elementary and junior high schools regarding
between
concerns of early adolescents; lack of programmatic knowledge
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elementary and junior high schools on curriculum goals of each level;
the difficulty of maintaining flow of information on individual stu-

dents between elementary and junior high schools; the problems of lack
of communication and built in animostities among elementary schools in

consolidated districts; the arduous task of identifying teachers for
the junior high schools with special skills in two subject areas, and

also, an understanding of early adolescent developmental needs; and the

difficulty in maintaining energy levels of staff members responsible
for implementing transitional programs.
6.

What recommendations would you offer for improving the transi-

tional program in your school?

The recommendations made by educators

for improving their programs can be summarized under three categories

called information sharing

,

planning and program design

,

and evaluation

.

Information sharing includes the need for encouraging continuous oral
and written communication exchanges among faculty, staff, and parents
of the elementary and junior high schools.

Under the category of planning and program design is the need for

keeping parents informed about school programs; the need for principals
to provide substitute teachers when regular teachers are involved in

planning sessions; and the need for improving the methods for sharing
general information on the junior high schools.
evalOf the three categories recommended for further improvement,
eduation of transitional programs has received the least attention by

ucators.

This may be due to the fact that most programs are relatively

weaknesses
new and lack the mechanisms for evaluating strengths and

within the designs.

The only exception to this are federally funded
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programs which require an evaluation mechanism as an integral part of
the program design.

An examination of four special programs designed to assist early

adolescents in transition is also presented in the chapter.

This in-

cludes a program to aid adolescents with special needs, two enrichment

programs designed for students in urban areas which have been redistricted, and one for students who are academically talented.

Chapter IV of this study will begin by selecting a set of assumptions central to the development of programs to assist early adoles-

cents in the transition between elementary and junior high school.

These assumptions originate from research presented in the previous
chapters and will be used to direct the selection of components considered important to the construction of a design for developing transitional programs for early adolescents.

CHAPTER

IV

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A DESIGN FOR DEVELOPING

TRANSITIONAL PROGRAMS FOR EARLY ADOLESCENTS

In Chapter I of this study, the concerns and questions regarding

educational programs, and in particular, transitional programs to assist
early adolescents during the period of adjustment between sixth and seventh grade, or from elementary to junior high school, were presented.

Chapter II reviewed the literature on adolescent development,
school environments which have evolved in this century for early ado-

lescent students, and research on programs designed to assist early

adolescents in the transition from elementary to junior high school.
An overview of ten existing school programs in Massachusetts con-

ceived to provide emotional support and guidance to early adolescent

students during the transition from elementary to junior high school
was presented in Chapter III.
The difficult assignment of Chapter IV is to create a design for
In order to

developing transitional programs for early adolescents.

direct the selection of components for transitional programs based on

knowledge acquired from the research literature and the overview of existing programs, it is first necessary to select a set of assumptions

fundamental to such programs (see Definitions, Chapter

I,

p.

14).

from which a
These assumptions will direct the selection of components

transitional program could be constructed.

The design for developing

chapter.
such a program is presented at the end of the
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It shares cer-

.
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tain commonalities with the design for multicultural education developed by Roberts (1975)

(see Appendix K)

Presented below are a set of assumptions derived from the research
literature and an overview of programs in Massachusetts which focus on
the nature of the early adolescent, school environments designed for

early adolescents, and programs containing elements supportive of early

adolescents in transition from elementary to junior high school.

Assumptions Fundamental to the Development
of Transitional Programs
I.

Assumptions from literature on adolescent development.
Characteristics of early adolescents focus on their emotional,
(Hall, 1904;
social, physical, and intellectual development.
Freud, 1924; Benedict, 1954)

A.

Developmental changes are greater during early adolescence
than at any other preceding or subsequent years of growth.
(Tanner, 1971; Romano et al., 1973)

B.

Adolescent biological changes have not altered in the last
five thousand years but the events now occur at an earlier age.

C.

(Tanner, 1971)

Rate of maturation and the age at the onset of puberty for
individual adolescents is dependent upon both genetic and envi(Elkind, 1971)
ronmental factors.

D.

One of the most important physiological changes which takes
(Garrison, 1976)
place during adolescence is sexual maturation.
E.

Strength and physical appearance are an important part of ad(Hamachek, 1976)
olescence.
F.

pleasant
Adolescence can be a period of storm and stress or a
determining
in
factor
period of social development. An important
impact of the
social/ emotional development in adolescence is the
(Mead, 1930; Bandura, 1964)
environment.

G.

adolescents in
Sexual differences and identity development in
peers, and the mass
our culture are learned from parents, schools,
1976)
(Lynn, 1966; Fagot & Paterson, 1969; Stein,
media.
H.
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I.
During early stages of development, the adolescent may
need
guidance, supervision, and rules but in later stages is
able to
act independently in both social and school situations.
(Romano

et al., 1973)

Team play is understood and practiced during adolescence but
ground rules should first be established and a supervisor should
be in attendance.
(Romano et al., 1973)
J.

There are great differences in mental abilities of developing
adolescents, therefore, a single preconceived standard for all
may cause extreme pressure on many.
(Gallagher & Noppe, 1976;
Romano et al., 1973)
Both heredity and environment are important factors in adolescent intellectual development.
(Skinner, 1936; Eklind, 1971;
Tanner, 1971; Nichols, 1976)
L.

Adolescence is a period in a child’s development when attention span continues to increase and thinking of a higher order
begins enabling child to make judgments, generalizations, and become involved in reflective thinking and problem-solving.
(Piaget,
1970a, 1970b; Elkind, 1971)

M.

Brain and other neural developments are almost complete in adolescents but experience is lacking to solve adult problems.
(Romano et al., 1973)

N.

Early adolescents have a wide variety of interests and individual differences become greater during this time.
(Gallagher &
Noppe, 1976)
O.

II.

Assumptions from school environments for early adolescents.
The birth of the junior high school in the early twentieth
century was primarily due to social and economic values which
(Lounsbury, 1960)
prevailed during that period.

A.

Changing economic conditions and an increased recognition of
the unique characteristics of the early adolescent have caused
the trends within the junior high movement away from a college
preparatory curriculum towards the development of school programs
(Howard & Stoumbis, 1970)
designed for this age group.

B.

The unique functions of the junior high program can be expressed through a curriculum that provides for a transition from
(Brimm, 1963)
the pre-adolescent stage to a young adult.
C.

The transitional program of the junior high school should include a continuance of general education of elementary school with

D.
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emphasis on development of basic skills; provide opportunities
for
exploration into new subject areas; provide opportunities
to discover and concentrate on special interests and attitudes;
and provide experiences to help develop skills in social
competencies,
values clarification, self-management, and leadership.
(Briinm[
1963; VanTil et al., 1967; Conant, 1960)

Many educators and parents believe that the junior high school
has never really functioned as a supportive environment for early
adolescents and that little is being done within the junior high
schools today to alter the situation.
(Rice, 1964)

E.

The middle school, developed in the sixties, has gained acceptance as a response to the many concerns regarding the failure
of the junior high school to provide an education for early adolescents which focuses on their unique characteristics.
(Howard
& Stoumbis, 1970)

F.

The middle school is characterized by extreme variety in this
country.
(Williams, 1968; Romano et al., 1973)

G.

The rationale of the middle school program should focus on the
psychology of the early adolescent, how the adolescent learns, explores, achieves, and grows.
(Vars, 1966)

H.

Proponents of the middle school visualize it as a home-based
teacher-classroom experience which provides individual dual
guidance and assistance for students.
(Gatewood, 1973)
I.

The program of learning experiences in the middle school should
offer a balance between the personal development of the early adolescent with continued development in skills and effective use of
(Gatewood, 1973)
appropriate knowledge.

J.

Planning is the keystone to building an effective foundation
for the middle school and the means by which articulation between
(Toepfer,
the elementary, middle and high school grades can occur.
1977)

K.

The systematic planning of the middle school program should
be district wide involving teachers, administrators, and parents
(Toepfer, 1977)
from the elementary, middle, and high schools.
L.

Some educators have come to believe that many middle school
practices are typical of the former junior high school.
(Alexander & Kealy, 1969; Romano, 1979)

M.

There are indications, based on a limited amount of research,
that some innovative programs are being explored in school systems
to address the needs of students in transition from elementary to

N.

1
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junior high school, which have not been attended to in
either
junior high or middle school programs.
(ASCD, 1958; Coulter
1959; Kilpatrick, 1976)
liL:

—Assumptions

from research literature on transitional programs.

A.
The early adolescent has unique characteristics and concerns
which need to be considered when designing school programs.

(Coulter, 1959; Schmuck, 1965; Simmons et al.,
1975)

1973; Heilman,

Many sixth grade pupils do not anticipate a difficult adjustment to junior high school.
(Coulter, 1959)
B.

An important factor of adjustment among adolescents regarding
the transition from sixth to seventh grade concerns the move to a
higher school level.
(Coulter, 1959)
C.

Adaptation to subject matter and study habits are concerns
for sixth and seventh graders.
(Coulter, 1959)

D.

Early adolescents are concerned with self-image of the indiE.
vidual, a desire to connect with society, and a concern about
control over one’s life.
(Simmons et al., 1973; Grassi, 1974;
Weinstein & Fantini, 1970)
Teachers and administrators need to develop programs which
will assist students in making a smoother transition from elementary to junior high school.
(Coulter, 1959; Kilpatrick, 1976)
F.

Fear of uncertainties of junior high school is lessened among
(Coulter,
sixth graders who have had some form of orientation.
1959; Knowles, 1975)

G.

Disunity and lack of continuity among school levels hinders
flow of information among staff members and impedes the orderly
and smooth transition of students through the grades at each new
(Kilpatrick, 1976)
school level.

H.

I.
The development of a transitional program should include the
conducting of a needs assessment for determining specific problems, conversions of the needs assessment findings to performance
objectives, the development of strategies to implement the objectives, and evaluation to determine if objectives have been met.
(Kilpatrick, 1976)

Successful implementation of program’s objectives is dependent
upon participation of teachers from various organizational levels
(Kilpatrick, 1976)
in leadership roles.

J.

.

.
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K.
Students identified by sixth grade teachers as potentially
high rish in junior high school because of poor academic, performance, are withdrawn, may have some problem home situation, and
so forth, can be effectively assisted in the transition from elementary to junior high school with a supervised program of peer
influence modeling.
(Griffin et al., 1971)

Workshops in the elementary or junior high school which focus
on the development of self encourage early adolescent growth in
personal and interpersonal skills and increase awareness of personal and interpersonal concerns and opinions.
(Grassi, 1974)

L.

Counseling sessions in the junior high school can encourage
early adolescents to:
openly express opinions and ideas on important personal issues; recognize and accept feelings and concerns they share with other students their age; consider how
their feelings and actions may effect other people; examine and
discuss the ways in which to deal with conflict situations; and
participate with other students in identifying and resolving
(O'Connell,
problems that are of concern to group as a whole.
1979, Appendix B)

M.

IV.

Assumptions from existing school programs which focus on transi-

tion

The teaching of early adolescents involves a holistic ap(Glenbrook Middle School, 1979, Dr. Francin)
proach.

A.

Educators from schools with transitional programs are aware
of the needs of early adolescent learners and are actively involved in designing and implementing programs to meet these needs
(Interview data all programs concur)

B.

—

The rationale for transitional programs centers on the beliefs
that early adolescents have developmental needs which are differ(Amherst Junior
ent from elementary and senior high students.
High School, Tulonen)
C.

Philosophical and programmatic orientations of elementary and
transitionjunior high schools need to be addressed when planning
(Amherst; South Deerfield, 1979)
al programs.

D.

people
Transitional programs should be designed to help young
make
and to
make good, solid adjustments to junior high school
Junior High
(Quincy
transition.
the
parents comfortable about
School, 1979)

E.

programs are knowledge
Key elements in designing transitional
communications and combined
of adolescent development, good

F.
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planning sessions between parents and schools, community building
within junior high school, appropriate curriculum, and building
success into the junior high program.
(Interview data all pro-

—

grams concur)

Opportunities for combined planning sessions between sixth
and seventh grade teachers and staff are essential to developing
successful transitional programs.
(South Deerfield; Gateway
Regional, 1979)

G.

The most common form of transitional programs focus on orientation activities for sixth graders.
(Interview data all programs
concur)

H.

—

Orientation programs for sixth graders share common elements
of focusing on the adolescent's social/emotional adjustments in
the transition from elementary to junior high school.
(Interview
data rail programs concur)
I.

—

Orientation programs for sixth graders should provide information on the junior high school concerning course selections and
school activities; should include opportunities to visit junior
high school to tour building and meet teachers and administrators;
and should, in general, attempt to dispel fears amongst students
(Central Junior High School; Amherst
of going to a new school.
School)
Regional Junior High

J.

Parents of sixth graders should be provided with opportunities
K.
to tour junior high school, meet faculty, and become informed
about school programs and services.
1979)

(Central Junior High School,

Transitional activities for new students in the junior high
school should be directed toward social/emotional and academic
(Interview data all programs concur)
adjustments.

L.

—

Junior high school transitional activities centering on nonacademic experiences can provide each and every student with
(Glenbrook Middle School,
some form of successful experience.
Granby Junior/Senior High School, 1979)

M.

Parents should be encouraged to become involved in transischool.
tional experiences with their children in the junior high
High
Junior
Central
Program
636;
(Holyoke Public Schools Federal
School, 1979)

N.

are
Self-contained classroom units in the junior high schools
needs
physical
and
designed to meet social, emotional, academic,
to the develof adolescents by providing an atmosphere supportive
(Amherst Regional
opmental needs of early adolescent students.
Junior High School, 1979)

O.
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Guidance sessions for new seventh graders in the junior high
school provide counselors with the opportunity to get to know
students, encourage students to interact, help students focus on
self-appraisal skills, and assist students with problems of adjustment to new school.
(J. F. Kennedy Junior High School, 1979)

P.

Administrators in junior high school have responsibility of
selecting staff members with skills and understandings of early
adolescent developmental needs.
(Gateway Regional, 1979)

Q.

Continuous evaluation of transitional programs can lead to
early identification of problem areas and assist teachers and administration in developing effective means for helping early adolescent students in transition.
(Holyoke Public Schools Federal
Program 636, 1979)
R.

The greater the input from teachers, administration, and parents of the elementary and junior high schools in the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of transitional programs, the less
likely are the chances for problems to evolve beyond initial
(Squantum Elementary School, 1979; and others)
states.
S.

V.

Assumptions from programs for students with special needs.
Special education concepts of identifying student's needs and
providing individualized educational plans are good for all chil(Frontier Regional School District, 1979)
dren.

A.

Important goals in planning transitional programs for students
with special needs consist of assisting elementary school teachers
to develop understandings of expectations of junior high school
programs and helping junior high teachers develop understandings
(Frontier Regional
of growth processes of early adolescents.
School District, 1979)
B.

VI.

Assumptions from programs to assist minority students

.

Program goals which focus on helping early adolescent minority
students develop academic, humanistic, and management skills
greatly assist them in the transition from elementary to junior
(New North Community School, 1979)
high school.

A,

Cooperative participation in small group activities of sixth
graders from elementary schools in a region where redistricting
students from^
has occurred stimulates peer relationships among
entering
their
differing multi-ethnic backgrounds prior to
636, 1979)
Program
(Holyoke Public Schools Federal
high school.

B.
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Inviting parents from differing multi-ethnic backgrounds to
participate in the planning and implementation of activities
helps encourage interest and support for program objectives.
(Holyoke Public Schools Federal Program 636, 1979)
C.

Introducing junior high school orientation activities for
sixth graders early in the semester helps alleviate many of the
social/emotional concerns of students from different multi-ethnic
backgrounds regarding the transition.
(Holyoke Public Schools
Federal Program 636, 1979)

D.

VII.

Assumption from program for academically talented students.
Providing academically talented sixth grade students with the
opportunity to participate in advanced placement workshops with
seventh graders in the junior high school helps develop better
understandings of the program and lessens their academic and emotional concerns regarding the transition.
(Quincy Public Schools,

A.

1979)

Arrangement of

assumptions

.

Some of the above assumptions relate par-

ticularly to adolescent development.

Certain assumptions refer to

school environments which evolved for adolescents during this century.

Other assumptions have to do with research on programs recently designed to assist early adolescents in the transition from elementary to
junior high school.

A final group of assumptions relates to transition-

al programs presently being implemented in ten school communities in

Massachusetts.

All categories must be considered in the design and de-

velopment of a transitional program.
The following section will present a list of thirty-six assumptions culled from the larger group.

identify research sources.
bined.

The larger list was included to

Those which are repetitious have been com

nature
These assumptions begin with statements focusing on the

statements specifically
of the developing adolescent, graduating to
early adolescents in
concerned with transitional programs designed for
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Massachusetts.

The figures in brackets following each assumption re-

fer to sources identified in original list of assumptions.
1.
Changes in the social, emotional, physical, and intellectual
development of children are greater during adolescence than at
any other period of their life.
(I-A,B)

Adolescent biological changes have not altered in the last
five thousand years but the events now occur at an earlier age

2.

(I-C)

Both heredity and environment are important factors in adolescent development.
(I-L)
3.

Sexual maturation, strength, and physical appearance are important aspects of adolescence.
(I-E; I-F)
A.

Sex role differences and identity development in adolescence
in our culture are learned from parents, schools, peers, and
mass media.
(I-H)
5.

An important factor in determining the direction of social
and emotional development in early adolescence is the impact of
the environment.
(I-D,G)

6.

Early adolescents have a wide variety of interests, and indi7.
vidual differences among students become greater during this period of development.
(I-J,0)
During early stages of adolescence, the child may need guidance, supervision, and rules, but in later stages is able to act
(I-I)
independently in academic and social situations.
8.

The mental abilities of early adolescents vary a great deal
so that a single preconceived standard for all may cause extreme
pressure on many.
(I-K)
9.

Brain and other neural development are almost complete in
adolescents but experience to solve adult problems is lacking.
10.

(I-N)

Intellectual development during adolescence is characterized
by increased attention span and the initiation of thinking of a
higher order enabling children to make judgments, generalization,
(I-M)
and solve problems.
11.

The junior high school evolved early in this century because
(II— A)
of the prevailing social and economic values of the time.
12.
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13.
Changing economic conditions and an increased recognition
of
unique characteristics of early adolescents have altered
the original intent of the junior high program toward the development
of schools designed for this age group.
(II-B)

The functions of the junior high program can best be expressed through a curriculum which provides a transition for
the
child from pre-adolescence to young adult.
(II-C,D)
14.

15.
Many educators and parents believe that junior high schools
have never really functioned as supportive environments for early
adolescents and that little is being done within the schools to
alter the situation.
(II-E)

Middle schools introduced in the sixties have gained acceptance as a response to concerns regarding the failure of junior
high schools to provide appropriate curriculum for early adolescents.
(II-F)
16.

The middle school is characterized by extreme variety in this
country but shares common goals of providing an environment for
early adolescents focusing on nature of adolescent and how adolescent learns.
J,K,L; IV-A)
17

.

18.
Some educators have come to believe that neither the middle
schools nor the junior high schools are successfully assisting
early adolescents in making a smoother transition from elementary
to intermediate school levels.
(II-M)

Given the organizational structure of K-6, and 7-9, which
19.
many school systems retain, and given the difficulty in changing
that organizational structure for a variety of reasons, elementary and junior high staffs have begun to focus on factors of adjustment for early adolescents regarding the move from elementary
to junior high school by designing specific transitional programs.
(II-N)

The rationale for transitional programs rests on the beliefs
that early adolescents have developmental needs and specific concerns that are different from elementary and senior high students
(III-A,B,E,F,G,I; IV-B,C,E; V-A)
which need to be addressed.
20.

Several important concerns effecting outcome of adjustment
of adolescents to junior high school are the move to a higher
school level, adaptation to new subject matter, and development
(III-C,D)
of appropriate study habits.
21.

Reductions in disruptive behavior, lateness, cutting, truancy,
and academic failures in junior high school occur when a transitional program is implemented between elementary and junior high
(III-K)
school.
22.
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23.
Differences in philosophical and programmatic orientations
of elementary and junior high schools need to be
addressed when
designing transitional programs.
(III-J; IV-D)

Disunity and lack of continuity among school levels hinders
flow of information among staff members and impedes the
orderly
and smooth transition of students through grades at each new
school level.
(III-H)
24.

The keystone to designing effective transitional programs is
the active participation and support of elementary and junior high
school teachers, administrators, students, and parents in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of the programs.
(II-K;
III-L; IV-F,G,K,N; V-B; VI-C)
25.

26.
Important elements of transitional programs are knowledge
of adolescent development, good communications between parent and
teachers, community building among students and faculty, appropriate curriculum, and experiences which guarantee some form of
success.
IV-F,L)
27.
Administrators in junior high schools have responsibility of
selecting staff members with knowledge of developmental needs of
early adolescents and skills to assist them.
(IV-Q)

Orientation activities focusing on the social, emotional,
and intellectual concerns of early adolescents entering junior
high school are the most common elements of transitional programs.
(IV-H,I,J; VI-D)
28.

29.
Elementary program goals which help early adolescents develop academic, humanistic, and management skills greatly assist them
(VI-A)
in making a smoother transition to junior high school.

Participation of all sixth grade students in a school district in small group interest activities stimulates peer relationships among students from differing multi-ethnic backgrounds
and lessens concerns regarding transition to junior high school.
30.

(VI-B)
31.

Providing academically talented sixth grade students with

the opportunity to participate in advanced placement workshops
with seventh graders in the junior high school helps develop better understandings of programs’ goals and lessens transitional
(VII-A)
concerns
.

Junior high school transitional activities centering on nonacademic experiences can provide students with additional life
(IV-M)
skills and some form of success.
32.
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33.
Self-contained academic units in junior high schools are designed to focus on social/emotional and academic needs of early
adolescents by providing a supportive atmosphere which encourages
a gradual adjustment to new environment.
(IV-0)
34.
Counseling sessions in junior high schools encourage adolescents to openly express ideas on important personal issues; help
them recognize and accept feelings and concerns they share with
other students; and provide positive support for all during transition period.
(III-M; IV-P)

A supervised junior high program of peer influence modeling
can help alleviate some personal and school concerns of students
identified as high risk by elementary school teachers.
(III-K)
35.

36.
Continuous evaluation of a transitional program can lead to
early identification of problem areas and assists teachers, administrators, students, and parents in developing effective means for
helping early adolescent students in transition.
(IV-R,S)

Selection of the Components of a Design for

Developing Transitional Programs

Tyler (1949) presents a rationale for viewing, analyzing, and in-

terpreting the curriculum and instructional program within an educational setting.

It begins with identifying the basic questions which

must be answered in developing curriculum.

They are:

What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?
1.
What educational experiences can be provided that are likely
2.
to attain these purposes?
3.

How can these educational experiences be effectively organ-

ized?

How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?
(p. 1)

4.

The assumptions presented in the preceding section will direct

transitional
the selection of components of this design for developing

programs.

These components form the basis for establishing educational

by Tyler
purposes, experiences, organization, and evaluation suggested
(1949).

in elementary
Some, as indicated in the research, are visible
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and junior high programs presently being implemented in individual

school districts.
The components of this design for developing transitional programs
are knowledge of the nature of early adolescents

understandings
tives

,

,

,

development of shared

existing factors in the environment

implementation of objectives

for future considerations

,

evaluation

,

,

educational objec-

and recommendations

.

Knowledge of the nature of early adolescents is fundamental to de-

veloping transitional programs.

As indicated in Chapter II, changes in

social, emotional, physical, and intellectual development of children

are greater during adolescence than during any other period of growth.

Also important is research evidence which suggests that both heredity
and environment are important factors in adolescent development and
that the primary factor which may determine the direction of social

and emotional development is the impact of the environment.

An under-

standing of these characteristics and factors of adjustment of early
adolescent students in transition from elementary to junior high school
is essential to designing successful transitional programs.

The development of shared understandings evolves from the assumpprograms is the
tions that keystone to designing effective transitional

high school
active participation and support of elementary and junior
planning, impleteachers, administrators, students, and parents in the

mentation, and evaluation of programs.

The rationale for transitional

adolescents have
programs rests on the shared understandings that early
from either elementary or
unique needs and concerns that are different

senior high school students.

These concerns, the move to a higher

.
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school level, adaptation to new subject matter, develop of appropriate
study habits, new peer relationships, can affect the outcome of adjust-

ment of adolescent to junior high school.

Finally, shared understand-

ings help to eliminate disunity and discontinuity among school levels

which hinders flow of information among staff members and impedes the
orderly and smooth transition of students through grades at each new
school level.

Existing factors in the school environment include the present
structure and function of junior high school programs and differences
in philosophical and programmatic orientations of elementary and junior

high school teachers.

The need for developing transitional curriculum

to assist early adolescents in making a smoother and more productive

transition to junior high school rests on the beliefs that early adolescents have developmental needs and specific concerns that are different from elementary and senior high school students.

These needs

and concerns evolve from the natural growth sequence which individual

adolescents begin to experience during the period between late elementary grades and junior high school.

Biological changes, sexual matur-

ation, identity development, and intellectual progress are integral

parts of this growth sequence and need to be addressed in order to

realize the true function of the junior high program as an environment
to young
which provides for a transition from the pre-adolescent stage

adult
teachEducational objectives consist of proposals and desires of
in planning transiers, administrators, parents, and students involved

tional programs for early adolescent students.

These objectives evolve

1
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from shared understandings regarding the nature of the early adolescent and the beliefs that there is a need to balance the affective and

cognitive domains when designing curriculum which will effectively

build upon the skills, talents, and potential of individual students.
This balance between the affective and cognitive domain is fundamental
to all curriculum development but is particularly so when designing

transitional programs for early adolescents.

Implementation of educational objectives of transitional programs
should involve the active participation of elementary and junior high
school administrators, teachers, parents, and students working together
as partners.

This partnership focuses on shared decision-making which

enables participants to gain support for resolutions and steps required
for implementation.

It also enables the planners to achieve a degree

of control and a sense of personal meaning as the processes evolve.

This joint commitment in the decision process produces a strong support

structure while providing for the assimilation of varied knowledge and

professional experiences of decision-makers through objective analysis
of potential areas of concern.

This partnership of shared responsibil-

ities can also help create a spirit of cooperation and commitment among

administrators, teachers, parents, and students, at both elementary and

junior high school levels, as they work toward specific educational
goals of a transitional program.

Evaluation

is

an important instrument of self-improvement and

growth in a transitional program.

Both informal procedures of ques-

instruments,
tioning students, parents, and teachers, and more formal

developed by planners or external sources, have value.

The purposes of
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evaluation are to insure that the educational objectives of the transitional program are being attained; identify problem areas early on
so that they can be resolved; determine internal program improvement;

establish credibility and acceptance of transitional program by school
and home as a legitimate educational objective; and determine success
of program (Holyoke Enrichment Program, Chapter 636, 1977; Seldin,

1976)

.

Evaluation of a transitional program based on both informal and
formal procedures encourages growth and can lead to recommendations for
future considerations within the program and the broader school curric-

ulum of the elementary and junior high school.

Recommendations for fu-

ture considerations are a natural outgrowth of the planning, implementation, and evaluation process in the development of a transitional

program.

They reflect the diverse ideas and concerns of the planners

and participants of the program while expressing hope for what a tran-

sitional program can be and how effectively it can assist early adolescents in making a gradual and profitable adjustment to the new junior

high school environment.
The seven components presented above provide the basis for a de-

sign for developing a transitional program.

The order in which they

have been presented reflects the organization of these components within a program.

Knowledge of the nature of early adolescents is key to

the development of a transitional program.

The identification of the

that
early adolescent as a unique individual with needs and concerns

suggests a
differ from the elementary or senior high school student

school environment which clearly reflects these understandings.
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development of shared understandings and existing factors In
the environment are closely related components In a design for
develop-

ing transitional programs.

The development of shared understandings

establishes a common base for planning a transitional program by bringing together administration, teachers, parents, and students at the

elementary and junior high levels.

The elementary and junior high

partnership and school and parent partnership holds great promise for
the school, parent, and student designing programs which are responsive
to the needs of the early adolescent in transition.

Recently, the

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development published Partners:

Parents and Schools (1979) which clearly suggests the advantages

of these two groups working together to improve school programs and

make them responsive to the needs of students in a changing society.
Shared understandings are developed further when they include an

examination of existing factors in the environment.

Planners of tran-

sitional programs must identify existing factors in school and community environments.

These factors may include the design of the junior

high curriculum, the professional training of the junior high staff,
the attitudes and concerns of the administration,

teachers, and parents,

the orientations of the elementary staff, or the philosophical differ-

ences of communities.

The identification of these factors early on

assists planners in developing strategies for dealing with possible

problem areas which might evolve in the future.
The selection of educational objectives is the next step in the

design for developing a transitional program.

This selection may re-

designed to
sult from shared understandings, from a needs assessment
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determine the concerns of early adolescents moving from elementary
to

junior high school, or from other transitional plans.

Educational ob-

jectives are the goals toward which planners and participants should
be

moving in the designing and implementation of a transitional program.
The implementation of educational objectives naturally follows the

establishment of educational objectives.

The implementation sequence

of the design provides opportunities for identifying problems, explor-

ing alternatives, and seeking solutions.

The introduction of ongoing

evaluation during implementation, whether formal or informal, aids in
exploration of alternative strategies for seeking solutions based on
identified problems.

Evaluation is a necessary process during the de-

velopment of a transitional program because it encourages shared understandings, helps select educational objectives, and seeks to determine

whether educational objectives are realistic and attainable.

Based on

the data gathered from evaluation procedures, recommendations for fu-

ture considerations in the transitional program can be made.

Recommendations for future considerations are reflective of the
shared understandings of the nature of the early adolescent and the desire by the designers of a transitional program to provide a program

which focuses on both the cognitive and affective aspects of early adolescent development.
The wheel in Figure

1

(Gordon, 1972, 1970) shows the organization

of the components of the design for developing a transitional program.
in
The wheel has six spokes and implies that each spoke is necessary

the development of a transitional program.

In any transitional pro-

aspects
gram, different people may choose to participate in particular
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Figure

1.

Organization of the components of the design for
developing a transitional program.
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of development.

Elementary school teachers may choose to participate

by sharing information on individual students and the curriculum of
the
elementary school program in an effort to encourage shared understandings.

They may not choose to become involved in the implementation of

the transitional program activities which may take place in the junior

high school.

Some parents at the elementary or junior high level may

choose only to be observers or participants in program activities with
their children.

However, they may wish to give input into evaluation

of the program based on their observations of its impact on their chil-

dren.

The wheel model is important because it permits input and partici-

pation of administrators, teachers, parents, and students at the ele-

mentary and junior high levels at any time during program development;
and it requires continuity of discussion, planning, and evaluation for
the wheel to turn efficiently and for the program to work effectively.

The Support System of a Design for Developing

Transitional Programs

An individual junior high school is the primary unit for the de-

velopment of a transitional program if it is to serve its function as
a transitional environment for early adolescents.

The program devel-

oped within the junior high school should reflect the desires and concerns of the school and the larger community even while focusing on its

primary function as a transitional environment for early adolescents.
With the junior high school as the basic unit for developing a
transitional program and the assumption that representatives from both
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elementary and junior high level should participate in determining
the
goals of a transitional program, the appropriate transitional
program

planning group, or transitional committee, should consist of administrators, teachers, parents, and students from elementary and junior

high schools.

The extent to which each representative is involved

should be determined by the members themselves.
The transitional committee meets for the purpose of designing a

transitional program.

While individual members may choose to be active

only in particular aspects of the program's development, there is a

need for all members to begin at the focal point of this total process,
a knowledge of the nature of the early adolescent.

The other important

factors in this first step of the process are the development of shared

understandings and a recognition of existing factors in the environment.
These three components of the first step help to establish the common
base from which steps two and three, establishing educational objectives
and implementation of objectives, evolve.

The fourth step is evaluation

which assists in the determination of recommendations for future considerations.

These four steps in the development of transitional programs

incorporate the seven components basic to the design.

They are pre-

sented below.
Step

1;

Establishment of transitional committee to gain knowledge

of the nature of early adolescents, develop shared understandings, and

examine existing factors in the environment

.

The development of a

transitional program begins with the establishment of the transitional
committee under the leadership of the elementary and junior high principals and guidance staffs.

The committee, consisting of representatives

. .
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from Che elementary and junior high schools teaching staff,
ancillary
staff members, parents and students, could be chosen through
a community meeting of interested persons.

This meeting would be moderated by

either administrators or guidance personnel from the elementary and

junior high schools.
The work of the transitional committee would begin by establishing

some basic ground rules for future meetings.

Only after these rules

have been set forth can the committee process actually begin.

This be-

ginning could include an open sharing of understandings and information
on the nature of the early adolescent student from the elementary, jun-

ior high, and parental perspectives.

In addition to verbal sharing,

written data or research on early adolescents could be discussed.
Also, school administrators or guidance counselors may wish to share

data which they may have documented regarding the early adolescents entering their school.

If this kind of information or assessment were

not available, it might be a step for consideration by the transitional

committee
Through open discussion on the nature of the early adolescent,
shared understandings evolve.

Once this occurs, then a close examina-

tion of existing factors in the environment must take place.

It is im-

portant, at this point, for the transitional committee to become in-

formed about the givens which must be dealt with in the environment so
that the processes of developing a transitional program can move ahead

smoothly
Step

2

:

Determining educational objectives and formulating plans.

development
Determining educational objectives is the next phase in the

.
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of the transitional program.

The committee must decide what they want

the transitional program to do for the early adolescent leaving elemen-

tary school to enter junior high school.

During this period the mem-

bers of the committee present their individual impressions of educational objectives, and through discussion, determine some specific
goals
The determination of educational objectives by the transitional

committee sets forth the direction of the program and may establish
different types of goals.

They may include goals for administrators

and teachers, goals for students, and goals for parents.

These goals

may be overall objectives for the program, as well as those based on
the roles which will be assumed by different individuals or groups dur-

ing the planning, implementation, or evaluation phases of the program.

The formulation of plans based on educational objectives agreed

upon by the committee is next in the process.

The committee may decide

to divide into sub-committees during this period in order to focus on

the different goals previously determined.

Individuals from within the

school system or from the greater community may be called upon during
this period to share additional information or express particular in-

terests and concerns focusing on the development of the transitional

program.
focusing
The program plans should be determined through discussion
in the envion the nature of the early adolescent and existing factors

ronment.

sucThese plans should include strategies and techniques to

to avoid
cessfully attain objectives and should be expressed clearly

misunderstandings of stated objectives.

.

.
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—

—

Implemen tation of educational objectives

.

The Implemen-

tation of educational objectives based on program plans
developed by
the transitional committee Is the action part of the
transitional de-

sign.

Decisions regarding participation by Individual committee mem-

bers In the Implementation of particular segments of the program,
and

steps to be taken during different periods of the program's evolution

must be made by the committee.

In some instances the committee may

suggest that leadership roles in the implementation of objectives

should be assumed by administrators or counselors because of the many
contacts they experience with teachers, students, and parents within a
school
The primary role of the committee during the implementation phase
of the program is to observe and evaluate program activities and man-

agement skills of leaders.

In some instances the committee may be

called upon to mediate specific problems or discuss concerns which may
arise
Step

4:

Evaluation and recommendations for future considerations.

Evaluation, as indicated earlier, must be an ongoing process which

helps in determining if results of transitional plans are meeting edu-

cational objectives established by the committee.

These results, sup-

ported by knowledge of nature of early adolescent, shared understandings, and an awareness of givens in the environment can effect changes
in educational objectives and program plans through discussion by com-

mittee members.

Step

4

then, in the development of a transitional pro-

gram, allows the committee changes to occur, invites new strategies for

developing program plans, and encourages discussion focusing on all
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aspects of the program’s design.

With the attainment of educational objectives established by the
transitional committee and the interchange of ideas focusing on early

adolescents by administrators, teachers, parents, and students at the

elementary and junior high levels, the entire design for developing a
transitional program may be reconsidered and possibly replaced by a

new design more closely matching the needs of the early adolescent
student.

The ultimate evaluation is whether the program actually fo-

cuses on the unique characteristics and needs of the emerging adolescent.

The junior high school, as a public institution, has a respon-

sibility to evaluate itself

— its

programs, leadership, and students.

Evaluation can be the instrument for the advancement of any program and
is

necessary for the self-improvement and growth of a program designed

to meet the needs of early adolescents in transition from elementary to

junior high school.

Several of these procedures will be presented in

the following chapter.

Summary

Chapter IV has presented a design for developing transitional
programs for early adolescents.

Included are a set of assumptions re-

garding the nature of the early adolescent, school environments de-

signed for early adolescents, and programs to assist early adolescents
in the transition from elementary to junior high school.

These as-

and an
sumptions, based on knowledge acquired from research literature
of compooverview of existing school programs, directed the selection

programs.
nents essential to a design for developing transitional
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The identified components facilitate open discussion, encourage
support, and develop broader understandings of the unique characteristics and needs of the early adolescent student among educators, parents, and the community.

The focus on:

(1)

physical, social, emo-

tional, and intellectual development of early adolescents;

(2) articu-

lation between elementary and junior high school levels and within the

junior high school;
objectives;

(5)

(3)

orientations of the community;

program procedures;

tions for improving programs.

(6)

(4)

curriculum

evaluation; and (7) recommenda-

The seven components of the design are

described in this chapter under the following headings:
1.

Knowledge of the Nature of the Early Adolescent

2.

Development of Shared Understandings

3.

Existing Factors in the Environment

4.

Determination of Educational Objectives

5.

Implementation of Educational Objectives

6.

Evaluation

7.

Recommendations for Future Considerations

The next phase in the development of a transitional program is the

establishment of a support system within a school district.

This sup-

port system, called a transitional committee, consists of administrators,

teachers, parents, and students from the elementary and junior

high levels.

The transitional committee meets for the purpose of de-

components,
signing a transitional program focusing on the identified
by participants
and determines the course of action to be followed

segments of the
either in the planning, implementation, or evaluation

program's evolution.
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Four main steps are included in the program's design.

They clear-

ly establish the seven components essential to the development
of a

transitional program.
Step 1:

The steps are:

Establishment of a Transitional Committee:

to gain know-

ledge of the nature of early adolescents, develop shared

understandings, and examine existing factors in the environment
Step

2:

Determination of educational objectives and formulation
of plans

Step

3:

Step 4:

Implementation of educational objectives.

Evaluation and recommendations for future considerations

The design presented in this chapter for developing transitional
programs can greatly assist educators and parents in attaining educational objectives, both cognitive and affective, which are supportive
of the developmental characteristics and concerns of early adolescents
in transition from elementary to junior high school.

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this dissertation has been to construct
a design

for developing programs to assist early adolescents in
the transition

from elementary to junior high school, where the transition occurs
between sixth and seventh grade.

Specifically, the study:

(1)

examines

research literature on adolescent development, school programs designed
for early adolescents in this century, and ten programs in Massachusetts

designed to assist early adolescents in the transition process from

elementary to junior high school;

(2)

identifies a set of assumptions

from the research literature and the overview of programs from which
components essential to the construction of a transitional program were
selected; and (3) constructs a design for developing transitional programs

.

Chapter V focuses on the findings of this study through a discussion of the components selected from the research literature in Chapter
II,

and the overview of programs in Massachusetts designed to be sup-

portive of early adolescents in transition, in Chapter III, and discusses various approaches for the implementation of the design.

Fin-

ally, recommendations for further research are presented.

The development of a transitional program for early adolescents

begins with the establishment of a transitional planning group, or

transitional committee, with the junior high school as the basic unit
145
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for developing the program.

The primary functions of the transitional

committee are to provide planners with a common base of understandings
and a structure for program development.
The implications of a transitional committee are important and
include, as a primary goal, improved articulation between elementary

and junior high schools.

Through representative membership on the com-

mittee of administrators, teachers, parents, and students from the ele-

mentary and junior high school levels, the values, desires, and goals
of the schools and the larger community are reflected in the program.

Improved articulation also helps dispel negative attitudes regarding
early adolescents in support of a more positive social concern for this
Specifically, im-

important period in the child's total development.

proved articulation can:

(1)

increase understandings of developmental

characteristics and needs of early adolescents;

(2)

derstandings of appropriate school environments;

develop shared unexamine existing

(3)

factors in the school and community environments;

(4)

establish, imple-

ment, and evaluate program goals; and (5) determine future goals of the

transitional program.

The transitional committee, through improved ar-

ticulation, provides for the development of all the above components
in transitional programs which focusing on its primary function as a

vehicle for program development.

Given the framework formed by the

of
transitional committee, the program must consider the following set

components

Knowledge of the nature of early adolescents

.

Component

1,

in the

base of underdevelopment of transitional programs, provides a common

intellectual
standings regarding social, emotional, physical, and
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growth.

It suggests that this period be examined as a separate devel-

opmental stage worth studying in and of itself (Waber, 1974), due to
the many changes which occur simultaneously.

In addition to these de-

velopmental changes, students experience the change from one school
level to another.
As suggested in Chapter II, understanding the developmental char-

acteristics and needs of early adolescents does not necessarily provide
for the design of school environments and programs responsive to them.

Continuous articulation among members of the transitional committee at

specified times, as well as communication between the committee and
other educators and parents at formal or informal meetings, inservice

curriculum days, orientation programs using Component

1

as the content,

must take place in order to apply this component to the design of the

program.

These meetings should also include discussions of early ado-

lescents who are academically talented or have special needs, and strategies should be suggested for developing program goals focusing on
their individual learning styles.

A next step in developing a transitional program is the development of shared understandings

.

Component

2.

This includes an examina-

tion of the philosophical differences between elementary and junior

high schools, programmatic goals of each level, administrative policies
and school rules, special services available in junior high school, and

determination of individual responsibilities for program development.
An appreciation and acceptance of each other’s goals among educators
occur
and parents of elementary and junior high school levels should
meetings.
through inservice courses, exchange visits and/or less formal
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The focus of these meetings can be on reconciling philosophical
and

programmatic differences between school levels and expectations of
the
i^^ior high program.

The meetings can also be used by sixth grade

teachers to present information on the social, emotional, physical, and

academic progress of individual students in order to facilitate a

smoother transition for the students.

Educational plans for children

with special needs and talents can also be developed by a team of sixth
and seventh grade teachers, psychologists, and resource teachers at the

junior high school.
Parents' participation in orientation meetings, individual teacher

conferences, school social activities and PTO groups should help in de-

veloping an understanding of the process of transition for their children to the junior high school.

These meetings provide general school

information, help alleviate some personal concerns, assist parents in

understanding the goals and expectations, and help determine academic
placements in the junior high school program.
Visits to the junior high school by sixth graders for tours and

participation in workshops in academic or skill areas help lessen social and emotional concerns regarding the transition to the junior high

school by eliminating the shock of sudden total immersion in a new and
alien environment.

Visits should also provide students with the oppor-

tunity to meet the principal, teachers, and other important school

personnel, and practice negotiating the new school surroundings.

Existing factors in the environment

.

Component

3

of the transi-

tional program design, must be considered in the planning by the transchool
sitional committee. These include the diverse philosophies of
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board members representing individual towns in
consolidated school districts, the design of the junior high school curriculum,
professional

training of the junior high teachers, and budgetary
restrictions.
The need for administrators of consolidated schools to
accommodate
the divergent attitudes and concerns of local towns represented on
the

school board becomes an important issue if the school is to gain social
and financial support for the development of a transitional program.

One way of managing this is through the establishment of an advisory

committee with representatives from each town feeding into the junior
high school.

The purpose of the advisory board is to meet to discuss

ideas on individual town issues, parental concerns regarding the tran-

sition of children to a large, consolidated school, and budgetary restrictions, and to come to a consensus to present to the larger board.
The design of the present junior high school curriculum in many

communities is a second factor which must be considered in program development.

The present design, as suggested in Chapter II, evolved

primarily for socioeconomic reasons and did not consider, initially,
the developmental characteristics of early adolescents.

XiThile

some

programs have attempted to establish new goals based on improved research and understandings of early adolescence, many still retain a
cognitive emphasis in content and structure.

For a transitional pro-

gram in the junior high school to be supportive of the characteristics
and needs of early adolescents, it must focus on both cognitive and

affective considerations.

This can be accomplished through the devel-

opment of alternative programs within the junior high school, sometimes
called Learning Communities, which are self-contained, team- taught
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programs.

(These are considered alternatives to the conventional de-

partmentalized design.)

The early adolescent in a Learning Community

gains emotional, social, and academic support within a stable physical

environment.

Concerns regarding transition are discussed and resolu-

tions are formulated within the student group with teachers acting as

counselors.

Additional support is provided by guidance counselors,

resource teachers, and administrators.

More will be said about Learn-

ing Communities under educational objectives.)

Other ways of providing emotional and social support for early adolescents who are enrolled in the traditional junior high program is

through flexible scheduling which provides for extended homeroom periods
used for counseling and planning, block periods for concentrated study

periods in subject areas, and for other school activities.

(This will

be discussed further under educational objectives.)

The junior high school teacher is the necessary link in the imple-

mentation of transitional programs and another factor to be considered
in developing transitional programs.

The teacher is the communicator

In addition,

of ideas, counselor, and friend.

of curriculum developer and implementer.

the teacher has the role

As suggested by educators

(Interview data. Chapter III), the teacher of early adolescents must
deal with these tasks within the framework of a holistic approach (that
is,

including both cognitive and affective educational objectives).

In

adorder to manage this, the teacher must have understandings of early

olescent development (Component

1)

,

knowledge of appropriate curriculum

using
based on these understandings, ability to implement curriculum
or not
different teaching strategies, and ability to evaluate whether

.
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specific curricula goals are accomplished.

Providing junior high school teachers with additional professional
training to improve skills in areas of the curriculum focusing on both

cognitive and affective needs of early adolescents can be managed in
two ways.

One is to establish regulations for certification of educa-

tional personnel for middle years of teaching (5-9)

,

which will affect

teacher training programs by the state board of education, and the

other is through the development of inservice programs within individual
school districts.
The Massachusetts Department of Education’s proposed regulations
for certification of middle school teachers, effective 1982, state that

teachers must be knowledgeable in the field proposed for certification

by demonstrating that they know developmental psychology, subject matter
of middle school education in general, one or more specific fields of

knowledge in depth, and recent research in teaching middle school.

The

emphasis in these requirements is being placed equally on the cognitive
and affective areas of teaching in the middle years, which was not
true in the past.

Also, the certification is limited in that it desig-

nates grades 5-9 as the target population rather than 9-12 as it was
formerly, thus creating a totally new certification level.

This suggests

that teacher trainees must be committed to teaching early adolescents
if they choose this level of certification.

Hopefully, this will have

the effect of preparing teachers with the special skills necessary for

focusing on early adolescence.

It is also hoped that a crops of teach-

ers so prepared will gain professional recognition for this teaching

level
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The development of inservice programs for junior high teachers
and other personnel should be an individual district commitment
based
on expressed needs of the teachers, administrators, and the community.

Workshops should be offered focusing on issues regarding developmental
characteristics and needs of early adolescents, the design of programs
to assist early adolescents in transition,

and leadership training.

the implementing of programs,

The administrators of a district could demon-

strate support for inservice training by providing curriculum days, released time for teacher planners, consultants, and leadership training
courses for principals.

A fourth important factor in the environment to be examined by the
transitional committee is budgetary restrictions.

Many educators feel

that these restrictions impose severe limitations on the development of

transitional programs within their districts.

The future looks more

ominous each year as additional federal programs are mandated, school

budgets continue to be slashed and pressured taypayers begin to say "no."
Administrators, teachers, and parents will have to begin to look inter-

nally for solutions to budgetary restrictions.

The untapped talents of

local educators and community volunteers may be resources which will

have to be examined more closely if quality programs are to continue in

individual school districts.
The establishment of educational objectives

,

or goals toward which

the transitional committee should be moving constitutes Component 4.

These goals should represent a cooperative product formed by the views
of educators, parents, students, and members of the community.

They are

based on knowledge of the characteristics of early adolescents, shared
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understandings of appropriate curriculum designs balancing affective
and
cognitive needs, and existing factors in the environment.

They consider

individual abilities of students, identified concerns, and adjustment
factors in the transition process, and how to focus on these within the

structure of the junior high school.

Educational objectives which are ultimately determined by the transitional committee should first establish goals for each of the components in the transitional program design.

These then become the frame-

work from which decisions can be made by administrators, teachers, parents, and students about questions concerning the what, how, and where
for each phase of the program's evolution.

They also form the basis

for establishing leadership roles, planning activities, designing inser-

vice workshops, and determining means of evaluating the program’s objectives

.

The implementation of educational objectives in the transitional

program design. Component

5,

has implications for the role of guidance,

the design of classroom environments, curriculum, and teaching.

responsibilities for implementation rests on many shoulders.

The

It cannot

be relegated to the administration or one segment of the population.

While the leadership role of the guidance staff is very important for
maintaining overall program continuity, different people on the transitional committee or within the schools may assume this role for differ-

ent segments.
The role of guidance in a traditional junior high school developing
a transitional program takes on additional dimensions

tional.

from the conven-

The guidance staff assumes a leadership role in the establishment

I
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of the transitional committee and determining, implementing,
and evalu-

ating components of the program design.

The success of the articulation

between school levels’ development of transitional data records, student
placements, and individual educational plans for students with special
needs can be greatly influenced by the guidance staff assuming leadership in these areas.

Guidance sessions for new seventh graders is another transitional
activity in which guidance should assume a leadership role.

These meet-

ings occur more frequently in the beginning of the year and focus on

school and personal concerns of the students.

Class scheduling, home-

work, teacher expectations, report cards, make new friends, and the general social environment within the junior high school are areas of dis-

cussion during these meetings.

Students are encouraged to share their

concerns and develop strategies for coping with their new school situation

.

Orientation programs, historically, have been the responsibility of
the junior high school guidance staff.

They are the most common activ-

ity for assisting early adolescents in the transition process and may
take place at the end of sixth grade and at the beginning of the seventh

grade.

One type of transitional orientation activity focuses on a human

relations program for sixth graders similar to the one developed by

rassi (1974).

This program views the school curriculum in terms of

skill and creativity development, exploration of interests, and develop-

ment of self.

The latter forms the basis for the human relations pro-

and ingram and stresses growth of personal and interpersonal skills

concerns and
creasing students* awareness of personal and interpersonal
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opinions.

It consists of talk sessions and role playing experiences
on

common concerns of early adolescents.

These sessions can help to mini-

mize the concerns of early adolescents regarding the process of transition to the junior high school.

Orientation activities can also involve teachers, parents, and
students at the junior high school in evening programs centering on the

presentation of school activities and hands-on experiences in a variety
of workshops.

These activities stimulate interest and excitement and

encourage community building within the school while providing additional benefits of publicizing clubs and involving volunteers.

The design of classroom environments and curriculum in schools de-

veloping a transitional program can include, as mentioned earlier, the
design known as a Learning Community.

This type of environment aims to

provide educational experiences centering on both cognitive and affective development of early adolescents.

The team-teaching effort pro-

vides for reinforcement of skill development and exploration in new
areas through cooperative planning and flexible scheduling.

It also

supports social and emotional growth of early adolescents by providing
a stable classroom experience, a constant group of peers with whom to

interact, opportunities for individual teacher-student conferences,

meetings to discuss class concerns, and opportunities for all class or

all-team field trip activities.

The Learning Community environment en-

courages a positive self-image by recognizing individual skills and
abilities, providing experiences to develop additional skills, and ensupcouraging establishment of secure peer relationships, all within a

portive and challenging social and academic environment.

This design

.
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most closely matches the intent of transitional programs, that is, to

develop school experiences for early adolescents in the process of tran-

sition which are supportive of their unique social, emotional, and academic characteristics and needs.
In schools which retain a traditional junior high school program

focusing primarily on cognitive development, educational objectives for
transitional programs can be managed in several ways.

Success for each

student in the program can be built by providing experiences centering
on social and emotional accomplishments.

This can be provided through

weekly block periods designed to concentrate on a variety of life skills
such as consumerism, careers, arts, crafts, home repairs, health, and

many other areas.

Students who might have some difficulty in academic

areas can gain confidence by succeeding in many new areas while gaining

additional knowledge and skills.

Success in these experiences enhances

the self-image and strengthens confidence of the early adolescent in

transition

Another type of implementation leading to success and community

building is one which involves the entire junior high school in athletic
field day experiences.

Everyone participates in a series of indoor/out-

door athletic team events regardless of ability.

The emphasis should be

to enon team participation, where team makeup is continually changing

courage new peer contacts

.

The activities encourage a positive competi-

to strengtive experience while providing students with opportunities

then and develop skills in an enjoyable environment.
days is to proThe goals of programs such as life skills and field

within one school
vide early adolescents with different structures
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setting from which they can choose activities and experiences responsive
to their particular interests and abilities.

In addition, these experi-

ences assist them in the further development of decision-making skills,
and exposes them to a variety of peer relationships within their age

and with older students.

Both of these are factors of adjustment for

early adolescents in transition from elementary to junior high school.

Additional ways of implementing educational objectives while also
focusing on continuity of communication includes the designing of school

handbooks by seventh and eighth graders which list daily class schedule,
names of teachers and other school personnel, school services, club and

sports activities, and rules and regulations.

In some districts, admin-

istrators prefer to list school or district rules and regulations in a

separate publication.

Transitional data sheets on individual students, parent conference
reports, class and school activity bulletins, curriculum outlines, and

school open houses are, yet, other ways of implementing educational ob-

jectives of a transitional program design between the elementary and

junior high school.
The success of a transitional program relies on continuous evaluation of stated objectives. Component 6.

Evaluation is an important

examinprocess of self-improvement and should be an ongoing practice of

entire
ing and revising, when necessary, program components or even the

program.
both.

or
The procedures for evaluation can be formal or informal,

developMost educators encourage the use of both procedures when

ing transitional programs.

.
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Informal procedures for evaluating such as data collecting can take
place during meetings with students, parents, and teachers at set interval periods during program implementation.

This type of evaluation can

assist planners in identifying immediate problems or concerns and enable
them to provide, at least, short term solutions.

Meetings with students

can take place in the classrooms during scheduled homeroom periods and
can be managed by guidance personnel or teachers.

Students should un-

derstand the purpose of this evaluation and should be encouraged to
share positive as well as negative comments on the progress of the program.

Informal evaluation sessions with parents can be managed either
through PTO organization or by the administration and teachers of the

junior high school at the convenience of the parents.

Parents should

be informed as to the planned times for these meetings and encouraged
to participate by sharing their concerns and questions regarding the

program and its effect on their children.
Formal evaluation involves the use of an instrument developed by

members of the transitional committee or external sources.

Such an in-

strument can be used to determine pupils’ responses to selected factors
of adjustment in the transition from elementary to junior high school

(Coulter, 1959).

It can provide help in determining the effectiveness

of an orientation program in assisting students to make a smoother

transition by providing data on how valuable the activities have been
to the students

Several self-evaluation instruments have been developed for use
1950 's.
in junior high schools, many of them since the middle

While
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none of them pertains directly to the evaluation of
transitional programs, they do present procedures for appraising the
modern junior high

school program.

The best known of these instruments is the Evaluative

Criteria for Ju nior High Schools developed by the National
Study of
Secondary School Evaluation, 1963 edition (Howard

&

Stoumbis, 1970).

Segments of this instrument could be adopted to examine the success
of
a transitional program or it could be redesigned to contain
areas which

the transitional committee feels are important to evaluate.

An instrument developed by Simmons et al

.

(1973) measures changes

in self-image of early adolescents in transition from elementary to

junior high school and would be a great assistance in planning transitional programs.

The cross-sectional study investigated whether adoles-

cence is a period of disturbance for the child's self-image and, if so,
at what age of adolescence and under what social conditions the distur-

bance is greater.

The instrument is composed of a self-consciousness

scale, stability of self-scale, self-esteem scale, content of self-image
scale, and perceived self-image scale.

Evidence is presented suggesting

that the child's environment may have a stronger effect than age in pro-

ducing changes in self-image and that children who had entered junior
high school appeared more disturbed along these lines than their agedpeers still in elementary school.

Other formal and informal instruments should be used at specific
intervals in program implementation.

These would be used to determine

whether certain understandings have occurred, how the committee
tioning and if changes in committee make-up are needed.

is

func-

A final evalua-

tion should be used at the end of the transitional program to determine
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whether educational objectives have been attained, identify problem
areas, and present data on aspects of the program needing improvement
or revision.

The evaluation of programs should be an ongoing, continuous process which helps in determining recommendations for future considera-

tions in the transitional program. Component

7.

These recommendations

are a natural outgrowth of the program's development and continue to

reflect the diverse ideas and concerns of transitional committee members,
students in the program, and the community.

They allow for committee

changes to occur, encourage development of new strategies, and promote

open discussion among educators, parents, and students on all aspects
of the transitional program.

Important to this chapter is the effort which must be placed on

establishing a transitional committee which represents educators, parents, and students from the elementary and junior high school levels.

This committee facilitates the development of a transitional program

based on the components presented in this study, while also giving consideration to the social, political, and economic differences of individual school communities.

With all seven components included in the

development of a transitional program, early adolescents will be pro-

vided with an environment which recognizes and is responsive to their
unique developmental characteristics and needs.
The design for developing transitional programs within the existing

organization of the junior high school has implications for early adohigh
lescents; improved articulation between elementary and junior

parent
school principals and teachers; teacher training; and greater

.
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and coiTununity involvement.

The design also has implications for changes

in the philosophy and organization of the junior high school in the fu-

ture

.

The implications for early adolescents are important and include
an increased understanding, respect and support for this age group by

educators, parents, and the community.

School conditions will be en-

hanced by the inclusion of activities designed to provide alternatives

which match the abilities and interests of such a diverse population.
Students will be provided with opportunities to participate in planning
and evaluating programs and determining future goals for themselves and
the school.

Finally, through the availability of alternative programs,

such as internships in the school and community, early adolescents will
be able to demonstrate to the community their talents and skills and,

therefore, will assist in eradicating the misconceptions which have sur-

rounded this age group for many years
The implications of the transitional design for improved articulation between elementary and junior high school principals and teachers

include bringing together two levels of educators from different phil-

sophical and professional orientations for discussions on early adolescents.

The purposes of these meetings would be to establish mutual un-

derstandings of early adolescents and designing appropriate curriculum
for them.

Other implications would include the development of continu-

by the estabity of programming from elementary to junior high school
students,
lishment of improved strategies for passing data on individual

teachers
helping students with special needs, and assisting elementary
of junior high program.
in gaining better understandings of expectations
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The design has implications for teacher training at
the district

level and at teacher training institutions.

It has already been men-

tioned that teachers are the crucial link in the implementation
of programs.

Inservice teacher education is a major focus in the development

of a transitional program.

Teachers should be provided with opportuni-

ties to design and develop programs based on their needs, concerns and

desires to improve their professional skills.

In addition, opportuni-

ties for release time to observe other classrooms within the school or
at other locations should also be included in the inservice program.

The implications of the design for teacher training institutions

includes a commitment to the establishment of a certification level for

teachers of early adolescents (5-9).

In addition, courses should be in-

cluded which offer a strong background in early adolescent development,

knowledge in one or more subject fields, an understanding of curriculum
designs appropriate for early adolescents, and practicums in at least
two different school settings, a middle school and a junior high school.
As suggested earlier, parents should be significantly involved in

decisions regarding designing, implementation, and evaluation of the

transitional program.

Through their involvement, increased understand-

ings are fostered and suport is gained for program goals.

The implica-

tion of this involvement includes increased parent interest in the

school and their children.

Workshops designed to create mutual under-

standings of early adolescence will provide parents with skills and

assistance to help their children in dealing with personal and school
concerns

.

With the involvement of parents

,

the commitment to the tran-

sitional program becomes a total one beginning with elementary school

.
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principals, teachers and parents, and ending with junior
high school
principals, teachers, and parents.

Recommendations for Further Research

The interest in school programs for early adolescents is beginning
to grow in this country.

There is still, however, limited understanding

as to the process of transition from elementary to junior high school.

The research is negligible as are actual programs.
The following recommendations are presented in an effort to encourage additional research on early adolescence and programs designed to

support them in the process of transition from elementary to junior high

school
1.

Chapter

I

presented two pilot studies (Heilman, 1975, 1978)

which attempted to identify school concerns of early adolescents.

would be useful to develop an instrument to be used in

It

a longitudinal

study of sixth graders who will enter junior high school to determine

which 3.school concerns are evidenced in sixth grade, which persist in
seventh grade, which are new, and which do not materialize.
2.

The middle school has been hailed as an alternative to the jun-

ior high school because, philosophically, it was designed to focus on

needs of early adolescents in transition.

Using the components identi-

fied in this study as important to the development of transitional programs, it would be useful to determine if, in effect, the middle school

curriculum does provide emotional and social support for early adolescents

.

In the overview of programs. Chapter III, there was reference

.
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to three alternative programs within one junior
high school.

It would

be useful to investigate the effectiveness of Learning
Communities versus traditional programs in providing for social and emotional
needs of

students
4.

The study discussed the importance of inservice training for

junior high school teachers to focus on both cognitive and affective
needs of early adolescents.

Further study could focus on the kinds of

inservice workshops needed to provide opportunities for developing additional skills and strategies in these areas.
5.

Evaluation is an important instrument of self-improvement and

growth in a transitional program.

Further research is needed to deter-

mine what kinds of formal and informal evaluation procedures are most

suitable for measuring the effectiveness of the total transitional pro-

gram in meeting the needs of the early adolescent.
6.

While the study did not consider leadership training of junior

high school principals, it is an important area of concern if principals
are to become instructional leaders in assisting in the development of

inservice programs for teachers.

A study outlining the areas in which

principals feel the need for additional training would contribute a
great deal to knowledge on training administrators.
This study has attempted to clarify and contribute to existing know-

ledge on early adolescence, school environments developed for early adolescents, and programs designed to assist early adolescents in the process of transition from elementary to junior high school.

Professional

educators, parents, and students must continue their efforts to design
developmental
and implement school programs which successfully match the
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characteristics and needs of early adolescents.

We will finally begin

to recognize the great potential of our early
adolescent population

when we provide them with opportunities for study, exploration,
and
Participation within the school and the greater community.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

am conducting a study which focuses on early adolescents in
transition from elementary to junior high school. My goal is to develop a design for a school program which will focus on these youngsters’ abilities, needs, and concerns.
The program is being designed
for school systems whose grade levels follow the 6, 3, 3 or 6, 2, 4
pattern, where the transition from elementary to junior high school
occurs between the sixth and seventh grades.
I

am writing to you to seek your assistance in locating elementary and junior high schools with the types of programs described
above. After locating these schools, I will contact them to obtain
program descriptions and other information. This information will
be studied in an effort to establish criteria for designing a transitional program for early adolescents.
I

I sincerely hope that you will be able to help me with this important project.
I will be pleased to share with you the results of
this study when it is completed.

Thank you very much for assisting me with this research.

Sincerely yours,

JU

f

•

/

/

Nancy Heilman
Integrated Day Program

NH saj
:
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i

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

am conducting a study which focuses on early adolescents in
transition from elementary to junior high school. My goal is to
develop a design for a school program which will focus on these
youngsters' abilities, needs, and concerns. The program is being
designed for school systems whose grade levels follow the 6, 3, 3
or 6, 2, 4 pattern, where the transition from elementary to junior
high school occurs between the sixth and seventh grades.
I

Your school has been recommended as having developed a transitional
program for early adolescent students. I am writing in an effort
to obtain a program description and other important information
about any aspect of this program. The information will assist me in
establishing criteria for a transitional program for sixth and
seventh graders.

sincerely hope that you will be able to help me with this important project. When the results of the study are completed, I
will be pleased to share them with you.
I

Thank you very much for your contribution to this research.
Sincerely yours.

Nancy Heilman, Doctoral Candidate
Integrated Day Program
NH:saj

Mailing Address:
35 Washington Avenue
Northampton, MA 01060
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B

School Programs

Amherst Regional Junior High School.
of Instruction, R. Tulonen.

Central Junior High School.
M.

lannoni.

Transition Program.

Director

Amherst, Massachusetts, 1979.

Transition Program.

Guidance Counselor,

Quincy, Massachusetts, 1979.

Frontier Regional Schools and School Union 38.

Director of Special Education, L. Abbate.

Transition Program.
South Deerfield,

Massachusetts, 1979.

Gateway Regional Junior/Senior High School.
Principal, J. Lutat.

Transition Program.

Guidance Counselor, M. Pekera.

Huntington,

Massachusetts, 1979.

Glenbrook Middle School.
Dr.

J.

Franson.

Transition Program.

Longmeadow, Massachusetts, 1979.

Granby Junior/Senior High School.
P. Langeiza.

Assistant Principal,

Transition Program.

Guidance Counselor, Dr. McGurk.

Principal,

Granby,

Massachusetts, 1979.

Holyoke Public Schools.

Federal Program 636.

Assistant Director, D. Bergeron.
John F. Kennedy Junior High School.
Counselor, H. O’Donnell.

New North Community School.
J. Kennedy.

Holyoke, Massachusetts, 1979.

Transition Program.

Guidance

Florence, Massachusetts, 1979.

Transition Program.

Assistant Principal,

Springfield, Massachusetts, 1979.

Quincy Public School System.
dents.

Director, G. Counter.

Program for Academically Talented Stu-

Director of Elementary Education,

F.

Nolan.

Quincy,

Massachusetts, 1979.

Squantum Elementary School.
Haggerty.

Transition Program.

Language Arts Teacher, Grade

Massachusetts, 1979.

7,

Principal, Ruth
.

Adams.

Quincy,
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C

.

SCHOOL

(Elementary Middle
High School)
,

,

Junior

PROFESSIONAL POSITION
Location

i_

Grade Level:

l

)

Urban

2

)

Suburban

3

)

Rural

l)K-6
2

)

5-a

3)7-9
2.

Site of School
3.

:

1

)

500 or less

2)501-1000
3)1001-1500

4.

^)1500-and above

1

What is the rationale for the transitional program in your
school?

What does your school do to assist students in the transition
from elementary to intermediate school?
What key elements have you found to be important factors in
the transition program designed by your school?
Who assisted you in completing your program plans?

5.

Did you encounter any problems? If so, explain.

6.

What recommendations would you make for improving the present
program design?
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WELCOME TO CEWTRAL

Bacoming acquaintad Ls our sincara wiah, Aliaoat
all of tha in-comlng savanth gradara hava mat
tha principal and tha haad counsalor during
thair visit and tour of Cantral within tha last
month.

Tonight wa hops this visit with your parents
will provide a vary coafortabla tour as you
SKanina exhibits, view dasionstrations, enjoy
tha vollayball gaiaa and tha gvnnastics. On
tha ball at 8:00 papo tt for tha pr ogram in
tha Laarning Canter.
Ua hopa that you will faal confidant with your
giant step from alamantary to junior high
school and that this will be tha beginning
of a three year friandahip.

PROGRAM FOR HAY 19th

7:00-7:30

Qajoy tha Gymnastics Demonstration in
tha gym.

7:30-8:00

Visit classrooms.
View exhibita.
Chat with mambera of tha staff
and students.

8:00

Report to tha Laarning Canter,
WELCOME
Mr. Vincent R. Moscardelli

Principal
Mr. J. Richard Comaau

Assistant Principal
SLIDE PRESENTATIOW
Ms. Mary Catherine lannoni
Haad Counsalor

I

)

.

i

,
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Dear 6th C.Tade

Pj

rents,

As your son/daughter approaches the end of
their 6th graoe
year, it is a time of completion of their elementan/
scnooL years
^nd preparation for their step into the middle
educational years of
Junior High,
accompanying this transition will te many questions,
c langes, and adjustments.
The Guidance itaff at J?K have planned
tne following calendar for your guide
Feo. 6 th - .ill 6th grade teachers meet with 7th grade
teachers
and guidance to plan and discuss this year’s
transition from 6th to 7th grads.
Feb. 26th - Ail 6th grade students wii.,. carry home a pacltet
of
materials to assist parents with course selection.
The pacltet includes a JFK bourse Catalog, the course
selection sheets with your 6th grade teacher's
recommendation for your son's/daughter's academic
program hero at JFK.
Students with 766 Educational
(
Plans and those with Bi-Lingual needs will be
tentatively scheduled now. These schedules will be
reviewed at designated times in the spring, and, if
a change is suggested, the student’s schedule v/ill
be mod if ied
Feb. 27th - Parents' Night at JFK for tne parents of the 6th
grade atud.^ntj. Time is 7:00.
If the meeting is
cancelled because of snow, the date will be Feb. 28.
"^arch 5th - All Course Selection Sheets for JFK MUST be returned
to the Elementary School
- The JFK Guidance Staff will meet with each
March 6th 6th grade teacher to finalize 7th grade schedules.
If the parents have questions and v/ould like a
phone call or a conference, one will be scheduled.
April
Visitation Day at JFK will be scheduled after April
Vacation.
Announcements later.
.

.

—

Sincere ly
The JFK Guidance Staff/586-l6l4
P.S.
The JFK Reading Programs are explained in the JFK Course Catalog.
will briefly explain them here.
Title 1 Readina - The JFK reading staff will offer regular remedial
reading classes with 6 students/class. Students are recommended
based on their 6th grade academic performance and scores on the
Gatss-MacGinitie Reading Tests recently administerea to all
6th grade students.
Students enrolled in this course read
between 1 and 3 years below grade level. Programs are individualized.
Corrective Reading Programs - This program is part of our 766
Students ai'e
progra.Ti taught by the Resource Room Staff.
placed into this program through 766 Core Evaluations ivhen the
Core Team determines that the Title i program and the Developmental
Glasses are not appropriate for the learning needs of the student.
These are l-year. non-l«“velad
De ve lonmental Reading Glasses enricnment classes offered to AIL students. The basis for
recommendation can be teacher recommentation, parental request,
A teac.her v/ill recommend students for this
and student request.
class for the following reasons! (l) scores of the Gates Mac'Jinitie
which indicate achievement no low^r than 1 year below grade level;
nro Ilmen t in level 3 or 4 English class and not part of any
(2)
other reading program here at JFK; (3) and students who need
to reviev/ reading skills such as decoding skills, comprehension,
study skills, using reference materials, outlining, alpnabe tiring,

'.'ie

.

<

e tc

i

^e'.cment'Ary school)

(date)

On tha above date the sixth grade students will be uelconcd to an orientation

day at J7K,

The schedule will be as follows

111 30 - 11:40

>

arrival at JFX

12:10

•

lunch at JFK

11:45

-

a.

You may bring your lunch and buy milk for 5c.
OR CANS AES ALLC'JED.

b.

You may buy your lunch for 40c or use your lunch tickets
your school.

c.

Ice cream is available after you eat your regular lunch for 10c.

!IO

SODA 30TTLSS

frcrr,

12:10 . Tour of the school and PE facilities

Tryouts for 7th grade chorus
Mr.

Kyors :<111 speak to all

6th graders about school rules, class

schedules, bus schedules, PS clothes, etc.

Question period
1:15 » Return to your elementary school

has my permission to attend the JFK
(t.

.udent's name)

orientation day program.

(parent's signature)
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E

:

;

Seudenc Translclon Data

Studenc's Name

Elementary School

Dace

Teacher's Name

PART

I

1.

Caces score in September:

2

CTBS Resul cs

.

Vocabulary

Reading Vocabulary

Mach Computation

Reading Comprehension

Mach Concepts

Spelling

Mach Applications

Total Mach

Language Mechanics
3.

Comprehension

Language Expression
local Language

Performed on CTBS
4.

:

below expectations
up to expectations

Comments
5.

Ability to Spell:

Ability to Write:

Problem Areas in Language Arcs:

’

above expectations

.

:

:

-

2-

6.

Social Studies Units and/or Skills Completed:

7.

Special Interest areas:

9.

3.

Topics completed in Math:
Wliole numbers

Decimals

Integers

Fractions

Geometry

Properties

Percent

Problem areas in Math:

11.

10

Special Needs
Ed.

plan

yes

no

Title

I:

Academic
Social Emot.

Speech
Ocher

Additional Comments:

Reading

Math

yea

no

s

.

197

PART II
Please fill in Che following;
1.

Whac types of school environment will the child react to beat.
Strong limits with visible rewards
Limits with verbal reinforcement

Independence

self -motivated

-

^Limited number of adults
^Adjust easily to many adults

NOTE:

2.

For the following, please check the statement that in your opinion
best describes this child (if boxes, check one or more than one,
if applicable, and if a continuum, place a check on the continuum
that would usually describe this child)

This child is alert:

3.

Noise tolerance
l

Grouping pattern

I

]

7.

-

|

jShort bursts

]

j

j

Background noise

]

x

-

best, o

-

well

^Larga group

^Medium size group,

x

-

^One-to-one (Peer),

One-to-one (Adult),

This child works:

best, o

-

well
Library

Partitioned area,

^Carrel,

Small group room,

Self-contained class

This child in completing tasks:

Needs teacher
direction
3.

]

this child works:

-

Small group,

Space

|

J

This child works well with:

-

^Alone,

6.

I

I

|

Absolute quiet
5.

afternoon more

This child's attention span is
Continuous}

4.

morning more

part of day

all day

l

This child learns:

i

|

x

Print materials,

Visual materials.

-

i

J

best, o

-

1

I

I

self
directed

I

With the use of:

well

Manipulative

Audio materials.

The kinesthetic approach

Other
9.

The child's ability to self-evaluate is:

Hell

dev,lope<lL_l_J__l__J

I

1

1

1

“"‘‘dveloped

j

)
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Than jlTICiiAL Ii-TtiiiHEHT

ACC

IfAME

LLAKftItIG

niGTOnT

Excellent
Mo

t i

7a

t

i

JCBCCL

Good

Cajr

Lom

on

In'lop-n'lence
1

1

-iel

r-oPRani lation

KeaponaibiXi ty

~bi

1 1 t

Intnreat in Subject Area

1

^

etc.

AopU Approach (alone,
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LEARNING COMMUNITY PROGRAM

A Learning Connnunicy is an educational environment composed
of about LOO students working with four teachers in four
adjacent rooms.
Each teacher is a specialist in one of the
four major academic subjects: English, Mach, Social Studies,
and Science. Teachers work together to integrate curriculum
materials.
Students leave the Community for physical education,
block and electives.

What is special about Che Learning Community? We chink it
provides a familiar place, a community to which a student
belongs, and an environment in which students get to know
each ocher well. Teachers in the Community have additional
contact with parents and students through regular conferences
under Che direction of Che guidance counselor. The Learning
Community atmosphere provides an opportunity to combine subjects
in one unit chat are scheduled at the same time, and to participate in a variety of field crips.
Students also meet in
Che Learning Community for homeroom and study periods, which
creates extra time for tutoring, outside activities, and
group interaction.
One of Che main goals of the Learning Community is to maintain
a positive learning environment, one in which students learn
CO understand and respect the rich diversity of people in the
world.
Parents are often invited to share in these positive
learning experiences. Their interest and input are always
welcome

The two Learning Communities available are similar in philosophy
The main difference is that one is only open
and structure.
CO 7ch grade students, and the ocher is open to seventh and
eighth
If you decide to enroll in a Learning Community all you need
CO do is indicate this choice on the Registration sheet when
you sign up for your courses for next year. If you have any
questions or wish to discuss this choice, the Learning Community
teachers and guidance counselor will be available at an evening
presentation in each elementary school or you may call Che
Junior High for an appointment.
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.lapletLancationj

i" Cha pert ot all v;s?..n u'.®.abars i.c
effactiva pvacas.tes au all tLc.e.T,

hfi.^’hour placnsd for hor.erooi: counseling

Tha involveivaat of guidance pa^•so•'naL,

astablishnant and tciincenance of Che EnvironCsntor.

Tlia

.“jr'es

Tha foilcwir.'V pegea include discu.^slon aui samples of
the ahova aspects ( pp.4‘ii) v;ilL be imp l3r.\2ii-. ad,.

I. T’.-iK

MEHBER

CO>'t';IT:'lENT

The coamicmenC of ceem members Co be aware of, and deal
/Lch. a£faccJ.ve processes at all ciaas Ls indicated by the
sample objectives they have developed below. The numbers
jelow indicate correlacj.on v/lch the State Education Goals.

L.

>

Student will demonstrate possesion of a positive self
Image. (1,9)

Student will dsaonscruca
self and others.
(3)

a

sense of responsibility for

J,

Student vjl.ll demonstrate an Increased ability to articulate his ovm values and their sources. (1,9)

V.

Student will demonstrate an increased ability to relate
his actions to hi.s articulated value systems. (1, 9)

3.

Student vrill demonstrate the ability to coourunicata
effectively with others. (2,5,6)

6,

Student will demonstraca an awareness of how his actions
and behaviors affect others. (3,6)

7.

Student will damensf race the ability to sraLce deolsiona
and accept the ccnsequences of them.
(1,9)

5.

Student will detronstrace the ability to fu-ccion effaceIvely as pert of a group,
(5,6)

9,

Scudant will develop an actituda that education is continuous, in and cut of school and throughout Ufa, (3,4)

I

I

£

3
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HnK Afrt) MIDDLE SCHOOL
MID-TERM APPRAISAL

iRANBY

HOMESCv.'

Dear Parent or Guardian:
This report 13 intended to keep you posted or. your onild'a ^oholadtic aor.i e-efr.
If some areas are poor, please oonaider some of tne possibie reason.-, oh-:,' -si
Your cooperation na.d oe an effective means to improve your child's jchoo. w.ofr.
At present

is

_outs landing work
_3bove average work

_average work
_below average work
unsatisfactory work

imoroved work

subject
Some possible reasons for the quality of work indicated above;
^attendance
extra effort
pays attention in class’
completes assignments fully
and on time
p articipates in class
does not bring needed materials

is inconsistent in effirt ana
application
^does not pay atr-nrion ir ; i.-”
does poorly 01.
doec poorly on qu-cce^
I

to class
fails to make up work after

fails to co.mpiete term pc, _;?-’;s
fails to complete as.--..gr. .lei.'
appears to have no in'».--t ::
subject

absences

IS disruptive

-i

Because there is still time before the end of the marking period, it will be oen=!’. : il
'c iw
3o chat your child will have every opport
discuss the above with your child.
his best, I also recommend:
Extra help on

.

A parent conference.
for an appoi.-icment?

Will you please call the school office

(

Lt)?-"'!’!'-

'

:r

-

'it

C0m.mer.r3

Dace:

Signature:

contenr of this report, please sign
I.n oroer to confirm that you have noted the
your child return it to me tomorrow.

_3igr.ature:

it

ai c

•

j

e

: :
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STUDENT ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT
KENNEDY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Five Week Report

Oct.
Dec.

The progresa of
GraOe
to date in the current marking period la Indicated below.
,

,

March
May

Homeroom

all PROGRESS REPORTS MUST BE SIGNED BY THE PARENT AND RETURNED TO HOMEROOM TEACHERS.

Subject

Mark

Probable ReaaonCa)
Connents:

Ex
S
U

:

F

s

:

s

Progresa Code
Excellent
Satisfactory
Uhsatisfactory
Failure

Teacher
Probable Reason Code

Subject

Mark

Considerable Improvement
Working to capacity
2
Study habits have improved
3
4
Tries hard
Needs to improve study habits
5
Does enough to get by
6
T. Inconsistent work
Homework inadequate
3
Low test and quiz scores
9
Needs to contribute in class
10
Lack of materials for class
11
tie: Pencil, text, notebook)
Should report for extra help or
12
make-up work
Absenteeism affecting grade
13
14. Classroom behavior needs Improvement;
affecting academic progress
Inattentive in class
15
Teacher requests parental conference
16
1

.

.

Probable Rea30n<3)

.

Con8D6nC3

.

.

Teacher

.

.

Subject

Mark

.

.

Probable Rea3on(3)
Comments:

.

.

Teacher

.

Subject __________

Mark

.

Probable ReaaonCs)
Comaenta:

.

Teacher

Subject
Probable Rea3on(3)
Comments

Teacher

Subject
Probable ReasonCa)
Coimenta:

Teacher

Parents:
I would like a conference with

Mark
(staff personls))

'Signature o^ parent or guardian)

Guidance phone is 586-1614

for appt.
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In general, the things to remember when completing an assess*
for a core are: A written summation of the orocedure employed,
results and diagnost ic impressions.
In addition, define the students
needs and offer oxpl ict means of meeting them.

inent

This concludes the section on the steos in a core evaluation.
The Process, while it may appear to be very involved is an excellent vechile for dealing with student's with special needs.
It
should be kept in mind that a core team will not work without cooperation of all the narticinants
It is not the final source of
all of the answers and should not be
viewed as such.
.

Rather, it is a group of orofess ionals who come together,
each with a specific skill, in an attempt to understand and program for a student.
It's success depends on the members and their
willlingness to seek the solution that will provide the student a
means of success in school.
EDUCATIQNAI. PLAN DEVELOPMENT

The result of any core evaluation is the development of an
educational plan.
Each member of the core team, and all service
delivery staff that will see the student, should have input into
the educational Plan.
It is from this plan that the recommendations
and direction for the teachers of the student will come.
Some of the areas that the team is required to state are:
A statement of performance or what the student can do.
1.
2.

Specific statements of measureable physical constraints
on performance.

3.

A

4.

A statement of general (1-year) educational objectives
which the student can reasonably be expected to achieve.
These objectives should be measurable and should be listed
in order of nriority.

5.

A

6.

specific statement of the students learning style.

statement of the suggested methodology and teaching
approach for meeting the general objectives.

A statement of the types and amounts of services (in
terras of hours/weeks for elementary and periods oer
This should also include a stateweek for sectondary.)
ment of the duration and frequency of the times during
which the student should receive services.
for the student

7.

A statement of physical education services

8.

A statement of the types of materials necessary for
student to meet the objectives.

(4)

r

the

.
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9.

A :itarcincnt

recommend i ntt the daily duration of the stu

proi; roH:i

statement recommendinR the number of days per year
student's program should be provided.

10.

A

11.

A

t

statement recommending whether the services to the
should be in the regular classroom, small Rruup or on
individual basis.
fThere is a section for this beside
specific objective on the liduca t ionn
Plan form.)
I

statement of the student's transportation needs.

12.

A

1.1.

The criteria for tlic student's movement to the next
restrictive prototype.

le

liacli of these re(|u i rements lias a specific area on the educ
plan where they arc to be entered.
It is an involved procos
with many areas needing to be covered.

al

However, the final product is
RUide for how to teach to
this student, based on his strciiRths ;ind weaknesses and what to
expect from him.
The objectives are meant to be expected Rains
quarter.
They arc assessed at the conclusion of each ijuartcr a
determination of .iccomp i shmen t s arc made.
If not, they contin
to receive work.
.-i

I

It is at this point that the Director of .Special Education
makes the following determinations:

Determine and state as part of the student's education
1.
plan whctlier the objectives set by the team rccjuirc for their
achievement special education which is not available within the
regular educational program.
If the Director determines the student requires spccia
2.
education the Director completes the educational plan by statin
the prototype and the specific prORrnm within the prototype.

personnel

wiio

1.

TIio

4.

The location at

.I.

wliicli

the services are to be provided.

Whether the particulars can he provided without the
inclusion of any spcci.il services.
schedule reflcctinu the amounts and typos of service
and the duration and frequency of such services.

(i .

A

7.

Materials

r.nd

rcconimcnda

t

8.

arc to provide the services.

equipment that will ho needed, roficetin

ion of

the team.

The starting date for each service.

The responsibilities of the Director and Ills decisions
are made in tandem with the Core foam in order to completely
meet the needs of the student, this aspect of cooperation is
ossont ial
.

(S)

I
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HDUCATIONAL PROGRESS REPORT

NAME OF STUDENT:

GRADE;

TYPE OF EVALUATION:

SCHOOL:

GNTRANCE DATH:

EVALUATION PERIOD;

TEACHER'S NAME:

Briefly describe students proRress towards stated objectives:

Recommendations and/or future objectives:

1
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

^

DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
182

TREMONT STREET, BOSTON 021

't

1

School

T>p«<H
Evatuauon

_______

EDUCATIONAL PLAN:

GENERAL AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES/DELIVERY OF SERVICES
1

2.

Name _

Oaia ot Bkth

Addron

,atv

ParUclpaniB:

Nama

Nama

PoaMlon

PooHlon

•

1.

Thia EducallonaJ Plan cowara lha patKXl

4.

Grnwat Otl/»ettv«s;
Batad on ina vartoua danwnauatad paHormancaa aa mdlcaiad by lha

lo

aaa B aamanu.

wnat

tfa (ha ganara4
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SVACK';:^Nr’!.o

.

POOL

H.

Kowalski

you le i"deop-.'nd" suitrmcr corie and learn co swim In precialon.
Learn che
posiclone .iiid drillj of swimmlnp on a drill uuam.
It

2.

LilAT AP.E THE PiJLT'L'S?

PLAMETARIUII

D.

La 11 study unusual happenings in Che solar system and Its

3.

SEVilNC

art center

Qaecens

concents.

E.

Hahscy

By hand ue will sew appliques. We will first design our own appliques and Chon sow
then on cloth.

4

.

i'r.P.ST

STEPS

It:

BALLET

AUDITORIUM

Learn che five ballet positions and create

5.

rvELI?:': GO.ID

a

C.

Hausamann

dance for your parents.

science lab

O.

Puff

This is an adaptation of a TOCA program designed co study your heart. The group
wiJL) learn how the heart functions as a "Master Pumper" and how it can be .strengthened
end Improved by EXERCISE!
So.... get ready for a mental and ohvslcal workout.

•j.

"..A.SKETR ALL

GYM

Learn che rules and fundamentals of basketball.
che birthplace of basketball.

I.

CAMl' 'Li

!

ACTION READY ROLL
!

!

I

B.

l?2

Learn to play che game of Springfield,

MEDU CENTER

co report the news! Learn to write Che scripts.
producing a colevisiou program.
I.eorn

Pod
«.

I'Ol.iC- TALES,

k'e

F/.li!..~3

/\i;D

MYTHS

Flgueredo

3

M.

Thomsen, B. Anderson
S. Rochford

Participate in all che aspects of

and 10 only

MEDIA CENTER

M.

Meaney

will ruid and exam some of che Traditional Liter.iture - its origin ,, characteristics

and

0.

Ao.'AS-;:::)

piano UvB

d.

Boivin

'..’ho
demons era to flnyi.-r dexterity will lo.irn advanced techniques ip the piano
These studc.ics will bo selected by .Mrs. Boivin from the last mini-course.

Stud,' nt!.
it!.'.

i’taxo
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1

1

.

_•

VUIUC

r'hc'iUi's

Toe ohu’jr-.i

'•o.-is.

"
'

•

•

a

Kranz

In n«i»lc. W, win rtud And
.•’'•'’fc?'"'
aa ncucl/
<hlla we Mater ond learn a varlacy of
aiu
Qusical
tor chia ronric -iiuat be Uood Hondors.

^on.porjors

r;;r?;r:i

rhJ^.

TOY

ART CEMTER

>!.\;;r::c.

'•'e'll

?'i

.

M.

lurcEja^R
Purdy, E. Cramainsja
mini course the diildron will
explore dtffere
ranc foods from Franca. Thara will be
Tuosc speotors ond o culminacini}
_
casting i«v./.
party, fa rclclpancs must be members of
rraitcli clauses.
cho
:n

;

V

Cl.NTEP.

use car-Jho!iv!l

•'.'.kl-

.1

,

wood,

e;,v.

iiid

B.

Madru

paint CO make trucks, boats, cars and dolls.
Coma

lOl.OMtAL OTOR.VLA.S

tl.

Ryan

a dlorana.
'..'s
cut and pasco and make a log cabin, both the Inside and outside
of the Log cabin.
We'll make ? fort and schoolroom. Each participant mult
bring In a medlauii size shoe box.
.1.

Clkr)

HCUSE

S.

Let's raiiearch types of birds In our area.
bird nousa.

'.’o

‘

•

V

Then we'll plan and build a metric

A COLOMI.AL SAMPLER

Sir.;

creuca our own design and sew

J.l

-

a

Bousquec, R. Latham

C.

Crowley

R.

Rodriquez

colonial sampler.

gym

DA;!CE

Cor! and loam the basic Yoga positions,
new dance step.

k'e

n

limber up and then enjoy learoing a

I

^

.

ft
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H.E.P,

INTERVIEW INVENTORY:
W. C. Wolf, Jr,

STUDENTS

1.
Student's
Name

Grade

Teacher

2.

School

RELATIONSHIPS
Tell me the name

— first

sitting with on

and last— of a sixth grader you enjoy talking to and

during the H.E.P, program activities.

— first

Tell me the name

and last— of another sixth grader you enjoy talking

5.
to and sitting with on

3.

4.

during the H.E.P. program activities.

Name one more sixth grader you enjoy talking to and sitting with on {W«dnesdays
Thursdays
during the H.E.P. program activities.

Let's pretend we are going tj plan a party to celebrate your birthday.

have the party at the Boys Club.

Tell me the

name— first and last— of

We'll
3

or

4

of your school friends who should be invited to the party.

(''i«dnesdayj H.E.P. program friends would you like to have help
Who among your
Thursday
you do school work?

fi

Who amono vour (Wednesday^ H.E.P. oroqram friends would you like to help do
Thursday
school work?

ATTITUDE TOWARD JR. HIGH SCHOOL
1.

Which Jr. High School will you attend next year?

221

2.
- 2-

Have you ever been inside this school?
a.

If yes

What did you like about the school?

:

3.

What didn't you like about the school?

b.

Continue interview.

If no :

Oo you have friends or relatives now enrolled in this school?
4.
a.

If yes

:

What do they like about the school?

5.

What don’t they like about the school?

b.

If no ;

Continue interview.

What do you look forward to doing next year in the Jr. High School?

What don't you look forward to doing next year in the Jr. High School?

AniTUOE TOWARD H.E.P.
1.

Why do you participate in the Holyoke Enrichment Programs
bus trips)?

222

2.

-3-

3.

Tell me what you

1

ike about these programs.

4.

Tell me what you don‘ t

1

i

ke about these programs.

5.

6.

1.

How are these programs

2.

1 i

ke your regular school work?

How are these programs different from your regular school work?

What suggestions do you have for making the programs better?
'

'

-

—

,

..

3.

CULTURAL AWARENESS
(Wednesday^
Are there differences between the children joining you during the
Thursday
Explain.
programs and the children in your regular classroom?

Probe for both awareness of and knowledge of cultural differences.

NOTE:

How might you find out more about these (the ones mentioned above) differences?

Name

2

or

3

people who might help you find out more about these differences.
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HOLYOKE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM:

PARENT SURVEY

Dear Parent or Guardian:
you'"
’4* been participating In the Holyoke Enrichment
(H.E.P.),
since either October of 1977 or January of 1978,
School staff
have worked hard to offer programs worthy of your child's participation
during
this period.
By now, you have formed opinions about these programs.
The staff
would like to know more about your opinions of the programs.

o
Program /u

Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions.
your child return this form to his or her teacher.

Then, have

Most sincerely,

1.

W. C. Wolf, Jr.

Program Evaluator

Parent's Name
Child's Name
2.

School

3.

What do you believe the Holyoke Enrichment Programs (H.E.P.) are trying to
accomplish?

What

^

you like about programs In which your child participates?

What don’t you like about programs In which your child participates?

OVE R

4.

5.

Hava you helped plan any activities for H.E.P.7
answer yes, please explain.

Have you taken part In any H.E.P. activities?
answer yes, please explain.

6.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Would you like to help plan or take part In H.E.P. activities?

7.

If you

If

you

Yes

Ho

Please note with one check-mark your child's general feeling toward H.E.P.
activities to date.
Not Satisfied
Some Disappointment
Too Soon to Pass Judgment and/or Uncertain
Some Satisfaction
Well Satisfied

8

Please note with one check-mark your child's feelings about entering the
Junior high school In September, 1978, before the H.E.P. activities began.
Not Looking Forward to Jr. High School
Some Concern About Attendance At Jr. High
Too Soon to Pass Judgment and/or Uncertain
Few Concerns About Attendance At Jr. High
Looking Forward to Jr. High School

9

entering the
Please note with one check-mark your child's feelings about
junior high school In September, 1978, since his or her participation In
the H.E.P. activities.

'

10.

Not Looking Forward to Jr. High School
Some Concern About Attendance At Jr. High
Too Soon to Pass Judgment and/or Uncertain
Few Concerns About Attendance At Jr. High
Looking Forward to Jr. High School

changes In your child
Please note with one check-mark your awarenesss of
habits since he or she
study
child's
your
In
or
school
toward
attitude
started participating 1n H.E.P. activities.
No Useful Change

~~~

Little Useful Change
Too Soon to Pass Judgment and/or Uncertain
Some Encouraging Change
Much Encouraging Change

s
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Program Design

Robert’s design for developing multicultural education is also
derived from a set of assumptions from which are selected key
elements of the design.

The primary differences between Robert's

design and the design presented for the development of transitional
programs for early adolescents lie in the research data from which
the assumptions and components are derived.
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